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Abstract 
Inspired by the U-model based control system design (or called U-control system design), this 
study aims to develop the U-model based control system design by establishing pulling 
theorems to deal with non-minimum phase problem and enhance the U-model based control 
system design for nonlinear dynamic systems by MIT normalised rules and Lyapunov 
algorithms. This study is clearly novel as the methods we proposed have not been described 
and defined before.  
The study initially proposed a U-model based control system for unstable non-minimum phase 
system. Pulling theorems are proposed to apply zeros pulling filters and poles pulling filters to 
pass the unstable non-minimum phase characteristics of the plant model/system. The zeros 
pulling filters and poles pulling filters are derived from a defined desired minimum phase plant 
model. The remaining controller design can be any classic control systems or U-model based 
control system. The difference between classic control systems and U-model based control 
system for unstable non-minimum phase will be shown in the case studies. 
In the second part, the U-model framework is proposed to integrate the direct model reference 
adaptive control with MIT normalised rules for nonlinear dynamic systems. The U-model 
based direct model reference adaptive control is defined as an enhanced direct model reference 
adaptive control expanding the application range from linear system to nonlinear system. The 
estimated parameter of the nonlinear dynamic system will be placement as the estimated gain 
of a customised linear virtual plant model with MIT normalised rules. The defined linear virtual 
plant model is the same form as the reference model. Moreover, the U-model framework is 
designed for the nonlinear dynamic system within the root inversion. 
Thirdly, similar to the structure of the U-model based direct model reference adaptive control 
with MIT normalised rules, the U-model based direct model reference adaptive control with 
Lyapunov algorithms proposes a linear virtual plant model as well, estimated and adapted the 
particular parameters as the estimated gain which of the nonlinear plant model by Lyapunov 
algorithms. The root inversion such as Newton-Ralphson algorithm provides the simple and 
concise method to obtain the inversion of the nonlinear system without the estimated gain. The 
proposed U-model based direct control system design approach is applied to develop the 
controller for a nonlinear system to implement the linear adaptive control. The computational 
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experiments are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed U-
model based direct model reference adaptive control approach and stabilise with satisfied 
performance as applying for the linear plant model.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
Control engineering is applied in many engineering disciplines, such as mechanical, electrical 
and aerospace engineering, and it is used everywhere in our physical lives (Marlin, 1995). In 
the design of control systems, designers specify the desired system characteristics performance 
or behaviours first, and then configure or synthesize the controllers and filters for the plant 
models to best match the requirements of the desired qualities (Phillips and Habor, 2011). 
A closed-loop control system, is set of mechanical or electronic devices designed to 
automatically achieve and maintain the desired output condition by comparing it with the actual 
condition (Phillips and Habor, 2011). Therefore, the system inputs can be described as a 
function of the system outputs, in addition, the system outputs are also a function of the system 
inputs. 
For example, a house temperature control system is a simple closed-loop control system, which 
maintains the temperature of the house at a desired value automatically. To achieve the physical 
variable, the value of this variable should be measured. The measurement of a variable is called 
a sensor. In this house temperature control system, the sensor is a thermostat, which shows an 
appropriate temperature by open an electrical switch and low temperature by closing the switch. 
Activating a gas furnace will increase the temperature, so that the plant output signal is the 
actual temperature of the house, and the plant input is the electrical signal that activates the 
furnace. In the house temperature control system, the input is connected to the output to form 
the closed loop of the system. Furthermore, in most closed-loop control systems, it is common 
to connect a third, or more, system into the loop to achieve desired performance or behaviours 
for the total system. The additional system is usually called a compensator, a controller, or 
simply a filter. 
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1.1 Research motivation 
Generally, control systems are classified as linear or nonlinear behaviour of the dynamic 
process. Nowadays, linear control becomes a mature subject with large amount of powerful 
methodologies and a long history of successful experiment application (Slotine and Li, 1991; 
Åström and Wittenmark, 2013). Control systems based on these linear methods are usually 
efficacious in the experiments as: 
1) The control system maintains the whole system in a small range of operating variables; 
2) Some of the systems are not highly nonlinear and can be treated as approximated linear 
system; 
3) Most of the control theories and designs (Åström and Wittenmark, 2013) are not 
sensitive to reasonable model errors due to nonlinearities. 
Rigorously, assume that the function operates on input ( )1u t , ( )2u t , ( ) ( )1 2u t u t+ , ( )u ta , 
where a  is a scalar multiplier, there are two conditions a linear function f  must satisfy (Leigh, 
2012): 
1) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )1 2 1 2f u t f u t f u t u t+ = +   
2) ( )( ) ( )( )1 1f u t f u ta a=   
However, not every system satisfies all these conditions (Marlin, 1995). With the fact that most 
real-world systems demonstrate near linear behaviour within a limited operating range and by 
the significantly enhanced insights available in the linear case (Goodwin, Graebe and Salgado, 
2001), the control of nonlinear process/system is then addressed in control engineering.  
For example, a public address system is a nonlinear system (Phillips and Habor, 2011). When 
the speaker’s energy reach the microphone, this system is closed loop and it is a usual case. 
When the speaker is placed in front of the microphone, the loop gain increases and stability 
problems generated. This case may occurs such a system becomes unstable. To reduce the loop 
gain, observer need to cup hands over the microphone. Then the oscillations die out gradually. 
If a large input imports, the system becomes unstable once more. This stability is a function of 
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the amplitude (or frequency) of the input signals. Such case cannot exist in a linear time-
invariant system. 
In linear time-invariant system, the system stability can be determined by applying the Routh-
Hurwitz criterion, the Nyquist criterion, or other techniques considered in the control system 
literatures. However, not much statement can be made for nonlinear control systems. 
The nonlinear systems have some general characteristics (Phillips and Habor, 2011; Leigh, 
2012): 
1) Limit cycle. In a nonlinear system, a periodic oscillation is called a limit cycle. 
Generally, limit cycle is non sinusoidal. In linear time-invariant system, a periodic 
oscillation is sinusoidal with the amplitude of oscillation a function of both the 
amplitude of the system excitation and the initial conditions. In contrast, the amplitude 
of oscillation is independent of the nonlinear system excitation or initial conditions. 
2) Subharmonic and harmonic response under a periodic input. A periodic input may 
exhibit a periodic output that frequency either a subharmonic or a harmonic of the input 
frequency in nonlinear systems. 
3) Jump phenomenon. The nonlinear system input is a sinusoid of constant amplitude 
supposedly. When the frequency of the input sinusoid is increased, a jump 
(discontinuity) arises in the amplitude of the response. When the frequency is decreased, 
a discontinuity happens again at a different frequency. It is also called jump resonance. 
4) Multiple equilibrium states. For nonlinear stable systems, there may be an amount of 
different states that the system can approach as time increases for no system input. 
These states are called equilibrium states. The state that the system approaches is 
evaluated by the system initial conditions. The condition depends on the disturbance 
when disturbed (or perturbed) is illustrated settling to the different states. 
5) Poles and zeros, transform methods, root loci, frequency response of nonlinear systems 
describing function methods, matrix and vector methods, and block-diagram algebra 
are all inapplicable. 
6) System design/synthesis methods for directly control nonlinear system scarcely exist. 
7) Difficult to interpret. The behaviour of a nonlinear system is structurally different in 
different regions of state space  
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 ( ),x f x u=&   (1.1.1) 
 ( )y g x=   (1.1.2) 
and 
 x XÎ   (1.1.3) 
where state space X  is defined for a nonlinear system according to the equation, the 
n  -dimensional state vector x  can be visualised as being set available by a nonlinear 
observer with inputs u  and input y  and with output xˆ , where as usual the superscript 
indicates an estimated value. 
Therefore, regarding to different operating regions, the same system may present differently, 
such as unstable, locally stable, heavily damped or oscillatory. Local and global behaviour are 
identical with a scaling factor for linear systems. However, it is generally meaningless to 
discuss of global behaviour for nonlinear systems (Leigh, 2012). 
Available approaches to the analysis of nonlinear systems are concerned almost entirely with 
providing stability information: 
Lyapunov’s second or direct method: The only approach that does not involve approximation. 
However, the designed system will return to equilibrium if perturbed as the information 
produced by application of the method is of limited value for routine system design. A control 
loop of guaranteed stability may be synthesised by applying the methods (Leigh, 2012). 
Lyapunov’s first method: This method depends on local linearisation. It has little or no design 
applicability (Leigh, 2012). 
Describing function method: This method is also depends on linearisation, with sinusoidal 
analysis proceeds by the expedient of neglecting harmonics generated by the nonlinearities 
(Aracil and Gordillo, 2004). 
Sector bound methods: In this kind of methods, two straight line boundaries cover the 
nonlinear function and the boundaries are linear functions. These methods are based on the 
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idea of ensuring system stability in the presence of any and every function that can reside in 
the area that the linear functions covered. There are two famous existing conjectures show the 
inapplicability of these methods: Aizerman’s conjecture and Kalman’s conjecture. Harmonics 
present in the sinusoidal response of the nonlinear system have no counterpart in the linear 
systems that represent the bounds of the approximating sector (Bragin et al., 2011). 
These are the methods which can analyse of nonlinear system model. A hypothesis is 
introduced now: 
It is possible to use linear methodologies to directly provide solutions for identification and 
control of a large class of smooth nonlinear dynamic plant models, and therefore to simplify 
and generalise nonlinear system design in principle of parsimony. 
If the answer is positive, there is no general approach to analyse nonlinear plant properties, 
such as stability. 
What if there are some general linear approaches to design controller to drive nonlinear plant 
to achieve the same target? 
Here the U-model method is then introduced to overcome this issue. 
U-model method: This method is a model-independent control system relying on root solver, 
such as Newton-Ralphson algorithm, to find the controller output (Zhu and Guo, 2002). 
Remain controller can be any other classic linear approach. This method make the design 
procedure applicable to linear/nonlinear polynomial/state space model structure and it 
complements most existing design approaches. 
Therefore, despite of difficulties to ever-changing nonlinear system, researchers are still 
maintain enthusiasm to develop possible design/approach to analysis nonlinear system. Not to 
mention directly apply linear controller design methodologies to develop nonlinear control 
systems for both polynomial model expression and state space expression. Under such 
motivation, a geometric synthesis framework can be established to represent nonlinear dynamic 
plants and simplify and generalise. 
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1.2 Research questions 
From the above information, research questions of this project can be listed as follows: 
1) What is the U-control description and how does U-model based control systems for 
nonlinear dynamic plants work? 
2) What is non-minimum phase and how to deal with non-minimum phase system with 
U-model based control systems? 
3) Is there robustness of U-model based control design for non-minimum phase system? 
4) How to establish a generic and efficient framework to accommodate direct model 
reference adaptive control of nonlinear systems? 
5) How to develop U-model based direct model reference adaptive control system?  
6) Is the U-model based direct model reference adaptive control system work for both 
MIT normalised rules and Lyapunov algorithm/function? 
7) How to validate and implement these effectiveness of designed U-model control 
systems into computational simulation and practical application? 
 
1.3 The aims and objectives of the research 
With such insight of the U-model based design approach for nonlinear polynomial control 
system, aim of this PhD research was to develop and analyse U-model control system to be 
applicable for non-minimum phase system and for direct model reference adaptive control 
approach. To expand the powerfulness of U-model control system design, it is necessary to 
establish corresponding theorems for non-minimum phase system, and corresponding 
structures for direct model reference adaptive control approach. 
Overall, according to the hypothesis in last section, this research provides novel concepts, 
structures, and algorithms in academic development, and shows the applicable for industrial 
experiments in modelling and control of complex modern systems. 
To achieve the aims, the following major objectives have been outlined: 
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1) To create U-model based control systems with classic pole placement with two different 
plants. 
2) To develop a general U-model non-adaptive control framework where the linear non-
adaptive control strategies can be used directly for control of non-linear systems such 
as non-minimum phase (NMP) systems through pulling theorem. To demonstrate the 
proper robustness of U-model based design for non-minimum phase system compare 
to other approaches. Bench test on selected non-minimum phase system model to 
implement the corresponding U-model based design approach, such as a rotary 
mechanical system and an altitude hold model of Boeing 747. 
3) To develop a general U-model adaptive control framework where the linear adaptive 
control strategies (methods) can be used directly for control of non-linear models: (i) 
Lyapunov algorithm; (ii) MIT normalised methods. Bench test on selected nonlinear 
Hammerstein model to implement the corresponding U-model design approach for 
demonstrating the performance and applicability of the proposed U-model based direct 
model reference adaptive control system.  
 
1.4 Contributions 
The contributions of this thesis are mainly: 
1) Non-minimum phase systems are common in industry applications and many 
researchers have discussed numerous methods to solve this problem. These methods 
focus including but not limited to cancellations, which are restricted to the stability of 
the plant model. The study proposes the pulling theorems, that not only solve the zeros 
outside the unit circle but also the poles outside the unit circle. In the pulling theorems, 
a zero pulling filter and a poles pulling filter will be set up according to the customised 
desired performance/characteristics. These theorems have two advantages, the first one 
is, even the plant model changed in proper range, the zeros pulling filter and the poles 
pulling filter does not need to adjust. In other words, the control system has proper 
robustness. The other one is, when the zeros and/or poles of the non-minimum phase 
system are all inside the unit two circle, the open loop system maintain stability. These 
two advantages make the pulling theorems significant. 
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2) Within pulling filters, the controller may need large power/energy in some cases. With 
regards to the large power/energy, the control system cost unnecessary 
financial/equipment supports. The U-model based control system for non-minimum 
phase systems is emerged to decrease the wasted. Under U-model framework. The root 
inversion is the core of the design. The novel design of U-model based control system 
for non-minimum phase systems provides a new and concise methods to deal with non-
minimum phase systems for industry applications. 
3) The direct model reference adaptive control is proposed to design with U-model 
framework to extend the applicability range from limited to linear system/plant to 
nonlinear system/plant. In this structure, a desired virtual linear plant model is 
established to instead of the original plant model in classic model reference adaptive 
control and the U-model framework could satisfy of the requirement of the direct model 
reference adaptive control for nonlinear system/plant. 
4) The U-model based direct model reference adaptive control with MIT normalised rules 
provides the feasibility of applying nonlinear system/plant to direct model reference 
adaptive control with MIT normalised rules. 
5) The U-model based direct model reference adaptive control with Lyapunov algorithms 
provides the feasibility of applying nonlinear system/plant to direct model reference 
adaptive control with Lyapunov algorithms when the condition changes in the design 
of with MIT normalised rules. 
6) This study shows case studies through the analytical process and computational 
experiments to prove the controller output, performance and response of U-model based 
control systems. 
7) Most importantly, this study provides novel methodologies of interdisciplinary research 
programme and innovative control approaches in control theory. 
 
1.5 Structure of the thesis 
This thesis is divided into six chapters. It starts with an introduction to the research in Chapter 
1, and ends with conclusions drawn from this research in chapter 6. Chapter 2 provides the 
research background, methodology and literature review for the research. Chapter 3 presents 
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the design of U-model based control system for non-minimum phase model. Chapters 4 and 5 
demonstrate the design of U-model based model reference adaptive control with MIT 
normalised rules and Lyapunov algorithm respectively. 
The outline of the thesis is as follow: 
Chapter 1 introduces the research motivation, project aims and objective, and highlights the 
contributions of the research. 
In Chapter 2 the literature review covers an overview of general control systems and 
description of U-model structure. Also, a comparison between classic pole placement method 
and U-model based pole placement method is present to show the difference and pros and cons. 
Chapter 3 proposes theorems called pulling theorems for non-minimum phase systems. Within 
the U-model based control system design, it will simply solve the non-minimum phase 
problems including poles and zeros outside the unit circle and it shows a relatively robustness 
compared to other classic control methods for non-minimum phase systems.  
In Chapter 4, the U-model based model reference adaptive control with MIT normalised rules 
control system is established with desired virtual plant model. Under the circumstance, the 
unknown parameters of the nonlinear plant model could be identified with virtual plant model. 
In Chapter 5, the U-model based model reference adaptive control with Lyapunov algorithm is 
proposed to improve the unstable closed-loop problem with the U-model based model 
reference adaptive control with MIT normalised rules. Also with virtual plant model, a 
Hammerstein model is demonstrated the simulation results when reference input changes. 
Finally, in chapter 6 conclusions are drawn to summarise the study and provided the proposed 
future research to follow up this study.  
A user manual and MATLAB programs/Simulink is shown in Appendix. 
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Chapter 2 Research background and literature 
review 
 
2.1 Overviews 
Design a control system to reasonably correspond to a requested performance or design 
specification is the main proposition of control engineering. A control design scheme 
applicable should be properly presented for justifying the feasibility of model structure, no 
matter of representing linear systems or non-linear systems. In the linear control systems, there 
are many available approaches and methods to manage with control problems. Mainly, the 
approaches are based on two model structures, state-space model (Brogan, 1974) and 
polynomial model (Åström and Wittenmark, 2013). This chapter presents comparative studies 
on U-model based control system, which is an enhanced pole placement controller design for 
linear dynamic plants based on polynomial models, comparing to the classical pole placement 
approach to demonstrate the difference between them and the superiority of U-model based 
design approach. 
Industrial variability, unidentified environmental conditions and accidental degradation cause 
uncertainty in physical parameters (Daouk et al., 2015), which obtains variability in measured 
natural frequencies and damping. Normal analysis techniques, for instance the finite-element 
method (FEM), are commonly deterministic and not explicitly deliberate the properties of 
uncertainty. In addition, this kind of techniques regularly adopt average structural parameters, 
which are estimated (Choi, Canfield and Grandhi, 2007). Consequently, there may be a high 
degree of inconsistency between prophesied and experimentally obtained parameters. It is 
desired that substitute analysis methods that measure and decrease the effects of uncertainty 
are used. Robust design optimisation (RDO) and reliability-based design optimisation (RBDO) 
have been applied in these decades to address this problem. In these two techniques, an 
impartial function that weights both response/performance and robustness standards is well-
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defined that the system accomplishes best performance with negligible compromise to its 
robustness or probability of failure (Chateauneuf, 2008). A substitute approach is to actively 
adjust the system by feedback control. By conveying closed-loop poles, the frequency and 
damping of a system’s poles can be changed (Mottershead and Ram, 2006). This is called pole 
placement. 
Pole placement in the area of polynomial and state space is very common and widespread. For 
single input single output (SISO) plants model, the corresponding output feedback control 
should be at least of the plant order minus one to achieve arbitrary pole placement (Wang et 
al., 2008). Arbitrary pole placement is otherwise difficult to achieve if one must apply a low-
order output feedback controller for a high-order or time-delay plant.  
Based on the results in (Moore, 1975) on Eigen structure assignment in the case of state 
feedback several solutions to the problem of pole placement by static output feedback have 
been testified (Srinathkumar, 1978; Champetier and Magni, 1991) and just recently another 
new technique has been offered (Bachelier, Bosche and Mehdi, 2006; Bachelier and Mehdi, 
2008). Most of them rely on the fundamental result (Kimura, 1975; Davison and Wang, 1975), 
which is also known as Kimura’s condition. For the generic system, all closed loop poles can 
be allocated almost arbitrary if  1m p n+ ³ +  where , ,n m p  represent the plant order and the 
number of inputs and outputs, respectively. Moreover, it was shown that an essential and 
satisfactory condition for arbitrary pole assignment for the generic system is  if complex 
feedback gains are allowable (Wang, 1992), the important result (Wang, 1996) that for real 
static output feedback is sufficient for generic pole assignability. 
The pole placement is a methodology that performs pole placement, by means of active control, 
using measured receptance (Mottershead and Ram, 2007). The pole placement is beneficial in 
that experimentally resolute receptance are applied directly and there is no requirement of 
evaluating the mass, stiffness and damping matrices of the system. Whereas the technique was 
initially industrialised for single-input systems, it has since been extended to the universal case 
of multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems (Ram and Mottershead, 2013) and has been 
implemented experimentally on a range of changed systems. The receptance method is applied 
to a lightweight glass-fibre beam with two smart-material sensors and actuators, and to a 
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weighty modular assessment structure by various arrangements of accelerometers and 
electromechanical shakers (Tehrani, Elliott and Mottershead, 2010).  
U-model, a model-independent control approach, with control-oriented expression converted 
from original linear or non-linear models, is a time-varying parameter polynomial set which 
covers all existing smooth non-linear discrete time model (Zhu, Zhao and Zhang, 2016). 
Furthermore, U-model demonstrates an inherent appeal and a straightforward algorithm 
structure to decrease computational burden in controller design for both linear and nonlinear 
systems. For instance, since classical pole placement design (Åström and Wittenmark, 2013) 
constructs the poles associated for the plant model, U-model design only needs to assign the 
desired poles of characteristic polynomials and steady error, and then obtains controller outputs 
for any given model or model changes. 
By introducing basic idea and properties of pole placement controller design and of with U-
model approach, this chapter provides comparison and demonstration of the two approaches in 
design procedures and computational experiments. As U-model approach is relatively novel 
and less mentioned, may this study could increase the confidence and assurance for researchers 
in developing the U-model framework from every aspect. To explain this chapter, some 
research questions are listed below, which afterward guides the study to provide proper 
solutions and findings. 
1) How to apply pole placement controller design within U-model framework? 
2) What are the differences/characteristics of U-model based control system in 
comparison to classical approach in pole placement controller design? 
3) What is the limitation or restriction of U-model based pole placement control systems 
design? 
The rest of the chapter is divided into three sections. Section 1 shows descriptions of the basic 
three control system framework and provides their pros and cons. In section 2, classical pole 
placement method and U-model method are introduced the descriptions of design procedures 
from step by step to obtain the controller, respectively. In section 3, two linear plant models 
are nominated to demonstrate the design procedures of the two approaches and the 
corresponding computational experiment simulations are offered. 
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2.1.1 Model based control system design 
To control a linear plant 
p
G , the controller could be considered as follows: 
 
1
1
c p
G
G G
G
-
=
-
  (2.1.1) 
where cG  is classic controller and G  is closed loop performance function, specified in 
advance by designers and/or users. Moreover, 
p
G  could be also modelled as a nonlinear 
dynamic equation in either the polynomial or state space expression by applying U-model 
control system. 
Figure 2.1 Model based closed-loop feedback control system diagram 
If the plant model 
p
G  is nonlinear, the controller is then 
 ( , )c pG f G G=   (2.1.2) 
where ( )*f  is a mapping function that reflects the plant and closed-loop performance through 
a certain type of mathematical description (Zhu et al., 2020b). 
Remark 2.1: The model of the plant 
p
G  is known as the linear/nonlinear polynomial and state 
space expressions. 
Remark 2.2: A model based closed-loop feedback control system often uses a function of 
formulated relationship between the actual output and reference input/desired output to control 
the process. 
   
  
 
+ 
- 
Desired output response 
 
Actual output 
 
Feedback signal 
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Remark 2.3: The difference between the actual output and the reference input/desired output 
is measured and used to control the process. In general, the difference is continually reduced. 
Remark 2.4: A model based feedback control system is always a negative feedback control 
system. Mathematically, the actual output is subtracted from the input and the difference is 
applied as the input signal to the controller. 
Model based control system has been widely applied in academic research and industrial 
applications (Dorf and Bishop, 2011). 
However, the framework features unnecessary repetition in design. Taking a linear plant model 
as an example, it unnecessarily repeats the calculation of 
1
G
G-
 if the plant model changed in 
(2.1.1). It is difficult to design nonlinear plant-based control systems and difficult to specify 
the transient responses of nonlinear control systems with this framework. The model structure 
affects the approach needed for the linear/nonlinear and polynomial/state space models, which 
is a common feature of model-based design frameworks (Zhu et al., 2020b). 
 
2.1.2 Model-free/data-driven control system design 
With the developing of control theory and requirement of industry, more researchers focus on 
model-free/data-driven control system design (Zhu et al., 2020b).  
1) PID control by the Ziegler-Nichols approach 
Due to high pressures and temperatures with potentially hazardous materials, industry 
equipment needed reliable process control many decades before digital computers became 
available (Marlin, 1995). Consequently, the control methods were tailored to the limited 
computing equipment. Analogue computation becomes the main method of automated 
computing. The analogue computing principle is the design of a physical system that follows 
the same equations as the equations desired to be solved (Korn and Theresa, 1972). 
The proportional-integral-derivative (PID) algorithm has been successfully used in the process 
industries since the 1940s and remains the most often used algorithm today (Marlin, 1995). 
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The PID algorithm is used for SISO systems, which have one controlled variable y and one 
manipulated variable u . 
The PID is often combined by three modes. The proportional mode provides fast response but 
does not reduce the offset to zero. The integral mode reduces the offset to zero but provides 
relatively slow feedback compensation. The derivative mode takes action based on the 
derivative of the controlled variable but has no effect on the offset. With the proper choice of 
tuning constants, the PID controller could achieve good control performance.  
Remark 2.5: The three tuning constants in the PID algorithm interact the dynamic behaviour 
of the closed-loop system. They have to be adjusted simultaneously. 
In 1942, John G. Ziegler and Nathaniel B. Nichols published two important PID controller gain 
tuning methods intended to achieve a fast closed-loop step response without excessive 
oscillations and excellent disturbance rejection. These approaches are categorised as Ziegler-
Nichols tuning methods.  
The first approach is based on closed-loop concepts requiring the computation of the ultimate 
gain and ultimate period. The second approach is based on open loop concepts relying on 
response curves.  
Remark 2.6: The models do not have to be precisely known, as the Ziegler-Nichols tuning 
methods are relied on forms of the models of the process. This make PID control by the Ziegler-
Nichols tuning approach very practical in industry process control applications. 
However, the approach needs numerous experimental work to obtain plant models. Almost all 
engineering plants/processes and input/output measurements are possible to model in principle, 
although it is sometimes a difficult task. 
2) Iterative learning control (ILC) 
Under a repeatable control environment, perfect tracking in a finite time interval is a new class 
of control tasks (Xu and Tan, 2003). If a control system is able to learn from previous control 
trials when the task repeats consecutively, no matter succeeded or failed, it is hard to produce 
the same performance with improvement. Iterative learning control (ILC) is then proposed. 
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ILC apply the control information of the preceding trial to improve the control performance of 
the present trial.  
 
Figure 2.2 ILC control system diagram (Zhu et al., 2020b) 
Figure 2.2 shows the memory based ILC schematic diagram where i  is the i th control trial, r  
is target trajectory which is repeated over a fixed time interval, iu  is control signal of the 
preceding trial and 1iu +  is the present control. The plant model is deterministic with exactly 
the same initialization condition.  
An appropriate closed-loop controller requires much of the process knowledge. The model of 
the plant 
p
G  in design is unknown, which required mild conditions. The iterative learning for 
improving the controller cG  with repeated reference stimulation to achieve 
1
1
c p p p
G G G G
−= = . 
This approach has considered every possibility for integrating past control information into the 
next round of control design. Same as PID approach, ILC approach requires experimental work 
to obtain plant models, which cost power almost in every engineering process. Moreover, this 
approach is only available in a repeatable control environment under strict conditions. It is 
challenging to control nonlinear dynamic plants with this approach. 
3) Model free control (MFC) 
+ 
- 
Memory 
Memory 
+     
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Model free control (MFC) is an enhanced PID control (Fliess and Join, 2013). According to 
Figure 2.1Error! Reference source not found., u  is a single control variable and y  is a 
single output variable. The ultra-local model, which is unknown complex mathematical model 
is then 
 
( )v
y F ua= +   (2.1.3) 
where 
( )v
y  is the derivative of order 1v ³  of y , a Î ¡  is non-physical constant parameter 
and F  represents the poorly known parts of the plant and the various possible disturbances. 
F  is approximated by a piecewise constant function for estimation. The estimation has the 
features below: 
• It requires a quite short time. 
• It is described by algebraic formulae which combine low-pass filters like iterated time 
integrals. 
• According to the new setting of noises via quick fluctuations, it has robustness with 
respect to quite strong noise corruption. 
Then the controller could be designed from 
 
*
P I D
F y K e K e K e
u
a
- + + +
=
ò &
  (2.1.4) 
where 
*
y  is the reference trajectory, 
*
e y y= -  is the tracking error. , ,P I DK K K  are the usual 
PID tuning gains. Different from classic PID control, the ultra-local model can be used to 
approximate complex dynamic plants and improve control performance in this approach. 
 
   
  
 
+ 
- 
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2.1.3 Model-independent control system design 
This framework is novel in literature which propose a parallel design controller and dynamic 
inversion for the design procedure applicable to linear/nonlinear polynomial/state space model 
structures (Zhu and Guo, 2002). The main idea of the framework is shown below. 
 
Figure 2.3 Model-independent control system 
According to Figure 2.3, the controller is divided into two main parts. One part is 
general/classic controller cG  and one part is inversion 
1
p
G
-
 of the plant model 
p
G . With the 
inversion 
1
p
G
-
, the plant model 
p
G  is totally independent to the general/classic controller cG . 
When the plant model 
p
G  changed, it will not influent the controller cG . It is neat in design 
without waste/repetition if the plant model changes. Besides, this approach complements most 
      + 
 - 
      
     + 
 - 
  
  
  
  
   + 
 - 
   
  
  
   
   
Controller 
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existing design approaches into controller cG . U-model framework is a classical model-
independent control. 
Though model-independent control is sensitive to model uncertainty, the relatively robustness 
still can be achieve in some particular case, which will demonstrate in chapter 3 U-model 
structure for non-minimum phase systems. 
2.2 Description of U-model structure 
Classified as model-independent control, the U-model can be structured based on most of the 
existing control principles. The main idea of U-model is an explicit input-output relationship 
at time t  with time-varying parameters ( )tY  , that is 
 ( ) ( ) ( )( ), 1 ,U y t u t t- Y   (2.2.1) 
where the input u Î ¡ , the output y Î ¡  and ( ){ }| 1U U u ta a= Î -  is a vector of the proper 
dimension and ( ){ }| 1u ta aY = Y Ï -  is a dynamic absorbing vector of the proper dimension 
that is associated with U (Zhu et al., 2020b).  
 
2.2.1 U-model realisation from classic polynomials model 
Consider a SISO dynamic system å  (Zhu et al., 2020b) 
 
( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )1 1
* ,
* ,
p
t t
y t f
Y U
- -
= F Q
F = F
  (2.2.2) 
At t Z +Î  and ( ) ( ) ( ) 10* * *
L
L
f f
+é ùF = Îë ûL ¡ where 1 1
,
t t
Y U
- -  are expanded from the 
output in the proper dimensions (Zhu et al., 2020b). 
Remark 2.7: This dynamic control system is generally applicable to almost all classic linear 
plant models if the inversion 
1
p
G
−
 exists. The major idea is to let pG  be a linear model.  
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Remark 2.8: This dynamic control system is generally applicable to almost all smooth 
nonlinear plant models if the plant model inverse 
1
p
G
−
 exists. The major idea is to let 
1
1
ip P p
G G G
−= = . 
Let 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )* 1 ,..., y , 1 ,..., , 0i y t t n u t u t L i Lf f= - - - - " = L   (2.2.3) 
where L  is the plant dynamic order and [ ] 10
L
l
q q
+Q = ÎL ¡  is the associated parametric 
vector. The function pf  is a polynomial mapping from the input space to the output space (Zhu 
et al., 2020b). 
The vector form of its regression equation is then 
 ( ) ( )
0
*
L
T
l l
l
y t f q
=
= F Q = å   (2.2.4) 
where the regression terms ( )*lf   are the products of past inputs and outputs, such as ( )
3
1y t - , 
( )2 1u t - , ( ) ( )1 5y t y t- - , and the associated coefficients lq  are real constants. 
 The U-model system U-modelå  is defined as a polynomial/rational system, where the 
polynomial/rational function 
 { }| ,p p Y Ua a= Î   (2.2.5) 
is a mapping 
 ( ) ( ): 1 UUf u t y t
YÈ- ¬ ¾ ¾ Î ¡   (2.2.6) 
from the input space to the output space. 
Typically, this is the general expression of a NARMAX (non-linear autoregressive moving 
average with exogenous input) model (Billings, 2013; Zhu and Guo, 2002). 
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To realise a U-model from this classic model, an absorbing rule is set up. 
Absorbing rule: Let 
1 1
:
L M
R Rm
+ +®  be a map from a polynomial Pf  to its U-polynomial Uf  
and suppose that its inverse 
1
m
-
 exists; that is: 
 ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( )* , * , 1p Uf P f U u t
mQ ¾ ¾® Y -  (2.2.7) 
It has the following properties  
• The mapping is injective (one to one). 
• The mapping is surjective (onto). 
• The mapping is bijective, as it is both injective and surjective. 
• The mapping is invertible. 
• The mapping does not change any characteristics of both models, such as output 
response, stability, dynamics and statics. 
The absorbing rule is a formation of ( )*Y  from the polynomial Pf : first identify a control 
basis function ( )( )1U u t -  is a function of past input and then absorb all the other associated 
functions as a coefficient that varies with time. 
Therefore, using the absorbing rule, realising the Uf  mapping polynomial Pf  (2.2.4) gives the 
following: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )( )
0
1
M
T
j j
j
y t U t U u ty
=
= Y = -å    (2.2.8) 
With respect to ( )1u t - , this function is expanded from the above nonlinear function Pf  as a 
polynomial. Noted that, M  is the number of model inputs ( )1u t -  and the time varying 
parameter vector ( ) ( ) ( ) 10*
M
M
t ty y
+é ùY = Îë ûL ¡   is a function derived from absorbing the 
other regression terms and the coefficients. 
For example, consider the polynomial model described as follow: 
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 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 30.2sin 1 1 exp 1 0.8 2 2 1y t y t u t y t y t u t u t= - + - - - - - - -   (2.2.9) 
To fit the U-model framework, take this polynomial model into U-model realisation expression 
(2.2.8), absorbing the terms associated with ( )1u t -  into the vector ( )*Y  as 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )0 1 1 2 21 1y t t t U u t t U u ty y y= + - + -    (2.2.10) 
where 
 
( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )
0
2
1
2
1
3
2
0.2*sin 1
exp 1
0.8 2 2
1 1
1 1
t y t
t y t
t y t u t
U u t u t
U u t u t
Y = -
Y = - -
Y = - - -
- = -
- = -
  (2.2.11) 
 
2.2.2 U-model realisation from classic rational models 
Consider the SISO rational model with a ratio of two polynomials below (Zhu et al., 2020b): 
 
( (*),  )
( ) ( (*),  )
( (*),  )
pn n n
r
pd d d
f
y t f
f
 
=   =
 
  (2.2.12) 
where rf  is a rational function, which is related to the ratio of the numerator polynomial pnf  
and the denominator polynomial pdf  that mapping from the input space to the output space. 
In terms of parameter estimation and control input design, this rational model is totally 
nonlinear (Zhu et al., 2015). 
Then the U-rational model can be summarised with U-polynomial model conversion as: 
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( )
( )
0
0
( ) ( 1)
( )
( ) ( 1)
n
d
M
jn jnT
jn n
MT
d d
jd jd
j
t U u t
U
y t
U
t U u t


=
=
−

= =

−


  (2.2.13) 
For more convenient to obtain the model inversion by roots solver, the U-rational model 
(2.2.13) can be written as 
 ( ) ( )
0 0
( ) ( ) ( 1) ( ) ( 1)
d nM M
jd jd jn jn
j j
y t t U u t t U u t 
= =
 
− = − 
 
    (2.2.14) 
To help understanding, consider a rational model for example: 
 
3 3
2 2
0.1 ( 1) sin( ( 1)) 0.5 ( 1)
( )
1 ( 2) ( 1)
y t u t u t
y t
y t u t
− + − + −
=
+ − + −
  (2.2.15) 
The U-model realisation can be written by absorbing the terms associated with ( )1u t -  into the 
vector ( )*nY : 
 
0 1 1 2 2
0 1 1
( ( 1)) ( ) ( ) ( ( 1)) ( ) ( ( 1))
( ( 1)) ( ) ( ) ( ( 1))
pn n n n n n
pd d d d
f u t t t U u t t U u t
f u t t t U u t
  
 
− = + − + −
− = + −
  (2.2.16) 
where 
 
3
0 1 2
2
0 1
3
1 2
2
1
( ) 0.1 ( 1) ( ) 1 0.5
( ) 1 ( 2) ( ) 1
( ( 1)) sin( ( 1)) ( ( 1)) ( 1)
( ( 1)) ( 1)
n n n
d d
n n
d
t y t t
t y t t
U u t u t U u t u t
U u t u t
  
 
= − = =
= + − =
− = − − = −
− = −
  (2.2.17) 
 
2.2.3 U realisation from a classic state space mode – multi-layer U-
model 
Consider a general class of SISO nonlinear processes described by the discrete-time state-space 
model 
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( 1) ( ( ), ( ))
( ) ( ( ))
X t F X t u t
y t h X t
+ =
=
  (2.2.18) 
where nX Î ¡  is the state vector, uR  is the control input, and y Î ¡  is the system output 
at time t +Î ¢  . nF Î ¡   is a smooth vector function describing the model dynamics and 
h Î ¡  is a smooth function relating the system states to the outputs. Assume that the system 
relative degree r  equals to the system order n  and has stable zero dynamics and that the state 
vector X  can be obtained through measurement or observation (Zhu et al., 2020b). 
Convert the state-space model (2.2.18) into a multi-layer U-model expression below: 
 
1
1
1 1 1 2
0
1 ( 1) ( 1)
0
0
( 1) ( ) ( ( ))
( 1) ( ) ( ( ))
(
(
1) ( )
) ( (
( ( ))
))
n
n
M
j j
j
M
n n j n j n
j
M
n nj nj
j
x t t U x t
x t t U x t
x t t U u t
y t h X t



−
=
− − −
=
=

+ =




+ =


 + =
=






  (2.2.19) 
Note that ( )1jx t+  is the next state variable and 
1
0
( ) ( ) ( ) , 1j
j
M
ij j jM
t t t i n  
+ =  
 
R
 
is the time-varying parameter vectors are 
functions absorbing the other state variables. 
j
M  is the number of terms and nM  consists of 
the terms associated with the control input ( )u t  and the time-varying vectors 
1
0
( ) ( ) n
n
M
n nM
t t  +   R  absorb all the states associated as the control vector 
1
0
( ) ( ) n
n
M
n nM
U t U t
+   R . This is a U-polynomial model consisting of a multi-layer U-
model expression in form of state space equations. 
For example, consider a nonlinear system described by the following state-space model: 
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1 2 1 2
2 1 2
1
( 1) ( ) 0.1 ( ) ( )
( 1) 0.1 ( ) 0.7 ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
x t x t x t x t
x t x t x t u t
y t x t
+ = +

+ = − − +
 =
  (2.2.20) 
According to the corresponding multi-layer U-model by using the absorbing rule, the nonlinear 
system can be written as 
 
1 11 11 2
2 20 21 12
1
( 1) ( ) ( ( ))
( 1) ( ) ( ( ))
( ) ( )
x t t U x t
x t t U u t
y t x t

 
+ =
+ = +
=
  (2.2.21) 
where 
 
11 1 20 1 2
21 11 2 2 12
( ) 1 0.1 ( ), ( ) 0.1 ( ) 0.7 ( ),
( ) 1, ( ( )) ( ), ( ( )) ( )
t x t t x t x t
t U x t x t U u t u t
 

= + = − −
= = =
  (2.2.22) 
2.2.4 Inversion of U-model 
In most of U-model literatures (Zhu, Zhao and Zhang, 2016; Wu et al., 2011; Zhu and Guo, 
2002; Zhu et al., 2015), the Newton-Raphson algorithm is applied to determine the root of the 
U-model, which means, for a U-model root solver, the Newton-Raphson algorithm (Gerald, 
2004) can be used to find the controller output ( )1u t - . The formulation of the controller 
output (Zhu et al., 2020b) can be estimated as a recursive computation as 
 
0
1
0
( 1) ( 1)
( ) ( ) ( 1)
( 1) ( 1)
( ) ( 1)
( 1) j
k k
M
j
j k
j
k k
M
j j
j
u t u t
y t t u t
u t u t
d t u t
du t


=
+
=
− = −
− −
− = − −
 
− 
 
−


  (2.2.23) 
where k  is the iteration index. The ( )1k + th iteration is obtained from the k th iteration, 0k  . 
There are also root solving algorithms (Chong and Zak, 2011) could determine the inversion 
of U-model. Additionally, in simulation work by MATLAB, there is a MATLAB function 
called roots, can be used to solve accurate roots of the plant model. 
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2.2.5 U-model Controller design 
In regard to Figure 2.3, a model-independent control system design with a single input 1u Î ¡  
and single output 
1
y Î ¡  is structured as the triplet (Zhu et al., 2020b): 
 ( )lfbc c ipF G G=   (2.2.24) 
This triplet can be expressed as a model-independent control system design framework. In this 
triplet, 
lfbc
F  is the linear feedback control framework, cG  is a linear invariant controller and 
ip
G  is constant unit plant, which 
 
1
:
1:
c
ip P p
G y u
G G G u y
−
→
= = →
  (2.2.25) 
where 
p
G  is the real plant, which can be modelled from linear/nonlinear, polynomial/state 
space dynamic equations, and 
1
p
G
−
 is the plant model inversion. 
Consider the SISO plant model 
p
G  in the form of the state space equations. According to the 
Lipschitz continuity, without loss of generality, the plant model 
p
G  can be described as 
 ( )
( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )
1 ,
, , :
p
X t F X t u t
G X F h
y t h X t
+ =
=
  (2.2.26) 
where nX R  is the state vector, F  is the mapping function from the input space to the state 
space, h  is the mapping function and from the state space to the output space, uR  is the 
control input, and y is the system output at time
+t . 
The inversion 
1
p
G
-
 of the plant model 
p
G  is implemented by u  are diffeomorphisms and 
globally uniform Lipschitz with Lipschitz coefficients 1 2,g g  in 
n¡ :  
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( ) ( )
( ) ( )
1 2 1 1 2 1 2
1 1 1
1 2 1 1 2 1 2
, ,
, ,
n
n
G x G x G x x x x
G x G x G x x x x
g
g
- - -
- £ - " Î
- £ - " Î
¡
¡
   (2.2.27) 
 
Figure 2.4 U-model control system 
Remark 2.9: The U-model control system is a one-off design as the controller design contains 
two parts and they are independent to each other. Therefore, the design of the control system 
involves re-computing the inversion/plant inverse 
1
p
G
−
 whenever the plant model pG  
varies/changes. For the controller design, two separate procedures conducted in parallel:  
• The linear invariant controller cG  is designed within a linear feedback structure lfbcF . 
• 
1
1
ip P p
G G G
−= = . For many types of structured models, this controller design is usually 
feasible as long as their inverse exists. 
Remark 2.10: U-control requires comparatively less determination for dynamic inversion. 
Noted that the dynamic inversion is involved in almost all control system designs in one way 
or another. For instance, in ILC, the final controller is precisely the inverse of the process model. 
Similarly, the iterative learning control collapses the process model into a unit constant as well 
as U-control. Therefore, compare to other many model based control system design approaches, 
U-control requires comparatively less determination for dynamic inversion. This feature could 
be clarified through an inverse function  : for U-control it is a function of ( )pG , but in the 
other control approaches, it is at least a function of 1( , )c pG G , which is typical in model based 
classic linear feedback control system design. 
Remark 2.11: Based on the above proposals, this model-independent control system design 
provides a supplementary platform that can yield/accommodate almost all existing classic 
+ 
- 
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design approaches and eliminate the requirement for the model structure in controller design. 
Furthermore, it features the generalisation of one-off linear invariant controller design in a 
closed loop form of almost all types of plant models. 
Remark 2.12: Generally, nonlinearity is essential to dynamical systems. The transient 
performance research/study of nonlinear control systems have received important cogitation 
and investigating their response/performance by linear control approaches is core idea (Chen 
et al., 2003). U-control is proved that it is a promising procedure. 
Remark 2.12: As U-control is basically based on the statement 
1
1
P p
G G
− = , it is critical to 
reflect the robustness to the results of the control system in the case of uncertainty, which is 
very common in industrial practical systems. 
In general, there are two parallel routine in the U-control system design, as shown in Figure 
2.4. 
1) Form an appropriate linear feedback control structure. The controller, shown in the 
dashed line block, consists of two controller blocks/functions, an invariant controller 
c
G  and a dynamic inverted controller 
1
p
G
−
. The plant model is pG . In addition, 
nominate an invariant controller cG  by the characteristics/performance of the closed 
loop control system. By letting 
1
1
P p
G G
− = and determining the desired closed loop 
transfer function G , 
1
c
G
G
G
=
−
 is then obtained. Therefore, the invariant controller 
output ( )v t  is the desired output as customised, while the combination of the plant 
model and the inversion is a unit constant. Noted that it is under a closed loop control 
system instead of an open loop system. 
2) Determine a U-control of the plant model 
p
G  to figure the dynamic root invertion 
1
p
G
−
. 
Allocate ( ) ( )y t v t=  to determine the roots of the plant model to obtain the controller 
output ( )1u t - . Assume that the plant model is a bounded-input/bounded-output 
(BIBO) model and it is stable. The inverse of 
p
G  exists as well. To regulate the control 
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input ( )1u t -  is to figure out the inversion by rooting the plant model by U-model 
expression. 
 
2.3 Comparison of U-model and classic approach 
To begin a foundation for the research, the focal concepts and algorithms of classical pole 
placement design and of U-model based pole placement design are described in this section. 
 
2.3.1 Pole placement 
It is assumed that the a SISO system (Åström, Hagander and Sternby, 1984) can be defined by 
  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )dA q y t B q y u t v t= +  (2.3.1) 
where A  and B  are polynomials of the forward shift operator q , ( )y t  is the plant output, 
( )dy t  is the desired output, ( )u t  is the control input, and ( )v t  is a disturbance/error. 
The polynomial A  and B  have the degrees functions deg A n=  and 0deg degB A d= - , 
where the parameter 0d , which is called the pole excess, representing the integer part of the 
ratio of time delay and sampling period. Mathematically, 0d  indicates the number of poles 
minus the number of zeros. In this study, express the process model in the delay operator 
1
q
-
 . 
This can be overcome by presenting the reciprocal polynomial 
 ( ) ( )* 1 nA q q A q− −=   (2.3.2) 
where degn A= . The model can then be written as 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )* 1 * 1 0 0A q y t B q u t d v t d− −= − + −   (2.3.3) 
where 
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 ( )* 1 111 nnA q a q a q− − −= + ++  
 ( )* 1 111− − −= + ++ mnb q b qB q   
with 0m n d= - . Notice that since n  was defined as the degree of the system, then 0n m d³ + , 
and trailing coefficients of *A  may thus be zero. 
When the system is dealt with discrete time, the design method is purely algebraic. The 
continuous systems simultaneously is written as 
 ( ) ( ) ( )( )dAy t B y t v t= +   (2.3.4) 
It is assumed that A  and B  are relatively prime. Also, A  is monic that the coefficient of the 
highest power in A  is unity. 
A general linear controller is described as 
 ( ) ( ) ( )dRy t Tr t Sy t= −   (2.3.5) 
where R , T  and S  are polynomials, and ( )r t  is the reference input.  
To determine the controller, controller (2.3.5) can be describe as 
 ( ) ( ) ( )d
T S
y t r t y t
R R
= −   (2.3.6) 
Controller (2.3.6) is structured as Figure 2.5.  
This control law represents a negative feedback with the transfer operator S R  and a 
feedforward with the transfer operator T R . This is the general pole placement controller 
design where T R  and S R  are the poles should be specified. 
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Figure 2.5 A general pole placement design controller 
Taking system (2.3.4) and controller (2.3.5) to obtain the plant output ( )y t : 
 ( ) ( ) ( )
BT BR
y t r t v t
AR BS AR BS
= +
+ +
  
 ( ) ( ) ( )d
AT BS
y t r t v t
AR BS AR BS
= +
+ +
  (2.3.7) 
The close-loop characteristic polynomial is thus become 
 cAR BS A+ =   (2.3.8) 
Expression (2.3.8) is solved by Diophantine equation. 
Only R  and S  can be determined by Diophantine equation. Other conditions must be 
introduced to also determine the polynomial T  in the controller (2.3.5). The response from the 
command signal cu  is required to the output be described by the dynamics which is desired 
closed-loop system 
 ( ) ( )m m m cA y t B u t=    (2.3.9) 
It then follows from output (2.3.7) that the condition below must be held: 
 
m
c m
BBT BT
AR BS A A
= =
+
  (2.3.10) 
This model following condition indicates that the response of the close-loop system to 
command signals is as specified by the model (2.3.9). Whether model-following can be 
Plant 
 
 
    
- 
   
   
   
+ 
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achieved depends on the model, the system, and the command signal. If it is possible to make 
the error equal to zero for all command signals, then perfect model-following is achieved. 
Condition (2.3.10) implies that there are cancellations of factors of BT  and cA . Factor the B   
polynomial as 
 B B B+ −=   (2.3.11) 
where B
+  is a monic polynomial whose zeros are stable and so well damped that they can be 
cancelled by the controller and B
-  corresponds to unstable or poorly damped factors that 
cannot be cancelled. It thus follows that B
-  must be a factor of mB  . Hence 
 
'
m m
B B B
−=   (2.3.12) 
Since B
-  is cancelled, it must be a factor of cA . Furthermore, it follows from condition (2.3.10) 
that mA  must also be a factor of cA . The close-loop characteristic polynomial thus has the from 
 0c mA A A B
+=   (2.3.13) 
Since B
+  is a factor of B  and cA , it follows from expression (2.3.8) that it also divides R . 
Hence 
 'R R B
+
=   (2.3.14) 
And the Diophantine expression (2.3.8) reduces to 
 '
0 m c
AR B S A A A
-
+ =   (2.3.15) 
Introducing equation (2.3.12), (2.3.13) and (2.3.14) into equation (2.3.11) gives 
 '
0 m
T A B=   (2.3.16) 
Consider a discrete-time plant process described by the transfer function 
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 0 1
2
1 2
b z bB
A z a z a
+
=
+ +
  (2.3.17) 
Let the desired close-loop system be 
 0 2
2
1 2
m m m
c
m m m
B b z b
A
A z a z a
+
= =
+ +
  (2.3.18) 
The controller is thus characterized by the polynomials 
 1
0
b
R z
b
= +   (2.3.19) 
 1 1 2 2
0 0
m m
a a a a
S z
b b
+ +
= +   (2.3.20) 
 0m
b
T z
b
=   (2.3.21) 
Process above shows a simple discrete-time example how to establish a controller by pole 
placement. Since the design method is purely algebraic, there is no difference between discrete-
time and continuous-time controller. 
 
2.3.2 U-Model based pole placement 
The U-model is a time-varying parameter polynomial which can present smooth non-linear 
object. Under a U mapping, the U-model output ( )1u t −  oriented polynomial is shown below, 
( ) ( ) ( )( )* , 1y t f U t= −  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )* 1 , , , 2 , , ,y t y t n u t u t n = − − − − 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )21 1 1 1MU t const u t u t u t− = − − −  
(2.3.22) 
where ( )1U t -  is assumed that it is equal to ( )dy t . 
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Correspondingly, its regression equation is given as 
 ( ) ( ) ( )
0
1
M
j
j
j
y t t u tl
=
= -å   (2.3.23) 
where M  is the degree of model input (controller output) ( )1u t - , the time varying parameter 
vector ( ) ( ) ( ) 10
M
M
t t t Rl l l
+é ù= Îë ûL is a function of past inputs and output
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )2 , , 1 , ,u t u t n y t y t n− − − − , and the parameters ( )0 L  . 
To work out ( )1u t - , root-solving algorithm is adopted to resolve as 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
0
1 1 0
M
j
d j
j
u t y t t u tl
=
é ù
ê ú- = Y - - =
ê ú
ë û
å   (2.3.24) 
where Y  is a root-solving algorithm, such as Newton-Raphson algorithm (Chong and Zak, 
2011). A detailed analysis on the root solving issues has been presented (Zhu and Guo, 2002). 
For a linear plant model, 
 ( )
( ) ( )
( )
0
1
1
d
y t t
u t
t
l
l
-
- =   (2.3.25) 
where ( )1 tl   is the coefficient associated with ( )1u t -  (for linear time invariant models, ( )1 tl  
is a constant). ( )2 tl  (nonzero) is the summation of the rest of the terms in the linear model 
(Zhu and Guo, 2002). 
The U-model is defined as a general linearized model from the nonlinear polynomial model 
through the conversion to the U-model (2.3.23) and then assigned with required poles through 
a linear feedback control algorithm (Zhu, Zhao and Zhang, 2015).  
There is an example for expediently understanding the polynomial to the U-model conversion. 
The polynomial model is  
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
2
0.1 1 2 0.5 1 1
0.8 1 2
y t y t y t y t u t
u t u t
= − − − − −
+ − −
  (2.3.26) 
And the U-model can be expressed as, 
   ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )20 1 21 1y t t t u t t u tl l l= + - + -  (2.3.27) 
where ( ) ( ) ( )0 0.1 1 2t y t y tl = - - , ( ) ( )1 0.8 2t u tl = - , and ( ) ( )2 0.5 1t y tl = - - . 
It is worthwhile to mention that for linear systems, the polynomial has only two main factors: 
0
l   and 1l . 
Recall the general linear controller (2.3.5): 
 ( ) ( ) ( )dRy t Tr t Sy t= -   (2.3.28) 
By letting ( ) ( )dy t y t= , the designed U-model can be linked to the reference ( )r t  as 
 ( ) ( ) ( )d
c
T T
y t r t r t
R S A
= =
+
  (2.3.29) 
where polynomial cA  is the close-loop characteristic equation and specified in advance, that is 
 cR S A+ =   (2.3.30) 
To cancel the possible output offset in steady state, i.e., to make steady state error equal to zero 
at the controlled output, polynomial T  is specified with 
 ( )1cT A=   (2.3.31) 
The key idea of the design is to specify the desired close-loop characteristic polynomial cA , 
then resolve the polynomials R  and S  through a Diophantine equation (Zhu and Guo, 2002). 
After the desired plant output ( )dy t  is desired, the controller output ( )1u t -  can be 
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determined by resolving one of the root of the U-model (2.3.23), which the algorithm (2.3.24) 
and (2.3.25) has present. 
The whole framework of U-model in using linear pole placement approaches to design control 
systems with linear polynomial plant models is shown in Figure 2.6. 
 
Figure 2.6 A U-model based pole placement control system 
 
2.3.3 Case Studies: comparison of classical based pole placement and 
U-model based pole placement 
Preparation 
Consider two linear dynamic plant models for the computational experiments for two examples 
(Qiu et al., 2016a). 
Plant model 1: 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
0.5 1 0.8 2
1 0.4 2
y t y t y t
u t u t
= - + -
+ - + -
  (2.3.32) 
Plant model 2: ( )
2
0.5832 7.2610
0.4463 3.8730
s
G s
s s
+
=
+ +
  (2.3.33) 
Specify the desired close-loop characteristic equation with 
 
2
0.1761
1.3205 0.4966
c
z
A
z z
=
- +
  (2.3.34) 
The control systems of two plants will be designed with both classical approach and U-model 
approach. Therefore provide computational comparisons. 
  
Plant 
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1) Classical pole placement control 
Solution to plant model 1 
The first step is to convert the linear dynamic plant  (2.3.32) into the same formula as formula 
(2.3.17) using z-transform as 
 
( )
( ) 2
0.4
0.5 0.8
Y z z
U z z z
+
=
- -
  (2.3.35) 
And then observe plant (2.3.35). From plant (2.3.35), deg 2A =  and deg 1B =  are easily found 
out. The sampled data system has a zero in 0.4-  and poles in 1.1787  and 0.6787 . 
From formula (2.3.17) and plant (2.3.35), 0 1b = , 1 0.4b = , 1 0.5a =  and 2 0.8a = -  is 
determined. 
From formula (2.3.18) and desired characteristic equation (2.3.34), 0 0.1761mb = ,
1
1.3205
m
a = -  and 2 0.4966ma =  is determined. 
As shown in formula (2.3.19), (2.3.20) and (2.3.21), R , T  and S  can be figured out: 
  
1
0
1 1 2 2
0 0
0
0
0.4
0.8205 1.2966
0.1761
m m
m
b
R z z
b
a a a a
S z z
b b
b
T z z
b
= + = +
+ +
= + = +
= =
 (2.3.36) 
Therefore the whole controller can be determined by placing T R  and S R  as shown in Figure 
2.6. 
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Figure 2.7 System response for plant model 1 by classical pole placement 
 
 
Figure 2.8 Controller output for plant 1 by classical pole placement 
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Solution to plant model 2 
The plant (2.3.33) is a continuous-time process. This can be regarded as a normalized model 
for a motor. The pulse transfer operator the sampling period 0.5sh =  is 
 ( )
2
0.5
0.8
z
G z
z z
+
=
- +
  (2.3.37) 
From plant (2.3.37), deg 2A=  and deg 1B =  are found out. The sampled data system has a 
zero in 0.5z = -  and poles in 0.5 1.4832z j= +  and 0.5 1.4832z j= - . 
From formula (2.3.17) and plant (2.3.37), 0 1b = , 1 0.4b = , 1 1a =  and 2 0.8a =   is determined. 
From formula (2.3.18) and desired characteristic equation (2.3.34), 0 0.1761mb = , 
1
1.3205
m
a = -  and 2 0.4966ma =  is determined. 
 As the same step in solution to Plant 1 by classical pole placement control, R , T  and S  
should be figured out from formula (2.3.19), (2.3.20) and (2.3.21) again: 
 
1
0
1 1 2 2
0 0
0
0
0.5
0.3205 0.3034
0.1761
m m
m
b
R z z
b
a a a a
S z z
b b
b
T z z
b
= + = +
+ +
= + = −
= =
  (2.3.38) 
Therefore the whole controller can be determined by placing T R  and S R  as shown in Figure 
2.6 
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Figure 2.9 System response for plant model 2 by classical pole placement 
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Figure 2.10 Controller output for plant model 2 by classical pole placement 
 
2) U-model based pole placement control 
Solution to plant model 1 
To achieve zero steady state error, specify T  by making the close-loop characteristic equation 
as 
 ( )1 0.1761cT A= =    (2.3.39) 
For the polynomials R  and S , specify 
 2
1 2
R z r z r= + +   
 0 1S s z s= +    (2.3.40) 
Substituting the specifications of equation (2.3.34) and (2.3.40) into the Diophantine equation 
of (2.3.30), the coefficients in polynomials R  and S  can be expressed by 
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 2 1 0.4966r r+ =   
 1 0 1.3205r s+ = -    (2.3.41) 
To guarantee the computation convergence of the sequence ( )U t , i.e. to keep the difference 
equation with stable dynamics, let 1 0.9r = -   and 2 0.009r = . This assignment corresponds to 
the characteristic equation of ( )U t  as ( )( )0.89 0.01 0z z- - = . Then the coefficients in 
polynomial S  can be determined from the Diophantine equation of (2.3.40) as 
 0 0.4205s = -   
 1 0.4876s =   (2.3.42) 
Substituting the coefficients of the polynomials R  and S  into the controller of (2.3.5) gives 
rise to 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
1 0.9 0.009 1
0.1761 1 0.4205
0.4876 1
d d
y t y t y t
w t y t
y t
+ = − −
+ − +
− −
  (2.3.43) 
Therefore the controller output ( )u t  can be determined by solving the root in terms of equation  
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
1
0
0
1 1
1 1
ˆ 1
ˆ 1 1
jj
k
k k
M
j
j
j
M
j
j
j
u t u t
u t u t
t u t U t
d t u t du t
l
l
+
=
=
- = -
- = -
- -
-
é ù
ê ú- -
ê ú
ë û
å
å
   (2.3.44) 
The corresponding control-oriented model of is obtained from formula (2.3.25): 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 1 1y t t t u tl l= + -   (2.3.45) 
where 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 0.5 1 0.8 2 0.4 2t y t y t u tl = - + - + -   
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 ( )1 1tl =   (2.3.46) 
Substituting ( )y t  in equation (2.3.46) into (2.3.43), the output response of the designed U-
model with assigned poles and steady state property is shown in Figure 2.11, and the pole 
placement controller output is shown in Figure 2.12 (Zhu and Guo, 2002). 
 
 
Figure 2.11 System response for plant model 1 by U-model based pole placement control 
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Figure 2.12 Controller output for plant model 1 by U-model based pole placement control 
 
Solution to plant model 2 
Since the desired close-loop characteristic equation is the same one as solution to Plant 1 by 
U-model, there is no need to calculate the controller as equations (2.3.39) to (2.3.43). Utilize 
the same controller parameter and just figure out corresponding plant from U-model formula 
(2.3.25): 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 1 1y t t t u tl l= + -   (2.3.47) 
where 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 1 0.8 2 0.5 2t y t y t u tl = - - - + -  
 ( )1 1tl =   (2.3.48) 
The output response of the designed U-model with assigned poles and steady state property is 
shown in Figure 2.13, and the pole placement controller output is shown in Figure 2.14. 
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Figure 2.13 System response for plant model 2 by U-model based pole placement control 
 
Figure 2.14 Controller output for plant model 2 by U-model based pole placement control 
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3) Discussions 
As shown above, the U-model derived from pole placement with modularisation, obtaining a 
root as the controller output from a polynomial equation. The simulation results of both 
classical pole placement and U-model’s demonstrate the same control performance achieved; 
however, the procedure of designing control system by U-model is much concise and generally 
applicable (once off design for all plant models) compared to classical pole placement (ad hoc 
design with each plant model). To explain the difference, further analysis is given below. 
In U-model design, after specifying the desired close-loop characteristic polynomial cA , 
polynomials R  and S  can be resolved through Diophantine equation (which is shown in 
equation (2.3.30): cR S A+ = ). As a classical approach in pole placement (Åström and 
Wittenmark, 1995), the corresponding relationship is given by expression (8): cAR BS A+ =   
where A  and B  are the numerator polynomial and the denominator polynomial of a plant 
model, respectively, which indicate the classical design depending on the plant model. Without 
determining poles every procedure while plant is changed, the U-model set up a law of R , T  
and S .  
Unlike pole placement method need to calculate R , T  and S  every time when plant changing, 
U-model simplifies the routine to complete the design of control system. After the desired plant 
output ( )dy t  is designed, as solution to Plant 2 applies the same desired plant output in solution 
to Plant 1, the controller output ( )1u t -  can be directly determined by resolving one of the 
roots of the U-model. That means, when desired close-loop characteristic equation is set up, no 
matter how the plant model changed, the procedure from equations (2.3.39) to (2.3.43) is 
constancy. 
This is one of principle for U-model (Zhu and Guo, 2002): The u-model based pole placement 
design procedure does not depend on the plant model. Only the solution of the designed 
controller output involves in the plant model. 
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2.4 Summary 
Even the proposition of U-model concept is to establish a framework which provides a generic 
prototype for using linear approaches to design control systems with smooth non-linear plants, 
U-model design still performs better in linear control system design. For linear control system 
design, the fundamental difference between classical approach and U-model approach lays in 
the design procedure. Classical approach is to design control system with plant model and 
controller together to find controller output, whereas U-model approach is design a general 
controller and then use plant models to find the controller output. Even the same control effect 
are obtained, U-model is superior in generality, concise, and teaching-learning. This study is 
the first paper to make such comparison with pole placement controller design, which should 
be also applicable to the other types of linear controllers. 
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Chapter 3 U-model enhanced controller design for 
non-minimum phase systems 
 
3.1 Overview 
Linear time-invariant dynamic systems are causal and stable whose inverses are causal and 
unstable are known as non-minimum phase (NMP) systems (Åström, Hagander and Sternby, 
1984). Correspondingly the zeros of the discrete-time systems are outside the unit circle, 
correspondingly the zeros of the continuous-time system are on the right-hand side of the 
complex plane. A given non-minimum phase system has long time delay response than its 
minimum phase (MP) system, because of a greater phase delay than the MP system with the 
equivalent magnitude response (Tomizuka, 1987), a discretized model also could become a 
NMP delayed model (García, Albertos and Hägglund, 2006) due to the inappropriate sampling. 
NMP model set has deep root widely encountered in industry (García, Albertos and Hägglund, 
2006; Sun et al., 2016; Tsai et al., 2014). In general, a stable numerator polynomial of a transfer 
function is called stable zero dynamics. It has been noted that a stable zero dynamic of a system 
is particular important for model matching control and adaptive control. 
In modern industrial control process: 
1) When an aircraft gaining altitude, an elevator must tilt upward to eventually point the nose 
of the aircraft up. But in pointing upward, it reduces the net lift on the aircraft and as a 
result, the aircraft initially decreases altitude before gaining altitude. As a result, elevator 
deflection appears to perform negatively in comparison to the targeted direction. (Qiu et 
al., 2016b) 
2) In order to keep the water in the boiler at a reference level, the inlet water flow need to be 
increased if the water drops below the reference. The outlet steam flow is increased, the 
boiler pressure reduces. More water goes to boil in boiler, creating more air bubbles inside 
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the water, and this increasing the water volume. Therefore, the boiler water level increases 
in a short period when the steam outlet flow increasing, and then it falls to the reference 
point. (Albertos and Mareels, 2010) 
3) Not only right-half-plane but also time delay including in NMP. For example, a pipe leads 
water to the other side into a tank even just after closing it. 
4) In mathematical, the phase angle obtained by 
 
( )
( ) 
( ) 
( ) ( )
1
tan
numerator of denominator of
H
H
H
H H



 
−
 
 =  
  
=  −
 (3.1.1) 
where   is the real part and    is the imaginary part of transfer function ( )H  . 
According to s jw= , zeros located right hand side cause the negative phase. Correspondingly, 
zeros located outside of the unit circle in z-plane.  
Control of NMP systems is a challenge as the unstable reverse response in time domain and 
the additional phase lag in frequency domain (Sun et al., 2016). A number of literatures have 
investigated cancellation of NMP system such as Zero-Phase-Error Tracking Controller 
(ZPETC) (Tomizuka, 1987; Haack and Tomizuka, 1991; Gross, Tomizuka and Messner, 1994), 
Zero-Magnitude-Error Tracking Controller (ZMETC) (Butterworth, Pao and Abramovitch, 
2008; Wen and Potsaid, 2004), and Non-minimum Phase Zeros Ignore (NPZ-Ignore) (Rigney, 
Pao and Lawrence, 2010; Haack and Tomizuka, 1991). Some the other methods, such as non-
causal-series expansion (Rigney, Pao and Lawrence, 2010; Gross, Tomizuka and Messner, 
1994), and using the exact unstable inverse and maintain stability of the system by pre-loading 
initial condition or using non-causal plant input. Most of existing solutions lead to complex 
controllers with intricate algorithms where the control methods are strictly based upon and/or 
limited to an explicit plant model. Actually, in modern industrial control process, it is almost 
impossible to have an exactly accurate filter to cancel the NMP zeros and unstable poles. Where 
there is any internal uncertainty appears, the cancellation could not execute successfully. 
Further, it is very much possible to cause problems in system stability. 
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Some designs focus on sliding mode control (SMC) for its high levels of robust performance 
in terms of dealing with NMP systems (Mirkin, Gutman and Shtessel, 2012, 2014; Do et al., 
2016; Patil et al., 2018). These controllers need the prior knowledge such as fuzzy logic or 
neural network to establish an online adaptation mechanism to avoid the restrictive constraint 
on the knowledge of the bounds of uncertain dynamics. Some other designs (Tan, Marquez and 
Chen, 2003; Liu, Zhang and Gu, 2005; García, Albertos and Hägglund, 2006) proposed 
conventional controllers, such as PID controllers and New Smith Predictor (NSP) to enhance 
the capability of reference input tracking and load disturbance rejection for various unstable 
processes with time delay. These schemes involve more than three controllers and rise the 
complexity of design process. 
Where there is any inaccurate disturbance appears, the cancellation could not execute 
successfully. Further, it may cause problems in system stability. 
From the aforementioned analysis and critical review, this study proposes a pulling theorem to 
guide replacing zero/pole cancellation (this is a multiplication/division operation) with zero 
and pole pulling relocation (this is a submission/subtraction operation), which is much less 
sensitive in stability and NMP issues, and more generic compared with zero/pole cancellation. 
Further this pulling operation is systematic and concise within a well-constructed framework. 
After the conversion of NMP model into a stable MP model, the study brings U-model based 
control design procedure into the control system. Then it conducts a series of simulation 
experiments to demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed approaches. 
Under U-model framework, a desired MP model forms as a generic prototype is established to 
be a MP reference. To achieve the same output response of the desired MP model, the 
differences between desired MP model and NMP plant model (in general, the differences are 
NMP poles and/or zeros) are removed (NB not cancelled) by feedforward controllers. U-model 
approach provides the linear polynomial to remove all these differences. In z-plane, this part 
of controller design is to pull the NMP poles and/or zeros outside the unit circle back to the 
unit circle as the same of poles and/or zeros inside the unit circle of desired MP model. The 
only task of this proposed method is to set up a desired MP model in this stage. The 
requirements of the desired MP model are: 
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1) Desired MP model has the same number of poles and zeros as of NMP plant model 
2) All these poles and zeros are MP (inside the unit circle).  
The requirements show that design of the desired MP model has a buffer zone, the whole range 
of the unit circle. Desired MP model becomes a flexible coordination-free model, no matter 
how the NMP plant model changed. 
After removing the differences between desired MP model and NMP plant model, the rest of 
the design procedure goes to the second stage, the standard U-model control routines (Qiu et 
al., 2017, 2016b; Zhu and Guo, 2002). This routine is to design an invariant closed loop system, 
and find the controller output by resolving an inverse dynamic in form of U-model root solver. 
It provides a once-off package of controller and overcome the unnecessary repetitive design. 
From the aforementioned analysis and critical review, this study justifies its contribution below. 
1) It proposes a pulling theorem to guide replacing zero/pole cancellation (this is a 
multiplication/division operation) with zero and pole pulling relocation (this is a 
summation/subtraction operation), which is much less sensitive in stability and NMP issues, 
and more generic compared with classical zero/pole cancellation. Further, this pulling 
operation is systematic and concise within a well-constructed framework. 
2) Taking up U-model based design --- a plant model independent design procedure, it 
separates the control system design and conversion of NMP model into a stable MP model. 
The design is composed of an invariant controller with specified dynamic and static 
performance within a stable closed loop and a dynamic inverter of the plant model 
(implemented by resolving the plant U-model root). 
3) It takes up a series of simulation experiments to demonstrate the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the proposed approaches. It is not only to demonstrate the derived 
analytical results with numerical tests, but also the case studies are helpful to show the 
application procedure for potential reader/users. 
The rest of the chapter is divided into four sections. Section 2 provides relevant foundation and 
notations for the the pulling theorem and proves the pulling theorems for zero and pole 
relocation with Infinite impulse response (IIR) filters within proper structures. Section 3 
presents the details of the U-model based control system design procedure for NMP systems. 
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and conducts simulation bench test of two examples, one from a rotary mechanical system 
(Wang and Su, 2015). The other is a well-studied unstable NMP model by the other researchers. 
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3.2 Problem formulations 
Consider a linear discrete time SISO dynamic plant model in terms of z transform 
 ( )
( )
( )
1
0 1 1
1
1 1
...( )
( , )
( ) ...
m m
m m
p p n n
n n
B z b z b z b z bY z
G z G A B n m
U z A z z a z a z a
−
−
−
−
+ + + +
= = = = 
+ + + +
 (3.2.1) 
where ( )Y z  is the z transform of output ( )y t Î ¡ , ( )U z  is the z transform of input ( )u t Î ¡  , 
t
+Î ¢  is the sampling instant, ( )0
n
n
a a R  and ( )0
m
m
b b R are the coefficient 
vectors of the denominator polynomial ( )A z  and numerator polynomials ( )B z  of the transfer 
function respectively, B  and A  are coprime, and ( )G z  is monic and strictly proper. 
The transfer function can be factorised in terms of poles and zeros below (Zhu et al., 2020a). 
 ( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
1
1
i
i
m
p i in
z zB zY( z )
G z m m n n
U ( z ) A z z p
+
= = = = =
+

 

 (3.2.2) 
The plant is unstable if one of the poles outside of the unit circle and it is said a non-minimum 
phase plant if one of the zeros outside of the unit circle. Accordingly, the plant is unstable non-
minimum phase while it has both pole(s) and zero(s) outside the unit circle. 
Specify a corresponding stable MP plant ( )ˆ ˆˆ ,pG B A   
 ( )
( )
( )
1
0 1 1
1
1 1
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ...
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ...
m m
m m
p n n
n n
B z b z b z b z b
G z
z a z a z aA z
-
-
-
-
+ + + +
= =
+ + + +
 (3.2.3) 
Define zero differencing operator and pole differencing operator between ( )pG B, A and 
( )ˆ ˆˆ ,pG B A  as feedforward operator FFB  and feedback operator FBA  respectively, that is 
 
1
0 1 1
1
0 1 1
m m
FF FF FF FF ( m ) FFm
n n
FB FB FB FB( n ) FBn
ˆB B B b z b z ... b z b
ˆA A A a z a z ... a z a
−
−
−
−
= − = + + + +
= − = + + + +
  (3.2.4) 
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where  
 
ˆ , 0,...,
ˆ , 0,...,
FFi i i
FBj j j
b b b i m
a a a j n
= - =
= - =
   (3.2.5) 
Accordingly, the specified stable MP plant ( )ˆ ˆˆ ,pG B A  zeros and poles can be achieved with the 
differencing operators. It gives 
 
FF
FB
Bˆ B B
Aˆ A A
= −
= −
   (3.2.6) 
 
3.2.1 Stage one: Pulling theorems 
Zeros pulling theorem (Zhu et al., 2020a): Let ( )pG B, A  be a stable NMP transfer function, 
and ( )ˆ ˆ ,pG B A  is a correspondingly specified stable MP transfer function, zpfG  a zero pulling 
filter, and zF  is a structure mapping function. Then it has ( ) ( )( )ˆ ˆ , , ,p z zpfG B A F G B A G= . 
 
Figure 3.1 Block diagram of zero relocation by pulling theorem 
Proof: Define the zero pulling filter as 
 FFzpf
B
G
A
=   (3.2.7) 
And the structure function is defined in Figure 3.1. By block diagram operational algebra, it 
can derive the transfer function of output against input as 
  
  
+ 
- 
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 ( ) ( )FFz zpf p zpf
ˆB BY B ˆ ˆF G( B, A ),G G G G B, A
U A A
−
= = − = = =   (3.2.8) 
Poles pulling theorem (Zhu et al., 2020a): Let ( )pG B, A  be an unstable NMP transfer 
function, and ( )ˆ ˆ,pG B A  is a correspondingly specified stable MP transfer function, ppfG  is a 
pole pulling filter, and 
p
F  is a structure mapping function. Then it has
( ) ( )( )ˆ ˆ, , ,p p ppfG B A F G B A G= . 
 
Figure 3.2 Block diagram of pole relocation by pulling theorem 
Proof: Define the pole pulling filter as 
 FBppf
A
G
B
-
=  (3.2.9) 
With the structure mapping function PF , build up a block diagram connecting ( )( ), , ppfG B A G  
in Figure 3.2. The whole transfer function between the output-input is derived as 
 ( ) ( )
1
1
p
p ppf
FBp ppf FB
B
GY BA ˆ ˆF G( B, A ),G G B, A
ABU G G A A
A B
= = = = =
−+ − 
+  
 
 (3.2.10) 
Zero and pole pulling theorem (Zhu et al., 2020a): Let ( )pG B, A  be an unstable NMP 
transfer function, and ( )ˆ ˆˆ ,pG B A  is a correspondingly specified stable MP transfer function, 
  
  
+ 
- 
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zpf
G  is the zero pulling filter, ppfG  is the pole pulling filter, and zpF  is a structure mapping 
function. Then it has ( ) ( )( )ˆ ˆˆ , , , ,p zp zpf ppfG B A F G B A G G= . 
 
Figure 3.3 Block diagram of zero and pole relocation 
Proof: With the structure mapping function zpF , build up a block diagram connecting 
( )( ), , ,zpf ppfG B A G G  in Figure 3.3. The whole transfer function between the output-input is 
derived as 
 ( ) ( )FFzp zpf ppf
FB
ˆB BY B ˆ ˆˆF G( B, A ),G ,G G B, A
ˆU A A A
−
= = = =
−
 (3.2.11) 
Remark 1: U-model based control system has considerable robustness. 
To illustrate how potentially robust our proposed U-model based control technique for NMP 
systems can be, a robustness discussion seems essential and will be presented as follows. 
In (3.2.3), ( )0 1ˆ ˆ ˆkb b bL  is not particularly coefficients. The only task of desired plant ˆ pG  
is to ensure that the NMP zeros is removed and back to MP zeros. 
 
( ) ( ) ( )1 0 10 1
1 0 1 0
0 2 0 2
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ......
ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ... ...
−
− −
+ + ++ + +
=
+ + + + + +
m m
i i imm
n n n n
n n
b z b z b z bb z b z b
a z b z a z a z b z a z
 (3.2.12) 
where all the desired zeros are located in unit circle, which means 
 
+ 
- 
  
 
- 
      
+ 
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L
 (3.2.13) 
Substitute (3.2.13) into (3.2.12), due to desired plant model ˆ pG  could be selected randomly 
only when zeros inside the unit circle, the desired zeros have a unit circle range to locate. 
Correspondingly, there is a large range of buffer zone for zero pulling filter. Hence, U-model 
enhanced control system for NMP zeros has the ability to cope with errors during the execution 
and also cope with erroneous input. 
Remark 2: There are two situations where the original NMP zeros may occur: 
1) When the original NMP zero is inside the circle with radius 2 units, the zero pulling filter 
zero could be designed to be inside of unit circle. The zero pulling filter zero is a MP zero 
(see, e.g. Figure 3.4 (a)), 
2) When the original NMP zero is outside the circle with radius 2 units, the zero pulling filter 
zero must be outside unit circle to haul the original NMP zero back (see, e.g. Figure 3.4 
(b)). 
To justify the desired zero is a NMP zero or not, the circle with radius 2 units is used as a 
criterion for the original NMP zero. 
                                (a)                                                                    (b) 
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Figure 3.4 (a) Original NMP plant zero is inside the circle with radius 2 units. (b) Original NMP zero 
is outside the circle with radius 2 units. 
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3.2.2 Stage two: U-model 
U-model control system design aims to free the relationship between main controller and plant. 
Y  is a root solver such as Newton-Ralphson algorithm to make Y  become the inverse model 
of plant model. Therefore, it is easy to design the controller, choosing any linear controller as 
customised. In other words, no matter how the plant model changes, we only need to find out 
the roots in Y  . The controller could be set as pole placement, PID, etc. 
 
Figure 3.5 Simple block diagram of U-model system design 
Combining with pulling theorem, the controller does not change, the root solver Y  depends 
on the desired MP model. 
 
Figure 3.6 Block diagram of U-model enhanced control system for NMP 
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3.3 Case studies 
There are three examples to explain step by step how to apply pulling theorem and U-model 
structure in controller design. 
 
3.3.1 Case 1: A rotary mechanical system 
Consider a rotary mechanical system (Wang and Su, 2015), the non-minimum phase 
characteristic was obtained by an electrical analogue which could be recognised mechanically 
with an inertia, a damper, a torsional spring, a timing belt, pulleys and gears (Freeman, Lewin 
and Rogers, 2005). 
 ( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
4
2
123.853 10 3.5
6.5 42.25 45 190
p
s
G s
s s s s
 − +
=
+ + + +
  (3.3.1) 
To address the system as expression of U-model, choose sampling time 0.1t s= , the plant 
model is discretized as 
 ( )
3 2
4 3 2
6.69 7.856 2.392 0.001445
1.233 0.5356 0.005799 3.249 11
p
z z z
G z
z z z z e
− + + +
=
− + − + −
  (3.3.2) 
which zeros locate in 1.4252z = , 0.2504z = −  and 0.0006z = − . Set up a desired plant model 
ˆ
p
G  which zeros all located in the unit circle casually, where 0.5z = , 0.2504z = −  and 
0.0006z = −  in this case: 
 ( )
3 2
4 3 2
6.69 1.666 0.8386 0.0005026ˆ
1.233 0.5356 0.005799 3.249 11
p
z z z
G z
z z z z e
− + + +
=
− + − + −
  (3.3.3) 
Accordingly, find out feedforward parameters, which can filter the plant model’s zeros back to 
unit circle as the output performance of desired plant model. 
 
2
4 3 2
6.19 1.5534 0.0009424
1.233 0.5356 0.005799 3.249 11
zpf
z z
G
z z z z e
+ +
=
− + − + −
  (3.3.4) 
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To figure out the U-model inversion 
1ˆ
p
G
-
, it is important to measure the output of the zero 
pulling filter zpfG , which is the same as desired plant model 
ˆ
p
G  . Reformat the desired plant 
model into U-model structure 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ˆ 1.233 1 0.5356 2 0.005799 3 3.249 11 4
6.69 ( 1) 1.666 ( 2) 0.8386 ( 3) 0.0005026 ( 4)
y t y t y t y t e y t
u t u t u t u t
= - - - + - - - - -
- + - + - + -
 (3.3.5) 
The controller output can be specified as 
 ( )
( ) 0
1
ˆˆ
ˆ 1
ˆ
y t
u t
l
l
-
- =  (3.3.6) 
where 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0
1
ˆ 1.233 1 0.5356 2 0.005799 3 3.249 11 4
1.666 ( 2) 0.8386 ( 3) 0.0005026 ( 4)
ˆ 6.69
y t y t y t e y t
u t u t u t
l
l
= - - - + - - - - +
- + - + -
= -
 (3.3.7) 
Depend on different closed-loop transfer functions, the output responses are demonstrated 
accordingly. Choose closed-loop transfer function 
1 2
0.1761
1.3205 0.4966
c
A
z z
=
− +
, the results 
shown below as Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8. 
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Figure 3.7 System response for case 1 with closed-loop transfer function 1cA  with damping ratio  
1x <  
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Figure 3.8 Controller output for case 1 with closed-loop transfer function 1cA  with damping ratio  
1x <  
To achieve damping ratio 1x >  for some other situation, select closed-loop transfer function 
2 2
0.05848
1.068 0.1263
c
A
z z
=
- +
, the system response are shown in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10. 
In Wang and Su (2015), a robust disturbance observer (DOB) based control structure is 
proposed to stable NMP systems with time delay. Similarly, a nominal plant is employed to 
compensate the uncertain plant, based on which a prefilter is implemented to acquire desired 
performance. The nominal plant and weighting functions are selected depends on the plant 
model, then the Q filter and the virtual controller can be desired. The weighting function really 
reflect the robust stability condition of the controller design. The DOB based control structure 
is proposed to suppress the input external disturbances and deal with the internal uncertainties. 
By U-model scheme, it is free to set up system response as desired with different closed-loop 
transfer function of pole placement controller for NMP problem. In controller design, it is 
important to set up the rise time, settling time and so on. Fortunately, the controller could be 
easily calculated by closed-loop transfer function in U-model structure. 
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Figure 3.9 System response for case 1 with closed-loop transfer function 2cA  with damping ratio 
1x >  
 
Figure 3.10 Controller output for case 1 with closed-loop transfer function 2cA  with damping ratio 
1x >  
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3.3.2 Case 2: A delayed process with two unstable poles 
In this case, U-model control systems with pulling theorem will be compared with Tao’s 
method (Liu, Zhang and Gu, 2005). Consider the following delayed process with two unstable 
poles, already studied in (García, Albertos and Hägglund, 2006; Liu, Zhang and Gu, 2005) 
 ( ) ( )
2
2
exp 0.3
3 4 1
p
G s s
s s
= - ´
- +
  (3.3.8) 
Choose sampling time 0.005t s= , the discretized plant model is 
 ( )
6 6
60
2
8.352 10 8.37 10
2.007 1.007
p
z
G z z
z z
- -
- ´ + ´= ´
- +
 (3.3.9) 
It becomes NMP unstable plant model with zero 1.0022z = −  and poles 1.0050z = , 1.0017z = . 
The corresponding desired model with inside unit circle zeros is selected randomly as 
 ( )
6 6 6
2
8.352 10 ( 0.7) 8.352 10 5.8464 10ˆ
( 0.5)( 0.6) 1.1 0.3
p
z z
G z
z z z z
- - -´ + ´ + ´
= =
- - - +
   (3.3.10) 
Therefore, the zero pulling filter could be figured out by plant model and desired model as 
 
6
2
2.5236 10
2.007 1.007
zpf
G
z z
-´
=
- +
   (3.3.11) 
The output of zero pulling filter is still unstable when the poles outside the unit circle. 
Therefore, the pole pulling filter is measured out as  
 
6 6
0.907 0.707
8.352 10 5.8464 10
ppf
z
G
z
- -
-
=
´ + ´
   (3.3.12) 
To gain the close-loop transfer function of 
 
2
0.1042 0.02709
0.8796 0.01083
CL
G
z
z z
=
+
- +
  (3.3.13) 
The controller C  can be determined by close-loop transfer function and desired model ˆ pG  as 
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G G
z z z
z z z
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=
−
− − +
=
 −  −  − 
  (3.3.14) 
The system response and controller output of the control system fig. 10 without U-model root 
solver shows below. 
 
Figure 3.11 Block diagram of NMP control system with Zero and pole pulling theorem 
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Figure 3.12 System response with pulling theorem and Tao’s methods (García, Albertos and 
Hägglund, 2006) 
 
Figure 3.13 Controller output with pulling theorem 
From the results, we could see that the controller required a very large power to achieve step 
system response. Due to the high controller output, it is necessary to divide zero pulling filter 
into two parts, one for eliminating the delay, and one for pulling the zero back to unit circle. 
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Apply U-model structure with root solver as Figure 3.14. Consider the combination of root 
solver and desired model as 1 , and then ( ) ( )dy t y t= . 
 
Figure 3.14 U-model Control system structure with time delay 
To eliminate the time delay, 1zpfG  should be a filter with a same transfer function as plant 
model. The numerator of 2zpfG  could be any parameter in unit circle, which leads to a desired 
numerator of desired model. This leads the denominator of ppfG  correspondingly changed to 
the same with the numerator of  2zpfG . 
Therefore,  
 
6 6
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1 2
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2.007 1.007
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   (3.3.16) 
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+
   (3.3.17) 
Expressed by U-structure, the desired plant model becomes 
 ( )ˆ 1.1 ( 1) 0.3 ( 2) 0.8352 ( 1) 0.58464 ( 2)y t y t y t u t u t= - - - + - + -    (3.3.18) 
Controller 
  
  
  + 
- 
  + 
- 
  
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
+ 
- 
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For determining root solver, the output ( )ˆ 1u t -  should be  
 ( )
ˆ( ) 1.1 ( 1) 0.3 ( 2) 0.58464 ( 2)
ˆ 1
0.8352
y t y t y t u t
u t
- - + - - -
- =   (3.3.19) 
The controller C  only determined by close-loop transfer function 
 
2
1
0.03871 0.01977
1.10671 0.10653
CL
CL
G
C
G
z
z z
=
−
+
=
− +
  (3.3.20) 
 
Figure 3.15 System response for case 2 with U-model structure and pulling theorem 
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Figure 3.16 Controller output for case 2 with U-model structure and pulling theorem 
Note: 
If there exist modelling errors such that the real plant is (García, Albertos and Hägglund, 2006) 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )
1
0.5 0.1 0.5
1
0.1 1 0.1 1
r p m
p p
G s G s W s
s
G s G s
s s
= +
æ ö æ ö+÷ ÷ç ç= + =÷ ÷ç ç÷ ÷ç çè ø è ø+ +
  (3.3.21) 
The Tao’s method is unstable. The robust stability condition (García, Albertos and Hägglund, 
2006) is  
 
1
1.4927 1
1
m
KG
H W
KG ¥
= >
+
  (3.3.22) 
Correspondingly, in U-model based methods, the real plant become 
 ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
0.05182
1
0.3679
r p m p
z
G z G z W z G z
z
æ ö- ÷ç= + = ÷ç ÷çè ø-
  (3.3.23) 
The system response shown in Figure 3.17. 
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Figure 3.17 System response for case 2 with modelling errors 
 
Figure 3.18 Controller output for case 2 with modelling errors 
By using Tao’s method, there are three controllers must be designed for tracking the reference, 
rejecting the disturbances and stabilizing the plant model. In U-model scheme, the key work is 
to design two controller to pull the zeros and poles inside the unit circle. It is not only the 
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feasibility of zero and pole pulling theorem, but also the necessary of root solver by U-model 
structure. Zero pulling theorem provides the feasibility of time delay eliminate, and also the 
pull of NMP zero. Within the time delay, the controller output should be very large power to 
offset the plant model. While applying root solver, ( )1u t −  can be determined to combined 
with desired model as a unit signal. At last, the controller can be easily calaculated by close-
loop transfer function. The process of this controller design demonstrates the priority of U-
model structure in reducing the computational and theoretical complexities. Zero and pole 
pulling theorem and U-model structure together make the controller design of NMP becomes 
simple addition and subtraction. 
 
3.3.3 Case 3: An altitude-hold model of an autopilot of Boeing 747 
For an altitude-hold model of an autopilot of Boeing 747 using a 2  ( 0.35rad ) step command 
in pitch angle q , the transfer function of the system regarding to height h  and elevator e  is 
(Franklin, Powell and Emami-Naeini, 2002) 
 
( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
32.7 0.0045 5.64 5.61
2.25 2.99 0.0105 0.0531
h s s s s
e s s s j s s
+ + −
=
+  + +
  (3.3.24) 
Discrete the transfer function by 0.1st =   
 
( )
( )
4 3 2
5 4 3 2
0.1358 0.3341 0.0618 0.2531 0.1167
4.52 8.194 7.462 3.421 0.6336
h z z z z z
e z z z z z z
− + + −
=
− + − + −
  (3.3.25) 
The zero pulling filter 
 
3 2
5 4 3 2
0.3341 0.1175 0.2531 0.3698
4.52 8.194 7.462 3.421 0.6336
zpf
z z z
G
z z z z z
− + + −
=
− + − + −
  (3.3.26) 
will construct the desired plant located zeros at 0.5, 0.5, 0.4, 0.4z = - - . 
In the study shown in the book (Franklin, Powell and Emami-Naeini, 2002), select  
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  4 2.7 112.6 4899.1 3.2LQGK = − − − −  (3.3.27) 
and 
  3.344 650.943 1.126 0.922 15.123L = −   (3.3.28) 
The results of LQG design and U-model control systems with pulling theorem will be presented 
below. 
 
Figure 3.19 Comparison for case 3 between LQG design and U-model based design 
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Figure 3.20 Controller output of LQG design for case 3 
 
Figure 3.21 Controller output of U-model based design with pulling theorem for case 3 
This example shows the difference between U-model and LQG design. LQG design could be 
the same response of the system with U-model, but it should be tested in many times to find 
out the characteristics parameter LQGK  and L (Qiu et al., 2017). However, we just need the 
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close-loop transfer function to find out the controller by U-model structure. Although there are 
some oscillation in controller output, we still get a better response of the system by U-model 
structure (in Figure 3.19). 
 
3.4 Summary 
Traditional methods for NMP plant model stand on similar way of cancellation. They apply 
complex model to cancel the NMP zeros or poles. Cancellation makes the control system 
becomes sensitive as the controller should be strictly correspond to the plant model. If there is 
some disturbance or error identification, the cancellation would fail. However, the enhanced 
U-model based control system design provides a new idea to ‘remove’ NMP phenomena by 
mathematical operation --- addition and subtraction. Due to addition and subtraction, it is not 
sensitive any more where there is a wide range zone to let the relocated plant be inside of unit 
circle. This good performance can be treated as a kind of considerably robustness. Results of 
systems output demonstrate that the enhanced U-model based control system design for NMP 
systems reach the same, even better effect, in response of comparing to other existing methods. 
The systems output is promising, and the procedure of controller design is much easier to set 
up and fine-tune. The only one task is to set up a desired MP model to remove the NMP 
phenomenon. Pulling theorem can be largely applied when any poles and/or zeros of plant 
model is/are outside the unit circle. Desired MP model is a reference model for finding the 
differences with NMP plant model. Further, U-model control system has a concise and easy 
way to free the model and controller. Afterwards, applying standard U-model framework, the 
whole controller design is convenient to fine-tune. Even when the NMP plant model is changed, 
the controller design does not need to redesign to adapt new NMP plant model. This proposed 
method is a model-free and once-off design. 
To address the problem, this study proposes a developed controller design based on U-model 
control method. U-model method provides concise expression of time-varying parameters and 
a general invariant framework to find the controller output by resolve an inverse dynamic and 
pole placement. As utilizing U-model discrete-time form, pulling theorem is exploited in this 
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study to pull the NMP zeros and/or poles back to the unit circle by specify a desired minimum 
phase (MP) model as reference model. This expanded method is a once-off design since it has 
only one desired MP reference model needs to be pre-set as the same order/form of the NMP 
plant. Some classic examples are given to show how this proposed method liberates thoughts 
from complexity of control procedure. 
Therefore, the enhance U-model control system design for NMP can be a significant 
contribution for NMP problem. 
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Chapter 4 U-model enhanced MRAC controller 
design with MIT rules for nonlinear plant model 
 
4.1 Overview and introduction 
In the past few decades, nonlinear dynamic systems controller design becomes focal point of 
control process in modern industry. The efficiency and quality of the controllers directly affect 
the profits, which contributes to the requirement of maximally reduction on controllers’ 
complexity. However, the adaptive control system, which aims to modify the behaviour in 
response to the variations in the dynamics of the process, is already a complex nonlinear system 
(Åström and Wittenmark, 2013). Therefore, designing a concise and efficient adaptive control 
system for nonlinear dynamic model was motivated as a fervent challenge.  
The adaptive control system repeatedly and routinely compensates for system dynamics by 
adjusting controller characteristics so that the overall system performance remains the same or, 
more precisely, at an optimal level. This control system considers all reduction of plant 
performance with time. The adaptive control system includes elements for measuring (or 
estimating) process dynamics and other components for varying the characteristics of the 
controller accordingly. The controller maintains the overall system performance by adjusting 
the controller characteristics in a manner. In simple words, the essentials of the adaptive system 
(Gupta and Yan, 2016) are 
1) Identification of system dynamics 
2) Decision 
3) Modification 
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When the system model is identified and recognised (which is the difficulty and core procedure) 
the decision function begins operating. In turn, the decision function activates the modification 
function to change the particular process parameter and to develop performance (Gupta and 
Yan, 2016). 
The methods of assessing performance are normally two way: by model comparison (or called 
model reference) and by performance criteria (Gupta and Yan, 2016).  
The method by the model comparison selects a model that performances similarity to the 
desired system characteristics. Among them, all the influences of system characteristics and 
the effects of interference are known. As universal cognition, the response characteristics of 
the control system variable parameters are subordinate to the response characteristics of the 
reference model (Gupta and Yan, 2016). In this procedure, the core role is the error between 
the model and the control system. An adaptive operation accomplishes this procedure by 
producing the required system gains. The adaptation path is the minimisation of the integral of 
the error square (Gupta and Yan, 2016). 
The method by the performance criterion applies a general performance index such as the 
integral of the error squared as continuously computing. The system is adjusted to keep the 
value of the index at a minimum level. The methods include the Kalman Filter (Baker and 
Thennadil, 2018) the Stephanopoulos (Stebbins et al., 2018) and Flintoff and Mular (Khaddage, 
Müller and Flintoff, 2016). 
In general, there are two kinds of system model the adaptive control methods are mainly 
appropriate (Zhang, 2010): 
• mechanical systems without significant time delays 
• systems dynamics and structure are well known.  
Adaptive control methods have the requirement of some kind of identification of the process 
dynamics. It causes some essential problems such as (Zhang, 2010) 
• the requirement of the amount of offline training 
• the balance between the persistent excitation of signals for accurate identification and the 
steady system response for control performance 
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• the assumption of the process structure 
• the model convergence and system stability issues in real applications.  
Furthermore, traditional adaptive control methods based on the knowledge of the process 
structure. They also have difficulties in dealing with nonlinear, structure-variant, or with large 
time delays processes (Zhang, 2010).  
The adaptive controller designs for nonlinear dynamic systems have been proposed and 
discussed in different adaptive control theory. Zhao proposed smooth adaptive internal model 
control based on model to simplify the identification of time-varying parameters in presence 
of bounded external disturbances (Zhao, Wang and Zhang, 2016). Liu applied sliding-mode 
observer for MIMO uncertain neutral stochastic systems (Liu et al., 2017) and some researchers 
applied sliding mode model reference adaptive control (MRAC) to deal with nonlinear 
dynamic systems (Mirkin, Gutman and Shtessel, 2012; Mirkin et al., 2011; Mirkin, Gutman 
and Shtessel, 2014; Ganesan, Ezhilarasi and Jijo, 2017). MIT based MRAC and modified 
adaptive control (MAC) are considered for pressure regulation of hypersonic wind tunnel in 
(Rajani, Krishna and Nair, 2018).  
MRAC is widely used in digital adaptive control dynamic systems design with online 
parameter estimation and adjustment. It can be applied to a nonlinear aircraft model with 
unknown structural damage (Guo and Tao, 2015) and a quadrotor UAV (Mohammadi and 
Shahri, 2013). Nonlinear Hydraulic Actuator is designed by adaptive PID and MRAC switch 
controller in (Zuo et al., 2017). Besides, MRAC also be applied for nonlinear switched systems 
under asynchronous switching between subsystems and adaptive controller (Xie and Zhao, 
2017) and human-robot interaction (Sharifi, Behzadipour and Vossoughi, 2014). Meanwhile, 
the method of neural network combined with MRAC is considered for solving the nonlinear 
system (Prakash and Anita, 2011; Lutfy, 2014). Fuzzy logic controller based MRAC is 
introduced in (Prakash and Anita, 2012). Direct and indirect MRAC is proposed in (Kersting 
and Buss, 2017) for multivariable piecewise affine systems. Modified MRAC is considered for 
inverted pendulum compared with MRAC (Pawar and Parvat, 2015). 
MRAC is inherently nonlinear so the structure could be completely concise if it is analysed and 
designed through linear technique or plant. Up to now, the MRAC algorithms for nonlinear 
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dynamic systems obtain numerous data identification or adjustment calculations, which cause 
strict requirement of microchips resources and time. Enlightened by (Zhu, Zhao and Zhang, 
2015; Qiu et al., 2016a; Wu et al., 2011), U-model can be deployed to reduce the complexity 
of MRAC applying to nonlinear dynamic plant model. U-model is a plant oriental structure 
apply for including but not limited to most smooth nonlinear dynamic systems. With the root 
solving algorithms, nonlinear dynamic plant model can be directly applied to MRAC and the 
reference model could be designed as a linear model. 
To address this issue, this study proposes a U-model root solver for the actual nonlinear 
dynamic plant model, and a virtual plant model to substitute plant model in MRAC with MIT 
normalised rules.  
MIT rule was first proposed in 1960 by the researchers of Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT) and applied to construction the autopilot system for aircrafts (Jain and 
Nigam, 2013). MIT rule can be applied to design a controller with MRAC scheme for any 
system. The adaptive controller using MIT rule gives acceptable outcomes, but it is very 
sensitive to the variations of the reference input amplitude. Increasing the values of reference 
input, system may become unstable. To overcome this problem, normalized algorithm is 
applied with MIT rule to advance the control law. 
• Reference Model: It is used to give an idealised response of the adaptive control system 
to the reference input.  
• Controller: It is usually described by a set of adjustable parameters. In this chapter only 
one parameter   is used to designate the control law. The value of   is mainly reliant 
on adaptation gain.  
• Adjustment Mechanism: This mechanism is used to adjust the parameters of the 
controller so that actual plant model could track the reference model. Mathematical 
approaches, such as MIT rule and Lyapunov theory, could be applied to develop the 
adjusting mechanism. In this chapter we are using MIT rule with Normalized Algorithm. 
• The virtual plant model: The virtual plant model is designed as same as the plant model 
in the classic/standard MRAC controller system, and the virtual parameter (gain) could 
be time-varying estimated comparing to a reference model.  
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• The actual nonlinear dynamic plant model: The actual plant model is overlooked by 
applying the root solving algorithms of U-model. 
By introducing basic idea and properties of classic model reference adaptive control with MIT 
normalised rules and of U-model based approach, this chapter provides comparison and 
demonstration of these two approaches in design procedures and computational experiments. 
To explain this chapter, some research questions are listed below, which afterward guides the 
study to provide proper solutions and findings. 
1) How to apply U-model framework for direct model reference adaptive control with 
MIT normalised rules? 
2) How to define the virtual plant model? 
3) What are the differences/characteristics of U-model based direct model reference 
adaptive control with MIT normalised rules compared to the classic one? 
4) What is the limitation or restriction of U-model based direct model reference adaptive 
control with MIT normalised rules control systems design? 
The rest of the chapter is divided into three sections. Section 2 shows the problem statement, 
preliminaries and descriptions of the U-model framework for direct model reference adaptive 
control, the direct model reference adaptive control for discrete time model, and the MIT 
normalised rules. In section 3, the whole design procedures of the U-model based direct model 
reference adaptive control is demonstrated step by step. In section 4, a nonlinear dynamic 
system model is selected to test the control designs of the two approaches and the 
corresponding computational experiment simulations are presented. 
 
4.2 Problem statement and preliminaries 
The U-model stochastics characteristics are defined as: 
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   (4.2.1) 
where ( )U t  denotes a pseudo variable, M  is the degree of the control input ( ) ( )1 , ju t tl-  
denotes time-varying parameter including some model’s parameter constants X , the past time 
input ( ) ( )2 ,..., 1u t u t j- - - , the past time output ( ) ( )1 ,...,y t y t j- -  and error signal 
( ) ( )1 ,...,e t e t j- - . 
The MRAC is one of the major approaches in adaptive control. In practical application, direct 
MRAC is most commonly used. The scheme diagram shown in Figure 4.1 (Akhtar and 
Bernstein, 2005).  
 
Figure 4.1 Block diagram of discrete time MRAC 
The concept behind Model Reference Adaptive Control System is to form a closed loop control 
system with parameters that can be updated to change the response of the system (Pal et al., 
2015). 
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Apply pole placement to figure out discrete time plant model. Let the plant model written in 
terms of the forward shift operator q  as 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )py t u t=A q B q   (4.2.2) 
where 
p
y  and u  are output and input of the plant model. A  and B  are polynomials of degree 
n  and m . They are coprime and B  is minimum phase. Defined them as 
 ( ) 11 ...
n n
n
a a
−+ + +A q = q q   (4.2.3) 
and 
 ( ) 11 ...
m m
m
b b
−+ + +B q = q q   (4.2.4) 
where m n<  and 0 0b ¹ .  
A general linear controller is described as 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )pu t r t y t= −R q T q S q   (4.2.5) 
To determine the controller,  
 ( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )pu t r t y t= −
T q S q
R q R q
  (4.2.6) 
where ( )r t  is the reference input signal. Then the plant output could be written as 
 ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )py t r t=
+
B q T q
A q R q B q S q
  (4.2.7) 
The output and the input of the reference model can be described by 
 ( )
( )
( )
( )my t r t=
m
m
B q
A q
  (4.2.8) 
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where mA  is monic and stable, ( ) ( )deg degm m d- =A q B q , 0d > . 
To force the output of plant model the same as the output of reference model, 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( )
=
+
m
m
B q T q B q
A q R q B q S q A q
  (4.2.9) 
which can be easily found as 
 
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
=
+
m
m
T q B q
A q R q B q S q A q B q
  (4.2.10) 
The roots of the close loop characteristic polynomial ( ) ( )mA q B q  are stable as the roots of 
( )mA q and the roots of ( )B q  are stable. Define the close loop characteristic polynomials as 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 10 1 ...
m m
m
n m n m
n m
b p p
+ + −
+= + + +mP q = A q B q q q   (4.2.11) 
where ( )degm mn = A q . 
To meet the requirements of (4.2.10), 
 ( ) ( )= mT q B q   (4.2.12) 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )+ mA q R q B q S q = A q B q   (4.2.13) 
Define ( )degRn = R q , ( )degSn = S q , 1e Rn n n= + + , and 2u R Sn n n= + + . (4.2.13) can 
be written as 
 
( )
( )
( )M
 
= 
 
R
P
S
C
C
C
  (4.2.14) 
where e un nM R   is the Sylvester matrix 
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  (4.2.15) 
The coefficients of ( )qR , ( )qS  and ( )qP  are vectors 
 ( ) ( ) ( )
0 00
1 11
, ,
... ......
+
    
    
    = = =
    
    
          n n mn
s pr
s pr
s pr
C C C
S mR
R S P   (4.2.16) 
As proved in (Akhtar and Bernstein, 2005), if n nR S , the control law (4.2.6) is causal. Assume 
that deg 1n= -S  and deg 2 1mA n m= - - , so deg 2 1n= -P . Assumed that deg 1n= -R  
and 2 2n nM R ´Î  to gain a minimum degree causal controller. Then  
 
1 2
0 1 1 0
1 2
0 1 1 0
... , 0
... , 0
n n
n
n n
n
r r r r
s s s s
− −
−
− −
−
+ + + 
+ + + 
R = q q
S = q q
  (4.2.17) 
From (4.2.13) and (4.2.17), we can know that 0 0r b= . 
The filtered output signal can be defined for a linear estimation model 
 ( ) ( )1n dfy t y t
− − +
m
= q A   (4.2.18) 
From (4.2.2) it becomes 
 ( ) ( )
1n d
f
y t u t
− − +
= m
q A B
A
  (4.2.19) 
To match the condition (4.2.13), ( )fy t  should be 
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Define the parameter vector q  and the regressed matrix ( )t  as 
 
1
1 2 1
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n n
n
r
r
R
s
s

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−
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  (4.2.21) 
and 
 ( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
2 1
1
...
1
...
1
n
u t
u t n
t R
y t
y t n
 −
− 
 
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  (4.2.22) 
When 0 0r b= , (4.2.20) can be obtained as the linear identification model 
 ( ) ( ) ( )0
T
f
y t d b u t t + = +   (4.2.23) 
From (4.2.20) and (4.2.23), the model matching control law (4.2.6) can be gained as 
 ( ) ( ) ( )1
0
1
  − + = − − 
T n
u t t u t
b
m
q B   (4.2.24) 
With the filtered plant model (4.2.23) and the matching control law (4.2.24), direct adaptive 
control can be apply with discrete time plant model. 
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However, when the plant model is unknown, the controller parameters R  and S  cannot be 
obtained. So the controller parameters R  and S should be estimates by polynomials ( )ˆ tR  
and ( )ˆ tS  in q , which is 
 ( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
ˆ
ˆ ˆ
t
u t r t y t
t t
= −m
SB
R R
  (4.2.25) 
 The corresponding close loop system is 
 ( )
( ) ( )
( )
ˆˆ
y t r t
t t
=
+
m
BB
AR BS
  (4.2.26) 
Define the parameter error 
 ( ) ( )ˆt t  = −   (4.2.27) 
where ( )ˆ t is the estimate of q  at time t . The filtered output error signal is then defined as 
 ( ) ( ) ( )1n df fe t y t r t
− − += −
m
q B   (4.2.28) 
By the parameter error, the filter output can be written as 
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( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
1 1
1 1
0
1
0
ˆ ˆˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆˆ
ˆ
ˆ
n n
f
n n
T
n T
y t d r t r t
t t t t
u t y t
r t r t
t t u t t y t
t
b u t t
r t
b u t t t
 
 
− + − +
− + − +
−
+
+ = =
+ +
+ +
= =
+
+
+
=
 +
 
m m
m
m m
m
A BB AR BS
q q B
AR BS AR BS
BS
R R SAq B q B
BS R S
R
A
B
q
  (4.2.29) 
Compared (4.2.23) and (4.2.29), 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )10 ˆ
T n
b u t t t r t  − ++ =
m
q B   (4.2.30) 
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Therefore, the filter output error signal is than 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
1
0 0
ˆ
n
f f
T T
T
e t d y t d r t
b u t t b u t t t
t t
   
 
− ++ = + −
= + − −
= −
m
q B
  (4.2.31) 
The model matching error dynamics can be expressed in the n th order fraction form as Figure 
4.2 (Middleton and Goodwin, 1990): 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
t n u t
y t t n


− =
= −
A
B
  (4.2.32) 
 
Figure 4.2 Fraction forms of the plant and the reference model 
Then, the filtered output can be 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 2 1n n nfy t d y t t n t 
− + − + − ++ = = − =
m m
q A q A B q P   (4.2.33) 
Similarly, the reference model can be expressed in the 2 1n − th order non-minimal fraction 
form as 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
m
m m
t n r t
y t t n


− =
= −
m m
A B B
B
  (4.2.34) 
The output of the plant is compared to the desired response my  from a reference model. The 
controller parameters are updated based on this error. Model Reference Adaptive Controller 
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using MIT rule consists of four parts, plant model, reference model, controller and adjustment 
mechanism (Pal et al., 2015). 
So that it can be expressed as 
 ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 1n n nmr t t n t 
− + − + − += − =
m m m
q B q A B q P   (4.2.35) 
Define 
 ( ) ( ) ( )e mt t t  = −   (4.2.36) 
From (4.2.33) and (4.2.35), the d -step ahead filtered output error can be expressed by 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
1
2 1
2 1
n
f f
n
m
n
e
e t d y t d r t
t t
t
 

− +
− +
− +
+ = + −
= −  
=
m
q B
q P
q P
  (4.2.37) 
Consider a closed loop system in which controller has one adjustable parameter q . The desired 
closed loop response is specified by a model whose output is my . Let e  be the error between 
output 
f
y  of closed loop system and output my  of reference model. The variable control 
parameter q  is adapted such a way that the cost function (Åström and Wittenmark, 2013), 
 ( ) 2
1
2
J eq =   (4.2.38) 
is minimized, the given cost function can be minimized if we change the parameter in the 
direction of negative gradient of J , generally known as gradient descent approach, in the 
following manner (Pawar and Parvat, 2015), 
 
d J e
e
dt
q
g g
q q
¶ ¶
= - = -
¶ ¶
  (4.2.39) 
This is known as MIT rule (Åström and Wittenmark, 2013). The partial derivative e q¶ ¶  is 
called the sensitivity derivative of the system. It tells how the error is effected by the adjustable 
parameter. The derivative e q¶ ¶  evaluates under the assumption of q  is a constant as the 
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parameter changes are slower than the other variables in the system (Åström and Wittenmark, 
2013). 
Define the plant, reference model, and model matching error states as 
 
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( )
2 1
2 1
2 1
1
...
2 1
1
...
2 1
1
...
2 1
n
m
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m
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e
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e m
e
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x t R
t n
t
x t R
t n
t
x t x t x t R
t n






−
−
−
− 
 
=  
 − + 
− 
 
=  
 − + 
− 
 
= − =  
 − + 
  (4.2.40) 
Moreover, 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
2 1 2 1
0 0
2 1
0 0
1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
e e
n n
e e
n
e f
t t
t t
b b
t e t d
b b
 
 

− + − +
− +
= −
 
= − − − + 
 
 
= − − − + + 
 
q
q q P q P
q q P
  (4.2.41) 
the state equation of ex  in the controllable canonical form is now then 
 ( ) ( ) ( )
0
1
1 , 0
e e f
x t Ax t Be t d k
b
+ = + +    (4.2.42) 
where 
 
( ) ( )
0 0 2 1 0
2 2 2 2
... 1
0 0
,
... ...
00
n
n n
p b p b
A B
I
−
−  −
− −   
   
   = =
   
   
    
  (4.2.43) 
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The model matching dynamics becomes 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
0
1
1 , 0
T
e e
x t Ax t B t t t
b
 + = −    (4.2.44) 
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Lemma 4.1: 
The plant state x  is defined by (4.2.40) and the regressor (4.2.22) have a relationship of 
 ( ) ( )0t M x t =   (4.2.45) 
where the non-singular matrix  
 
( )
( )
( ) ( )
( )
1 2 1 2
1 21 2
0
0 11 1 1 1
0 11 2
1 0
0 1
0 0
0
n n
nn
md n
mn d
a a a
a a a
M
b b b
b b b
 −
 −
 −  −
 + −
 
 
 
 
 =
 
 
 
 
  
  (4.2.46) 
Proof: 
From the function (4.2.32), the regressor can be expressed as 
 ( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
1 1
1 2 1
1 2 1
u t t n
u t n t n
t
y t t n
y t n t n



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
− − −   
   
   
   − + − +
= =   
−   
   
   
− + − −      
A q
A q
B q
B q
  (4.2.47) 
It can be described as 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
  ( ) ( )
1
1
1
1
1 1
1
1 2 1
1 1 1
n n
n
n
T
n
u t t n
a a t n
t a t a t n
a a t t n


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 
−
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  (4.2.48) 
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( ) ( ) ( )
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0 1
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  (4.2.51) 
It can be seen that 0M  is the ( ) ( )2 1 2 1n n−  −  submatrix of 
T
M , which omit the first row and 
first volume of TM . Remark that 0det detM M= . When A  and B  are relatively co-prime by 
supposition, then M  is non-singular, 0M  is non-singular. 
Consider the variable lead compensator with integral action by a low level direct controller in 
discrete time transfer function, 
 ( )
1
c
z A C
G z K
z B z
-
= -
- -
%
%
  (4.2.52) 
with its equivalent continuous-time transfer function (Tustin transformation) given as (Tang, 
De Silva and Poo, 2001) 
 ( )
1
1 1
c c
s C
G s K
s z
t
a t
+
= +
+ -
  (4.2.53) 
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The digital controller characteristic parameters A , B , K  and C  are fully programmable 
during run-time (Tang, De Silva and Poo, 2001). 
 
4.3 Controller design 
The actual nonlinear plant model G  apply root solver 
1
U −= . In order to apply the linear 
direct MRAC controller design, it is laconic to construct a virtual plant model vG  as the 
combination of the root solver Y  and the actual nonlinear plant model G  is considered to be 
a constant 1  mathematically. The whole structure shown as follow: 
 
Figure 4.3 U-model based MRAC control systems 
As shown in Figure 4.3, the virtual plant model vG  is 
B
A
, which mathematically same as plant 
model in Figure 4.1. The actual plant model in Figure 4.3can be smooth nonlinear dynamic 
system.  
A step-by-step procedure shows below to design the U-model based MRAC scheme: 
Step 1 Choose the reference model mG  and virtual plant model vG ; 
  
Filter 
  Virtual Plant   
 
 
 
  
  
Controller   
 + 
 - 
 + 
- 
 
  
Plant 
    
  
Estimator   
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Step 2 Choose reference input signal ry , adaptive gain  ; 
Step 3 Sample the reference model output my  and virtual output vy ; 
Step 4 Apply root solver to root the actual nonlinear plant model; 
Step 5 Obtain the actual plant output py ; 
Step 6 Compute the controller output u  by the error between reference model output my  and 
actual plant model output py ; 
Step 7 t t h→ + , back to Step 3, continue to loop. 
This is the online estimation and control law for a class of smooth nonlinear dynamic systems 
with U-model based MRAC structure. 
 
4.4 Case studies 
Consider a nonlinear dynamic plant model G expressed by a Hammerstein model (Zhu and 
Guo, 2002) as the follow 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 3
0.5 1 1 0.1 2
1 0.2
y t y t x t x t
x t u t u t u t
= − + − + −
= + − +
  (4.4.1) 
Convert the plant model into U-model expression as: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 30 1 2 31 1 1y t t t u t t u t t u t   = + − + − + −   (4.4.2) 
where 
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( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( )
( )
0
1
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3
0.5 1 1 0.3 2
1
1
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t y t x t
t
t
t




= − + + −
=
= −
=
  (4.4.3) 
With the U-model expression, Newton-Raphson algorithm is applied to find out the root of the 
nonlinear system. 
Assume that the virtual model is 
 ( )
2
, is unknown
1.3205 0.4966
v
v v
k
G z k
z z
=
− +
 (4.4.4) 
In MATLAB, vk  is set as 1  for initialization. For comparison, standard MRAC with MIT 
normalised algorithm will be present by applying the virtual model (4.4.4) as plant model G  
and the whole controller scheme shown in Figure 4.3. 
The reference model is 
 ( )
2
, 0.1761
1.3205 0.4966
m
m m
k
G z k
z z
= =
− +
  (4.4.5) 
Let the adaptive gain 0.1 = , 0.01 = , and 2 = . ry  is a square wave signal. The amplitude 
1r = . The results shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 compared the U-model based MIT 
normalised MRAC control system applied for Hammerstein model and standard MIT 
normalised MRAC control system applied for virtual model without root solver 1U -  nor 
Hammerstein model.  
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Figure 4.4 System and controller output response of standard MIT normalised MRAC control system 
on Hammerstein model 
 
Figure 4.5 System and controller output response of U-model based MIT normalised MRAC control 
system on Hammerstein model 
Discussions 
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Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 show that the U-model based MIT normalised MRAC control system 
maintain almost the same system response as the standard one. After 50s both the control 
systems track the reference model signal. However, the plant model of U-model based control 
system is nonlinear system, and the plant model of standard MRAC control system is linear 
system. Within the inversion and the virtual plant model, it demonstrates that nonlinear plant 
model also could be directly applied to MRAC control system.  
 
4.5 Summary 
The plant model of U-model based MIT normalised MRAC control system is a nonlinear 
dynamic system (4.4.1) and the plant model of standard MIT normalised MRAC control system 
is a linear model. However, both control system designs maintain the consistent system 
responses and the same reference outputs. Owing to the linear plant model in standard MIT 
normalised MRAC is actually identical with the virtual plant model in U-model based MIT 
normalised MRAC control system, the combination output of U-model root solver and actual 
nonlinear dynamic model can be verified as 1 . Accordingly, the nonlinear dynamic system can 
be applied to obtain the same system response as a MRAC control design for linear plant model. 
Although it is now not a mature method for all types of nonlinear system, it provides a novel 
idea to directly adapt nonlinear system with adaptive control system for further research. 
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Chapter 5 U-model enhanced MRAC controller 
design with Lyapunov function for nonlinear plant 
 
5.1 Overview 
From last chapter we could understand a reference model represents the design specifications 
of model reference adaptive control system. The model states, the model inputs and the error 
between plant and model output generate the appropriate control signals. The adaptive control 
is applied to adjust the control law for the plant parameters are not well known (Ampsefidis, 
Białasiewicz and Wall, 1993). The direct Lyapunov method adjusts the control law to minimize 
the error between the plant and the ideal target system states.  
Parks firstly used Lyapunov's method to design a stable adaptive controller for SISO (Parks, 
1966). Grayson, Winsor and Roy also use the same technique for the design of multiple input 
multiple output model reference adaptive control systems (Grayson, 1965; Winsor and Roy, 
1968). However, they did not meet the Erzberger's perfect model following (PMF) conditions. 
That is, only if there exists a certain structural relationship between the plant and the model, 
these adaptive algorithms works.  
For this purpose, Landau proposed another adaptive algorithm (whose stability is ensured by 
the hyperstability criterion of Popov) for multiple input multiple output continuous system 
subject to the PMF conditions (Landau, Lozano and M’Saad, 1998). After that, some 
researchers reported designs of adaptive controllers which do not need to satisfy the PMF 
conditions (Mabius and Kaufman, 1975; Broussard and O’Brien, 1980). 
To adjust the parameters in adaptive systems, Lyapunov’s stability theory is applied. The 
differential equation for error me y y= -  is resulting afterward for adjusting the parameters 
(Mani, Sivaraman and Kannan, 2018). Using this equation, the error could be decrease to zero 
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by determining the appropriate value from adaptation technique and Lyapunov function. Such 
that the adaption gains dv dt  is adverse semi definite. This is particularly based on applying 
the Lyapunov theory. Therefore, to achieve the convergence, the uniform observability for the 
reference signal and system should be obtained. Furthermore, it is essential to attain a 
determined excitation. First order MRAC based on stability theory. 
From that on, the Lyapunov stability theory demonstrated the controlled structure’s precise 
information is not necessary, which is particularly appropriate for controlling the structures 
with parameter uncertainties. As a class method for parameter uncertainties, Lyapunov-MRAC 
still be applied by many researchers nowadays (Hsu et al., 2015; Farajzadeh-D, Hosseini Sani 
and Akbarzadeh, 2019; Csanádi, Tar and Bitó, 2020). In this method, the reference model with 
the same structural parameters but higher damping property is designed. Results showed that 
the Lyapunov-MRAC can stably control the structural response by tracking the response of the 
reference model.  
Lyapunov-MRAC is similar to normalised MIT algorithms a method adjusting the controller 
gain to make the errors between plant model and reference model approaching to zero. 
However, when the adaptive gain g  is an excessive value, or performance of my  is poor, MIT 
normalised MRAC may obtain an unstable close loop system (Åström and Wittenmark, 2013). 
Lyapunov-MRAC is introduced to improve this phenomenon. 
By introducing basic idea and properties of classic model reference adaptive control with MIT 
normalised rules and of U-model based approach, this chapter provides comparison and 
demonstration of these two approaches in design procedures and computational experiments. 
To explain this chapter, some research questions are listed below, which afterward guides the 
study to provide proper solutions and findings. 
1) How to apply U-model framework for direct model reference adaptive control with 
MIT normalised rules? 
2) How to define the virtual plant model? 
3) What are the differences/characteristics of U-model based direct model reference 
adaptive control with MIT normalised rules compared to the classic one? 
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4) What is the limitation or restriction of U-model based direct model reference adaptive 
control with Lyapunov function control systems design? 
The rest of the chapter is divided into three sections. Section 2 shows the problem statement, 
preliminaries and descriptions of the U-model framework for direct model reference adaptive 
control, the direct model reference adaptive control for discrete time model, and the Lyapunov 
function. In section 3, the whole design procedures of the U-model based direct model 
reference adaptive control is demonstrated step by step. In section 4, a nonlinear dynamic 
system model is selected to test the control designs of the two approaches and the 
corresponding computational experiment simulations are presented. 
 
5.2 Problem statement and preliminaries 
The U-model based MRAC structure is the same as chapter 4. This chapter focus on the 
Lyapunov methods applied in U-model based direct MRAC for nonlinear dynamic system.  
Let the virtual plant model written in terms of the forward shift operator q  as 
 
( )
( )
( )
( )
v v
v
y t
u t
B q
A q
=  (5.2.1) 
Derive a recursive least squares update law for the parameter vectors ( )ˆ t  of a controller that 
asymptotically drives ( )fe t d+  to zero. The retrospective cost function decided the 
performance of qˆ  by assessing the present value of ( )ˆ tq  in terms of the past behaviour of the 
lineaentification model over the interval d i t  . It can be determined as 
 ( )( ) ( )( )2ˆ ˆ, , ,
t
i d
J t t E t i t d 
=
=    (5.2.2) 
The retrospective error is then defined as 
 ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0ˆ ˆ, ,TfE t i y i b u i d i d t t d  = − − − −    (5.2.3) 
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Define 
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 
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 
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 − 
  (5.2.4) 
Therefore, 
 ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1ˆ ˆ, t dE t t Y t t t R  − += −    (5.2.5) 
The cost function can be written by the notations as 
 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
ˆ ˆ ˆ, , ,
ˆ ˆ
T
T
J t t E t t E t t
Y t t t Y t t t
  
 
=
   = − −
   
  (5.2.6) 
The recursive least squares estimate for ( )ˆ t  is 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0
1 1
1 , 0 0
1 1
ˆ ˆ ˆ1 1
T
T
T
f
P t t d t d P t
P t P t P
t d P t t d
t t P t t d y t b u t d t d t
 
 
    
− − − −
= − − 
+ − − −
 = − + − − − − − −
 
  (5.2.7) 
where the adaptive control law is 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1
0
1 ˆT nu t t t r t
b
  − + = − −
 m
q B   (5.2.8) 
Define that 
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t
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t d

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 
 
 =  
 + − 
  (5.2.9) 
The error state vector is expressed by 
 ( )
( )
( )
( )( )
( )( )
vecX
vec 1
e
x t
t
P tt
P t d
 
 
 
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 
 
 + − 
  (5.2.10) 
consisting of the model matching error states and the parameter identification error states. 
The closed loop error dynamics with recursive least-squares (RLS) identification can be 
characterised as  
 ( )( ) ( )
2
1 2 1 2 1d n d n+ − + −   (5.2.11) 
dimensional system: 
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x t Ax t B t
b
t t P t t d t d t
t d t d P t d t t t d
P t t d t d P t
P t P t
t d P t t d
P t d t t P t d
P t d P t d
t P t d t
 
    
    
 
 
 
 
+ = −
+ = − + − + − +
+ = + − − + + −
 − + − +
+ = −     + − + − + 
 + − + −
+ = + − −     + + − 
  (5.2.12) 
Note that the error system (5.2.12) is time varying since the regressor ( )t  is the expression of 
the exogenous signal ( )cu t . 
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What’s more, the equilibrium of the error system (5.2.12) satisfying the form ( )0, ,q qP , where 
0
q
P  . 
Remark 5.1: The future parameter error ( )1t +  to ( )1t d + −  and the future adaptation gain 
matrices are included in the state vector ( )X k  to facilitate the stability analysis, not the 
algorithm at time t . 
Remark 5.2: The equilibrium of the error system is Lyapunov stable. 
State that 
 ( ) 2trPV P P=   (5.2.13) 
 ( ) ( ) ( )2 2tr 1PV P P t P t = + −    (5.2.14) 
 ( ) 1, TPV P P  −=   (5.2.15) 
and 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 11 1 1T TV t t P t t t P t t

   − −= + + + −   (5.2.16) 
Accordingly, for all 0t  , 
 
( )
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
2
0
1
0
1 1 1
T
V t
t d t
V t
t d P t t d


 
 

 − − + 
= 
+ − + − +
  (5.2.17) 
In addition, ( )limt P t→  and ( )lim t t→  are existed. 
Lemma 5.3: From the RLS properties, when 0k   
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
2 2
1 1
1 1 1 1
T T
t d
T T
i t
t t i d i
t P t t i d P i i d
   
   
+ −
=
   − +   

+ + − + − +
   (5.2.18) 
Proof: As it repeats self-substitutions, it becomes 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1
1
2
1 1
1 1 1
d
T
i
t d
T
i t
t d t P t d i t i t i t d i
t P i i d i d i
    
   
−
=
+ −
=
+ − = − + − − − + − −
= − + − + − +


  (5.2.19) 
Multiply ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1T Tt t P t t  +  to both sides, it can be derived as 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
1 1
2 2
2
1
2
1
1 1
1 1
1
T T
T T
T Tt d
i t T
t t t t d
t P t t t P t t
P i i d i
t P t t
   
   
  
 
+ −
=
+ −
= +
   + +   
+ − +
+
 + 

  (5.2.20) 
From ( )vec P t d+    it can be yield that 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 1
2 2
2
1
1 2
1
1 1
1 1
1 1 1 1
T T
T T
T Tt d
i T T
t t t t d
t P t t t P t t
P i i d i d i
t P t t i d P i i d
   
   
   
   
+ −
=
+ −
= +
   + +   
− + − +
+
   + + − + − +   

  (5.2.21) 
Apply the triangle inequality as well as ( ) ( )P i P t  for all i t  
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
1 1
2 2
2
1 1
2 2
1
2
1
1 1
1 1
1 1 1 1
1
1 1 1
T T
T T
T Tt d
i t T T
T
T
t t t t d
t P t t t P t t
P i i d i d i
t P t t i d P i i d
i d i
i d P i i d
   
   
   
   
 
 
+ −
=
+ −
 +
   + +   
− + − +
+
   + + − + − +   
− +

 + − + − + 
   (5.2.22) 
If apply Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, it will then become 
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( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
1 1
2 2
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
1 1
1
1 1 1
1
1 1 1
T T
T T
Tt d
i t T
Tt d
i t T
t t t t d
t P t t t P t t
i d i
i d P i i d
i d i
i d P i i d
   
   
 
 
 
 
+ −
=
+ −
=
+ −
 +
   + +   
− +
+
 + − + − + 
− +
=
 + − + − + 


  (5.2.23) 
Lemma 5.4: Define 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 1
1
1 1
diag 1
,
1 1 1
T
T T
t P t P t d
V
V t t t t t t t
− −
−

− −

  = + − 
  =   
 =  +  +  + −  
  (5.2.24) 
Hence, 
 ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
2
1
T
t t
V t
t P t t
 
 
 −  
 
+
  (5.2.25) 
Proof: 
From 
 
( )
( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 1
1 1
1
diag 1
1 1 1
T T
t
k
t d
t P t P t d
V t t t t t t t


− −
− −

 
 
 =  
 + − 
  = + − 
 =  +  +  + −  
  (5.2.26) 
The function ( )V t

  is 
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 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1
1 1
1
t d t d
T T
i t i k
V t i P i i i P i i   
+ + −
− −

= + =
 = −    (5.2.27) 
Applying ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
2
1
0
1 1 1
T
t d t
V t
t d P t t d
 
 
 − − + 
= 
+ − + − +
and 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
2 2
1 1
1 1 1 1
T T
t d
T T
i t
t t i d i
t P t t i d P i i d
   
   
+ −
=
   − +   

+ + − + − +
 , it becomes 
 ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
2 2
1 1
1 1 1 1
T T
t d
T T
i t
i d i t t
V t
i d P i i d t P t t
   
   
+ −

=
   − +   
 = −  −
+ − + − + +
   (5.2.28) 
Lemma 5.5: 
Define 
 
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
tr
tr 1 1 tr
T
T T
V
V t t t t t


  =   
    =  +  + −     
  (5.2.29) 
Therefore, 
 ( ) 0, 0V t k     (5.2.30) 
Proof: 
From 
 
( )
( ) ( ) ( )1 1
0
diag 1
V t
t P t P t d

− −

  = + − 
  (5.2.31) 
It follows that 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
1
2 2
1
tr tr
0
t t
i t d i t d
t
P
i t d
V t P i P i
V t
+

= − + = −
= −
 = −
= −  
 

  (5.2.32) 
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Lemma 5.6: 
From the previous assumption, A  is asymptotically stable. Assume that 
n n
P
  and n nR   
are positive-definite matrices, and they meet the requirement of 
 
T
P A PA R I= + +   (5.2.33) 
Furthermore, define 
 ( )max TA PA =   (5.2.34) 
Moreover, let 0   and assume that 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
ln 1
1
e
e e e
T
x e e e
x x e x e
V x x Px
V t V x t V x t
= +
 = + −
  (5.2.35) 
Therefore, 
  ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
2
2 2
0
1
, 0
1e
T T
e e
x T
e e
x Rx t b B PB t t
V t t
x t Px t
  


−  − + +  
  
+
  (5.2.36) 
Proof: 
Define that 
 ( )
1 1
2 2
1
, ,
T
e e e
F P A G P B x x Px 

= = =   (5.2.37) 
and define 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
0 0
1 1
e
T T
x e e e e
T
T
e e e e
t x t Px t x t Px t
t t t t
Ax t B P Ax t B x t Px t
b b

   
 = + + −
   
= = − −   
      
  (5.2.38) 
The explicit dependence on is omitted 
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( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
1 1
0 0
1 1
0 0
1
0
1 2
0 0
1
0
1 2
0 0
e
T T T T T T T
x e e e e
T T T T
e e
T T T T T
e e e
T T T T
e
T T T T T
e e e
T T T T
e
T T T
e
t x A PAx x A PBb b B PAx
b B PBb t x Px
x A PA P x x A PBb
b B PAx b B PB
x A PA P x x F Gb
b G Fx b B PB
x A PA P F F x
    
   
 
   
 
   
− −
− −
−
− −
−
− −
 = − −
+ −
= − −
− +
= − −
− +
= − +
( )
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
1
0
2
1 2
0 0
2 2
2 2
0 0
1
0 1
0
2
2
0
2
2
0
T T T
e e
T T T T
e
T T T T T T
e e
T T T
e e
TT T
T T e
e TT T
T T T
T T T T T T
e e
x F Gb
b G Fx b B PB
x F Fx b G G b G G
x A PA P F F x
xF F F G
x b
bG F G G
B PB G G b
x A PA P F F x B PB G G b
 
   
   
 
 
 
 
−
− −
− −
−
−
−
−
−
− +
− + −
= − +
  
 −    
   
+ +
 − + + +
  (5.2.39) 
Note that 
 
( )
( )
( )
max
2
max max
TT T
nT
nT T
A PA IA PA A PA
F F I
A PA A PA

  
= =  =   (5.2.40) 
From TP A PA R I= + + , it is shown that 
 
T T T
A PA P F F A PA P I R− +  − + = −   (5.2.41) 
As a result, 
 ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )T T T T T Te e e ex t A PA P F F x t x t Rx t− +  −   (5.2.42) 
which indicates that 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2
2
0e
T T T T
x e e
t x t Rx t B PB G G b t t  −    − + +     (5.2.43) 
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When 2T TG G B PB= , it becomes 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2
2 2
0
1
e
T T T
x e e
t x t Rx t B PBb t t   −    − + +     (5.2.44) 
For lnx 1x − , where 0x  , 
 
( )
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
2
2 2
0
ln 1
1
1 1
1
1
1
e
e
x
x T
e e
T T
e e e e
T
e e
T T
e e
T
e e
t
t
x t Px t
x t Px t x Px t
x t Px t
x t Rx t b B PB t t
x t Px t

 



  


−
 
 = +  + 
− + + −

+
 − − +  

+
  (5.2.45) 
Here comes the main stability result with RLS identification. 
Theorem 5.7: Suppose that the reference signal ( )cu t  is bounded, thus the equilibrium of the 
error system dynamics is Lyapunov stable, ( )t  and ( )P t  converge, and ( ) ( ) 0my t y t− →  as 
k → . 
Proof: 
Regard to the Lyapunov function candidate 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),
ex e
V X aV x V V= +   +    (5.2.46) 
Assume that n nP
  and nR   are positive definite and meet the requirement of 
T
P A PA R I= + + . Let 0a  . Applying Lemmas 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6, 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
2
2 2
0
2
1
1
1
1
T T T
e e
T
e e
T
V t V X t V X t
x t Rx t B PB t t b
a
x t Px t
t t
t P t t
  


 
 
−
 = + −
 − + +  

+
 
 −
+
  (5.2.47) 
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From ( ) ( )0t M x t = , it can be derived 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
0
0 0
0 0 0 0
0
0
0
0 0
T T
T T
T T
e m e m
T T T T
e m m
t P t t t P t
x M P Mx
x x M P M x x
x M P M x x M P M x
   
=
= + +
 +
  (5.2.48) 
Make sure 1 0   to satisfy 
 ( )1 0 00
T
P M P M    (5.2.49) 
Recall that the command signal ( )cu t  is bounded and mA  is stable, it can be seen that 0  , 
and 
 ( ) ( )Tm mx t x t    (5.2.50) 
Substitute into (5.2.48), (5.2.49) and (5.2.50), 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
1 1
1 1 max
T T T
e e m m
T
e e
t P t t x Px x Px
x Px P
   
  
 +
 +
  (5.2.51) 
Define that 
 
( )
( ) ( )
1
1 max
2
0
2
1 max
1
1 1
P
b
a
P


 
  
=
+
=
+ +
  (5.2.52) 
It can be shown that 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )
( )
( )
2
2 2
1 0 1
2
1 max 1
2
2
1 0
2
1 max 1
1
1 1 1 1
1
1 1 1 1
1
T T
e e
T T
e e
T
T
e e
T T
e e
T
e e
T
e e
b x t Rx t B PB t t
V
P B PB x t Px t
t t
t P t t
b x t Rx t
P B PB x t Px t
x Rx t
a
x Px t
    
    
 
 

    


 − + +  
 
+ + + +
 
 −
+
−

+ + + +
= −
+
  (5.2.53) 
As ( )V X  is positive definite and radially unbounded, this function shows that the original of 
the error system is Lyapunov stable. 
 
5.3 Controller design 
The actual nonlinear plant model G  apply root solver 1U -F = . In order to apply the linear 
direct MRAC controller design, it is laconic to construct a virtual plant model vG  as the 
combination of the root solver F  and the actual nonlinear plant model G  is considered to be 
a constant 1  mathematically. The whole structure shown as Figure 4.3. 
A step-by-step procedure shows below to design the U-model based MRAC scheme with 
Lyapunov methods: 
Step 1 Choose the reference model mG  and virtual plant model vG  ; 
Step 2 Choose reference input signal ry , adaptive gain g ; 
Step 3 Sample the reference model output my  and virtual output vy ; 
Step 4 Apply root solver to root the actual nonlinear plant model; 
Step 5 Obtain the actual plant output 
p
y ; 
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Step 6 Compute the controller output u  by the error between reference model output my  and 
actual plant model output 
p
y ; 
Step 7 t t h→ + , back to Step 3, continue to loop. 
This is the online estimation and control law for a class of smooth nonlinear dynamic systems 
with U-model based MRAC structure. 
 
5.4 Case studies 
Consider a nonlinear dynamic plant model G expressed by a Hammerstein model (Zhu and 
Guo, 2002) as the follow 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 3
0.5 1 1 0.1 2
1 0.2
y t y t x t x t
x t u t u t u t
= − + − + −
= + − +
  (5.4.1) 
Convert the plant model into U-model expression as: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 30 1 2 31 1 1y t t t u t t u t t u t   = + − + − + −   (5.4.2) 
where 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( )
( )
0
1
2
3
0.5 1 1 0.3 2
1
1
0.2
t y t x t
t
t
t




= − + + −
=
= −
=
  (5.4.3) 
With the U-model expression, Newton-Raphson algorithm is applied to find out the root of the 
nonlinear system. 
Assume that the virtual model is 
 ( )
2
, is unknown
1.3205 0.4966
v
v v
k
G z k
z z
=
− +
 (5.4.4) 
In MATLAB, vk  is set as 1  for initialization. For comparison, standard MRAC with MIT 
normalised algorithm and Lyapunov rules will be present by applying the virtual model (4.4.4) 
as plant model G  and the whole controller scheme shown in Figure 4.3. 
The reference model is 
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 ( )
2
, 0.1761
1.3205 0.4966
m
m m
k
G z k
z z
= =
− +
  (5.4.5) 
Let the adaptive gain 0.1g = . ry  is a square wave signal. The amplitude 1,2and 4r = . The 
results shows in Figure 5.1 to Figure 5.6. 
 
Figure 5.1 System and controller output response of standard Lyapunov-MRAC control system for 
virtual linear plant model when the amplitude r=1 
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Figure 5.2 System and controller output response of U-model based Lyapunov-MRAC control system 
for Hammerstein model when the amplitude r=1 
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Figure 5.3 System and controller output response of standard Lyapunov-MRAC control system for 
virtual linear plant model when the amplitude r=2 
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Figure 5.4 U-model based Lyapunov-MRAC control system for Hammerstein model when the 
amplitude r=2 
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Figure 5.5 Standard Lyapunov-MRAC control system for virtual linear plant model when the 
amplitude r=4 
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Figure 5.6 U-model based Lyapunov-MRAC control system for Hammerstein model when the 
amplitude r=4 
Discussions 
The amplitude of reference signals in case study are increasing from 1  to 4 . If the control 
system doesn’t apply Lyapunov algorithm, it will become unstable when the amplitude of 
reference signal 2r =  and 4r = . Lyapunov algorithm provides a probability of stabilised the 
control system for linear plant when the amplitude increased in Figure 5.1, Figure 5.3 and 
Figure 5.5. There is only an 5%<  overshoot when the amplitude reference signal 4r = . 
Moreover, this stability could also be applied for nonlinear system in Figure 5.2, Figure 5.4 
and Figure 5.6. 
 
5.5 Summary 
Similarly, both standard Lyapunov-MRAC control system and U-model based Lyapunov-
MRAC control system design maintain the coherent system responses and the same reference 
outputs whether the amplitude changed or not. It shows that the mutative conditions will not 
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influence the intimate relationship between standard Lyapunov-MRAC control system and the 
U-model based Lyapunov-MRAC control system. Moreover, it can be deduced that U-model 
based control system is compatible with other control system designs, not intending to improve 
the performance. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and further work 
 
6.1 Conclusions 
The overall aim of this PhD research was to propose the designs of U-model based control for 
non-minimum phase systems and adaptation of direct model reference adaptive control. 
Among them, pulling theorems is established for non-minimum phase features and a virtual 
linear system is designed to extend the U-model control system adapting direct model reference 
adaptive control. 
In this research, a general model-independent polynomial model framework called U-model 
has been introduced to be the fundamental methodologies. Based on the U-model framework, 
the design approach for non-minimum phase system can be solved by proposed pulling 
theorems and the design approach for direct model reference adaptive control is simplified by 
using the linear virtual plant model to directly apply for the nonlinear dynamic model. Both of 
the designs demonstrate the generality and the compatibility of U-model framework and 
provide the feasibility of extending U-model framework into further classic and novel control 
theories/approaches. 
Researchers always focus on how to demonstrate different linear control methods on nonlinear 
control systems for nonlinear polynomial models of the U-model based control system design. 
However, this study is not only showing the applicability of U-model techniques based control 
designs, but also the theorems independently be employed for the control problems per se. This 
study is full of novel ideas not limited in applications of U-model based control system designs 
for nonlinear plant models. 
This study briefly introduces the three frameworks in control system designs, that is, model-
based control system, model-free/data-driven control system and model-independent control 
system. In the second section, with the description of U-model structure, as one of model-
independent control system, it demonstrates the superiority of model-independent control 
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system that the design procedure is applicable to linear/nonlinear polynomial/state space model 
structures as it contains parallel design controllers and the dynamic inversion. It is 
straightforward in design without numerous miscellaneous waste/repetition if the plant model 
changes or proper internal disturbance. Additionally, the U-model approach complements most 
existing linear or nonlinear design approaches which is followed by the literature review of U-
model based pole placement control system design; proposed to characterise the major essential 
methodologies. Also, compare to pole placement approach, which is one of the most classic 
control methods, U-model based pole placement control system designs are analysed to show 
the development of the pole placement approach with a simple linear plant model in case study.  
The U-model controller enhanced design for non-minimum phase system is divided into two 
stages. The pulling theorems are proposed for the non-minimum phase control system 
characteristics and the U-model based control system is established for the whole control 
system with core general U-model controller---root inversion. Both zeros and poles outside the 
unit circle may cause the system unstable. They could be solved by the zero pulling theorems 
and the pole pulling theorems respectively. In the theorems, two pulling filters are established 
to ‘pull’ the system zeros and/or poles back to unit circle. They can be treated as simply addition 
and subtraction in mathematic expression. It is proved that the pulling theorems have proper 
robustness when the zeros/poles of the plant model are inside the unit two circles. The pulling 
theorems can be utilised independently only to solve non-minimum phase system without U-
model approach. Three case studies fully explain the feasibility and simplicity of the U-model 
based control system with pulling theorems for unstable non-minimum phase systems. 
This study also establishes a U-model based direct model reference adaptive control with MIT 
normalised rules for nonlinear plant model. Within the U-model platform, the controller for the 
nonlinear system is developed using linear direct model reference adaptive control approach. 
In order to implement the U-model design approach in direct model reference adaptive control 
system, a linear virtual plant model is established with the unknown parameters of the nonlinear 
system instead of the plant model in the classic direct model reference control system. With 
the linear virtual plant model, the direct model reference adaptive control maintains the general 
procedure. The plant model is the nonlinear model without unknown parameters. Through the 
computational experiment, it can be inspected that the system response/performance of 
designed U-model based direct model reference adaptive control system for nonlinear system 
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achieves the desired requirements/targets as the same as the classic direct model reference 
adaptive control system for linear plant model.  
The proposed U-model based direct model reference adaptive control system design approach 
with Lyapunov algorithm is applied to develop the controller for adaptive gain is an excessive 
value, or performance of is poor. The control structure is the same as the U-model based direct 
model reference adaptive control system with MIT normalised rules, but the estimated 
algorithms such as cost function is adjusted to fit the Lyapunov algorithms. From the case study, 
it is obviously demonstrated when the reference signal increased from 1 to 4, it shows a better 
performance. 
Overall, this study shows that 
1) The U-model based control system design within pulling theorems provides a novel 
method in different non-minimum phase problems. The case studies demonstrate that 
it has considerable robustness when the zeros/poles of the plants are in the circle with 
radius 2 units. 
2) The U-model based direct model reference adaptive control with MIT normalised rules 
provides the feasibility of applying nonlinear system/plant to direct model reference 
adaptive control with MIT normalised rules that it has the same performance for 
Hammerstein model plant as the performance for linear model. 
3) The U-model based direct model reference adaptive control with Lyapunov algorithms 
provides the feasibility of applying nonlinear system/plant to direct model reference 
adaptive control with Lyapunov algorithms when the condition changes in the design 
of with MIT normalised rules. 
4) This study shows through the analytical process and computational experiments to 
prove the controller output, performance and response of U-model based control 
systems. 
5) This study provides novel methodologies of interdisciplinary research programme and 
innovative control approaches in control theory. 
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6.2 Proposed further research 
It has been nearly two decades from the first time the U-model based control system design 
been proposed (Zhu and Guo, 2002). There is a growing number of researchers pay attention 
and attempt to apply U-model framework.  
There are many potential analytical methods of the U-model framework to be summarised in 
this section. The potential expansion of the present U-model framework study can be 
summarised as follows.  
• The U-model based control system for non-minimum phase systems in this study 
demonstrates proper robustness. There may still be requirement of robust control 
algorithms and more stability analysis methods/theorems should be studied to give 
more powerful evidence for U-model based control system for non-minimum phase 
systems.  
• Some of nonlinear system are also unstable and/or non-minimum phase. This study may 
enlighten the next stage of U-model based control approaches for nonlinear unstable 
non-minimum phase systems. 
• Recently, some researchers proposed adaptive U-control framework (Du, Wu and Zhu, 
2012; Zhu et al., 2018). Compared with the classic adaptive control scheme, U-adaptive 
control does not require controller design in every updating step. It only updates the 
plant model while the controller is fixed/changed. As the same as combination of U-
model framework and adaptive control, U-adaptive control inspires the U-model based 
direct model reference adaptive control to improve the update rules. 
• The U-model based direct model reference control system is established, the U-model 
based indirect model reference control system can be a break new field for further work. 
• This study is almost based on computational experiments/simulations, the industrial 
application should be bench tested the applicability of the methodologies. 
• The uncertainty of the computational experimental systems is appropriate small. It is a 
challenge for future to consider the large uncertainty of the systems and robustness of 
the controller design. 
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Appendix A User Manual 
 
Introduction  
This program aims to demonstrate and simulate the study of the designed U-Model based control systems 
for non-minimum phase and adaptive control system. MATLAB simulation program/Simulink can test 
the performance response of the control system. The simulation program procedure includes all the 
simulation procedures in this thesis.  
Guide  
Several steps should be done to run this program and to discover the performance of the U-model based 
control system design.  
For .m file: 
• Run the MATLAB software;  
• Change the direction point to the related folder path and add to the MATLAB path;  
• Run the *.m file and the simulation results will appear automatically. 
For .slx file: 
• Run the MATLAB software; 
• Create a new .slx file from click the SIMULINK button in Home tool box. 
• Select Blank Model. 
• Click on Library Browser and drag the corresponding block to the model. 
• Use Run button and double click the scope. The simulation results will appear. 
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Appendix B MATLAB Programs/Simulink 
A. MATLAB for section 2.3.3 
The .slx file for pole placement approach is shown below. 
 
 
The .m file for example 1 by U-model: 
clc, clear 
% Step 1: Initialisation 
ns=400; %lenght of sample 
ite=1*ones(1,75);itd=1*ite(1:75); 
w(1:75)=itd;%setpoint sequence 
  
temp(1:75)=1*ite;temp(76:150)=0*ite; 
temp(151:225)=0*ite;temp(226:300)=1*ite; 
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while length(w)<ns 
      w=[w,temp]; 
end 
w=w(1:ns); 
%u(1,2)=0.01.*(2.*rand-1); 
u=zeros(1,2); 
y=zeros(1,3); x=y; U=y; 
  
  
% Step 2: Specify desired polynomials Ac and R, compute T  
  
deg_Ac=2; %degree of desired polynomial 
Ac=[1, -1.3205, 0.4966]; 
R=[1, -0.9, 0.009]; 
T=sum(Ac); 
deg_R=deg_Ac; 
  
% Step 3: Determine polynomial S by solving Diophantine equation 
  
deg_S=1; %degree of desired polynomial S= 
S=Ac(deg_S+1:deg_Ac+1)-R(deg_S+1:deg_Ac+1); 
  
% Step 4: Generate alpha and plant output,   
 for t=3:ns 
    lamda_0=0.5*y(t-1)+0.8*y(t-2)+0.4*u(t-2); 
    alpha=[lamda_0, 1]; 
    u_temp = [1, u(t-1)]; 
    y(t)=alpha*u_temp'; 
     
  
% Step 5: Controller design for U(t-1) 
    U_temp = [U(t-1), U(t-2)]; 
    y_temp = [y(t), y(t-1)]; 
    w_temp = w(t); 
    R_temp = R(2:length(R)); 
  
    U(t) = -R_temp*U_temp'+T*w_temp-S*y_temp'; 
lamda_0_new=0.5*y(t)+0.8*y(t-1)+0.4*u(t-1); 
    u(t) = U(t)-lamda_0_new; 
end 
  
% Step 6: Display simulation results 
t=1:ns; 
figure(1) 
plot(t,w, '--', t, y, '-') 
xlabel('time(s)') 
ylabel('System response') 
% text(0.69,0.9, '- - - reference', 'sc') 
% text(0.69,0.8, '----- plant output', 'sc') 
  
figure(2) 
plot(t,u),xlabel('time(s)'),ylabel('Controller output') 
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The .mfile for example 2 by U-model: 
clc, clear 
% Step 1: Initialisation 
ns=400; %lenght of sample 
ite=1*ones(1,75);itd=1*ite(1:75); 
w(1:75)=itd;%setpoint sequence 
  
temp(1:75)=1*ite;temp(76:150)=0*ite; 
temp(151:225)=0*ite;temp(226:300)=1*ite; 
% ns=400; %lenght of sample 
%  
% ite=2.*ones(1,20);itd=ite(1:10); 
%  
% w(1:10)=itd; %setpoint sequence 
% temp(1:20)=ite;temp(21:40)=3*ite;%1.*ite; 
% temp(41:60)=ite;temp(61:80)=0.*ite; 
while length(w)<ns 
      w=[w,temp]; 
end 
w=w(1:ns); 
%u(1,2)=0.01.*(2.*rand-1); 
u=zeros(1,2); 
y=zeros(1,3); x=y; U=y; 
  
  
% Step 2: Specify desired polynomials Ac and R, compute T  
  
deg_Ac=2; %degree of desired polynomial 
Ac=[1, -1.3205, 0.4966]; 
R=[1, -0.9, 0.009]; 
T=sum(Ac); 
deg_R=deg_Ac; 
  
% Step 3: Determine polynomial S by solving Diophantine equation 
  
deg_S=1; %degree of desired polynomial S= 
S=Ac(deg_S+1:deg_Ac+1)-R(deg_S+1:deg_Ac+1); 
  
% Step 4: Generate alpha and plant output,   
 for t=3:ns 
    lamda_0=y(t-1)-0.8*y(t-2)+0.5*u(t-2); 
    alpha=[lamda_0, 1]; 
    u_temp = [1, u(t-1)]; 
    y(t)=alpha*u_temp'; 
     
  
% Step 5: Controller design for U(t-1) 
    U_temp = [U(t-1), U(t-2)]; 
    y_temp = [y(t), y(t-1)]; 
    w_temp = w(t); 
    R_temp = R(2:length(R)); 
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    U(t) = -R_temp*U_temp'+T*w_temp-S*y_temp'; 
lamda_0_new=y(t)-0.8*y(t-1)+0.5*u(t-1); 
    u(t) = U(t)-lamda_0_new; 
end 
  
% Step 6: Display simulation results 
t=1:ns; 
figure(1) 
plot(t,w, '--', t, y, '-') 
xlabel('time(s)') 
ylabel('System response') 
% text(0.69,0.9, '- - - reference', 'sc') 
% text(0.69,0.8, '----- plant output', 'sc') 
  
figure(2) 
plot(t,u),xlabel('time(s)'),ylabel('Controller output') 
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B. MATLAB code for section 3.3.1 
clc, clear; 
% Start date:06/05/2017 
% Update date:14/11/2017 
  
% Example from Control of unstable non-minimum-phase rotary mechanical system 
systems  
%  
% 
% 
% Sample time: 0.005 seconds 
% Discrete-time transfer function. 
% 
% Step 1: Initialisation 
% 
% Normal input: 
% ------------------------------------------ 
% ns=300; %lenght of sample 
% ite=1*ones(1,75);itd=1*ite(1:75); 
% w(1:75)=itd;%setpoint sequence 
%  
% temp(1:75)=1*ite;temp(76:150)=1*ite; 
% temp(151:225)=1*ite;temp(226:300)=1*ite; 
% ------------------------------------------ 
% 
% Impulse input: 
% ------------------------------------------ 
ns=300; %lenght of sample 
temp(1:150)=1*ones(1,150); 
temp(151:152)=1*ones(1,2); 
temp(153:300)=1*ones(1,148); 
w(1:300)=temp; 
% ------------------------------------------ 
% 
% 
  
while length(w)<ns 
      w=[w,temp]; 
end 
w=w(1:ns); 
%u(1,2)=0.01.*(2.*rand-1); 
u=zeros(1,4); 
uu=u; 
y=zeros(1,5); x=y; U=y; 
  
  
% Step 2: Specify desired polynomials Ac and R, compute T  
% Change Ac as characteristics equation 
  
deg_Ac=2; %degree of desired polynomial 
Ac=[1 -1.068 0.1263]; 
%Ac=[1, -1.3205, 0.4966]; 
R=[1, -0.9, 0.009]; 
%T=1.4; 
T=sum(Ac); 
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deg_R=deg_Ac; 
  
% Step 3: Determine polynomial S by solving Diophantine equation 
  
deg_S=1; %degree of desired polynomial S= 
S=Ac(deg_S+1:deg_Ac+1)-R(deg_S+1:deg_Ac+1); 
  
% Step 4: Generate alpha and plant output,   
 for t=5:ns 
    lamda_0=1.233*y(t-1)-0.5356*y(t-2)+0.005799*y(t-3)-(3.249e-11)*y(t-
4)+7.856*u(t-2)+2.392*u(t-3)+0.001445*u(t-4); 
    %lamda_0=2.007*y(t-1)-1.007*y(t-2)+8.37e-6*u(t-2)+0.005*wgn(1,1,0.000001); 
    %wgn is White Gaussian Noice 
    alpha=[lamda_0, -6.69]; 
    u_temp = [1, uu(t-1)]; 
    y(t)=alpha*u_temp'; 
     
  
% Step 5: Controller design for U(t-1) 
    U_temp = [U(t-1), U(t-2)]; 
    y_temp = [y(t), y(t-1)]; 
    w_temp = w(t); 
    R_temp = R(2:length(R)); 
  
    U(t) = -R_temp*U_temp'+T*w_temp-S*y_temp'; 
     
    lamda_0_new=1.233*y(t)-0.5356*y(t-1)+0.005799*y(t-2)-3.249e-11*y(t-3)+(7.856-
6.19)*u(t-1)+(2.392-1.5534)*u(t-2)+(0.001445-0.0009424)*u(t-3); 
%     u(t) = U(t)-lamda_0_new; 
    u(t) = (U(t)-lamda_0_new); 
    uu(t)=(u(t)-6.19*u(t-1)-1.5534*u(t-2)-0.00094424*u(t-3))/(-6.69); 
  
end 
  
% Step 6: Display simulation results 
t=1:ns; 
figure(1) 
plot(0.1*t,w, '--', 0.1*t, y, '-') 
axis([0 30 -0.1 1.2]); 
%plot(0.1*t,y,'-') 
xlabel('time(s)') 
ylabel('amplitude') 
%text(0.69,0.9, '----- reference', 'sc') 
%text(0.69,0.8, '- - - plant output', 'sc') 
  
figure(2) 
plot(0.1*t,u),xlabel('time(s)'),ylabel('controller output') 
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C. MATLAB code for section 3.3.2 
The .slx file described Tao method and U-model based controller case one is shown below. 
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The .slx file described Tao method and U-model based controller case two is shown below. 
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The .slx file described Tao method and U-model based controller case three is shown below  
The s-
function name inverter3 for case two and case three. 
function [sys,x0,str,ts,simStateCompliance] = sfuntmpl(t,x,u,flag) 
%SFUNTMPL General MATLAB S-Function Template 
%   With MATLAB S-functions, you can define you own ordinary differential 
%   equations (ODEs), discrete system equations, and/or just about 
%   any type of algorithm to be used within a Simulink block diagram. 
% 
%   The general form of an MATLAB S-function syntax is: 
%       [SYS,X0,STR,TS,SIMSTATECOMPLIANCE] = SFUNC(T,X,U,FLAG,P1,...,Pn) 
% 
%   What is returned by SFUNC at a given point in time, T, depends on the 
%   value of the FLAG, the current state vector, X, and the current 
%   input vector, U. 
% 
%   FLAG   RESULT             DESCRIPTION 
%   -----  ------             -------------------------------------------- 
%   0      [SIZES,X0,STR,TS]  Initialization, return system sizes in SYS, 
%                             initial state in X0, state ordering strings 
%                             in STR, and sample times in TS. 
%   1      DX                 Return continuous state derivatives in SYS. 
%   2      DS                 Update discrete states SYS = X(n+1) 
%   3      Y                  Return outputs in SYS. 
%   4      TNEXT              Return next time hit for variable step sample 
%                             time in SYS. 
%   5                         Reserved for future (root finding). 
%   9      []                 Termination, perform any cleanup SYS=[]. 
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% 
% 
%   The state vectors, X and X0 consists of continuous states followed 
%   by discrete states. 
% 
%   Optional parameters, P1,...,Pn can be provided to the S-function and 
%   used during any FLAG operation. 
% 
%   When SFUNC is called with FLAG = 0, the following information 
%   should be returned: 
% 
%      SYS(1) = Number of continuous states. 
%      SYS(2) = Number of discrete states. 
%      SYS(3) = Number of outputs. 
%      SYS(4) = Number of inputs. 
%               Any of the first four elements in SYS can be specified 
%               as -1 indicating that they are dynamically sized. The 
%               actual length for all other flags will be equal to the 
%               length of the input, U. 
%      SYS(5) = Reserved for root finding. Must be zero. 
%      SYS(6) = Direct feedthrough flag (1=yes, 0=no). The s-function 
%               has direct feedthrough if U is used during the FLAG=3 
%               call. Setting this to 0 is akin to making a promise that 
%               U will not be used during FLAG=3. If you break the promise 
%               then unpredictable results will occur. 
%      SYS(7) = Number of sample times. This is the number of rows in TS. 
% 
% 
%      X0     = Initial state conditions or [] if no states. 
% 
%      STR    = State ordering strings which is generally specified as []. 
% 
%      TS     = An m-by-2 matrix containing the sample time 
%               (period, offset) information. Where m = number of sample 
%               times. The ordering of the sample times must be: 
% 
%               TS = [0      0,      : Continuous sample time. 
%                     0      1,      : Continuous, but fixed in minor step 
%                                      sample time. 
%                     PERIOD OFFSET, : Discrete sample time where 
%                                      PERIOD > 0 & OFFSET < PERIOD. 
%                     -2     0];     : Variable step discrete sample time 
%                                      where FLAG=4 is used to get time of 
%                                      next hit. 
% 
%               There can be more than one sample time providing 
%               they are ordered such that they are monotonically 
%               increasing. Only the needed sample times should be 
%               specified in TS. When specifying more than one 
%               sample time, you must check for sample hits explicitly by 
%               seeing if 
%                  abs(round((T-OFFSET)/PERIOD) - (T-OFFSET)/PERIOD) 
%               is within a specified tolerance, generally 1e-8. This 
%               tolerance is dependent upon your model's sampling times 
%               and simulation time. 
% 
%               You can also specify that the sample time of the S-function 
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%               is inherited from the driving block. For functions which 
%               change during minor steps, this is done by 
%               specifying SYS(7) = 1 and TS = [-1 0]. For functions which 
%               are held during minor steps, this is done by specifying 
%               SYS(7) = 1 and TS = [-1 1]. 
% 
%      SIMSTATECOMPLIANCE = Specifices how to handle this block when saving and 
%                           restoring the complete simulation state of the 
%                           model. The allowed values are: 'DefaultSimState', 
%                           'HasNoSimState' or 'DisallowSimState'. If this value 
%                           is not speficified, then the block's compliance with 
%                           simState feature is set to 'UknownSimState'. 
  
  
%   Copyright 1990-2010 The MathWorks, Inc. 
%   $Revision: 1.18.2.5 $ 
  
% 
% The following outlines the general structure of an S-function. 
% 
switch flag 
  
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  % Initialization % 
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  case 0 
    [sys,x0,str,ts,simStateCompliance]=mdlInitializeSizes; 
  
  %%%%%%%%%% 
  % Update % 
  %%%%%%%%%% 
  case 2 
    sys=mdlUpdate(t,x,u); 
  
  %%%%%%%%%%% 
  % Outputs % 
  %%%%%%%%%%% 
    case 3 
        sys=mdlOutputs(t,x,u); 
  
  %%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  % Terminate % 
  %%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  case 9 
    sys=[]; 
  
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  % Unexpected flags % 
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  otherwise 
    DAStudio.error('Simulink:blocks:unhandledFlag', num2str(flag)); 
  
end 
  
% end sfuntmpl 
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% 
%============================================================================= 
% mdlInitializeSizes 
% Return the sizes, initial conditions, and sample times for the S-function. 
%============================================================================= 
% 
function [sys,x0,str,ts,simStateCompliance]=mdlInitializeSizes 
  
% 
% call simsizes for a sizes structure, fill it in and convert it to a 
% sizes array. 
% 
% Note that in this example, the values are hard coded.  This is not a 
% recommended practice as the characteristics of the block are typically 
% defined by the S-function parameters. 
% 
sizes = simsizes; 
  
sizes.NumContStates  = 0; 
sizes.NumDiscStates  = 4; 
sizes.NumOutputs     = 1; 
sizes.NumInputs      = 1; 
sizes.DirFeedthrough = 0; 
sizes.NumSampleTimes = 1;   % at least one sample time is needed 
  
sys = simsizes(sizes); 
  
  
x0  = zeros(4,1); 
  
str = []; 
ts  = [-1 0];%inherited sample time 
  
% Specify the block simStateCompliance. The allowed values are: 
%    'UnknownSimState', < The default setting; warn and assume DefaultSimState 
%    'DefaultSimState', < Same sim state as a built-in block 
%    'HasNoSimState',   < No sim state 
%    'DisallowSimState' < Error out when saving or restoring the model sim state 
simStateCompliance = 'DefaultSimState'; 
  
% end mdlInitializeSizes 
% 
%============================================================================= 
% mdlUpdate 
% Handle discrete state updates, sample time hits, and major time step 
% requirements. 
%============================================================================= 
% 
function sys=mdlUpdate(t,x,u) 
%the script started 16/1/2018 
%updated 16/1/2018 
%Reference: Zhu, Q.M.& Guo L.Z. (2002) A pole placement contorller for nonlinear 
%                              dynamic plants 
%inverting U-model to find controller outpust u1(t-1 and u2(t-1) 
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% 
% 
%s-function has 4 inputs: u1(t)=y_1d(t), u2(t)=y_2d(t) 
%                         u3(t)=y_1(t), u4=y_2(t) 
%s-function has 8 outputs: x(1,1)=y_1(t-1), x(2,1)=y_1(t-2) 
%                          x(3,1)=y_2(t-1), x(4,1)=y_2(t-2) 
%                          x(5,1)=u_1(t-2), x(6,1)=u_2(t-2) 
%s-function has 2 outputs: x(7,1)=u_1(t-1), x(8,1)=u_2(t-1) 
  
% 2 controller outputs 
  
x(3,1)=(u(1)-1.1*x(1,1)+0.3*x(2,1)-5.8464e-6*x(4,1))/8.352e-6; 
% x(3,1)=(u(1)-1.1*x(1,1)+0.3*x(2,1)-0.58464*x(4,1))/0.8352; 
  
% update  
x(2,1)=x(1,1); 
x(1,1)=u(1); 
%  
x(4,1)=x(3,1);% 
  
sys=x;  
     
% end mdlUpdate 
  
% 
%============================================================================= 
% mdlOutputs 
% Return the block outputs. 
%============================================================================= 
% 
function sys=mdlOutputs(t,x,u) 
y=x(3,1); 
sys =y; 
  
% end mdlOutputs 
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D. MATLAB code for section 3.3.3 
The .slx file of LQG design is shown below. 
 
The .m file for LQG design. 
% 
clc; clear all; clf; 
% ----------------------------------------------- 
A = [-0.00643        0.0263        0         -32.2        0; 
        -0.0941      -0.624       820          0           0; 
        -0.000222    -0.00153    -0.668        0           0; 
        0               0          1           0           0; 
        0              -1          0           830      0   ]; 
  
B = [0 ; 
    -32.7; 
    -2.08; 
     0; 
     0]; 
  
C = [0   0   0   0   1]; 
% ----------------------------------------------- 
sys = ss(A,B,C,[]); 
  
%------------------------------- 
%---------LQR design----------% 
%------------------------------- 
  
 % || x ||^2_Q + || u ||^2_R  
Q = 10*eye(5); 
R = eye(1); 
  
[Klqr,S,e] = lqr(A,B,Q,R,[]); % Controller Gain u = -K x 
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F = -(C *(A - B*Klqr)^(-1) * B)^(-1);   % Feedforward for Tracking 
  
  
%--------------------------------- 
%---------Kalman design----------% 
%--------------------------------- 
  
% E(w w')=Q,?E(v v')=R,?E(w v)=N 
Qn = 10e-3; 
Rn = 10e-3; 
[kest,L,P] = kalman(sys,Qn,Rn,[]);  % L is estimator gain 
  
% ----------------------------------------------- 
  
tf = 40; % Simulation Time 
sim('Iman_ji_LQG') 
  
t = (time)'; 
r = (r)'; 
y = (y)'; 
  
  
% PLOT 
figure(1) 
plot(t,r,'--');hold on 
plot(t,y); 
ylabel('system response') 
xlabel('time (s)') 
% plot(t,r,'r--','LineWidth',2);hold on 
% plot(t,y,'LineWidth',2);grid on 
% title('Time Response','Interpreter','latex','FontSize',16,'FontWeight','bold') 
% ylabel('setpoint \& 
output','Interpreter','latex','FontSize',16,'FontWeight','bold') 
% xlabel('Time (sec)','Interpreter','latex','FontSize',16,'FontWeight','bold') 
 
 The .m file for U-model based controller. 
clc, clear; 
% Start date:19/12/2016 
% Update date:24/01/2017 
  
% Example from Feedback Control of Dynamic Systems Page:492 
% 
% A=tf([32.7 1.128 -1035 -4.656],[1 4.564 14.29 0.8931 0.007807 0]); 
% A = 
%   
%           32.7 s^3 + 1.128 s^2 - 1035 s - 4.656 
%   ----------------------------------------------------- 
%   s^5 + 4.564 s^4 + 14.29 s^3 + 0.8931 s^2 + 0.007807 s 
% 
% p = 
%  
%    0.0000 + 0.0000i 
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%   -2.2500 + 2.9900i 
%   -2.2500 - 2.9900i 
%   -0.0531 + 0.0000i 
%   -0.0105 + 0.0000i 
% z = 
%  
%    -5.6400 
%     5.6100 
%    -0.0045 
% 
% B=c2d(A,0.1) 
% 
%B = 
%   
%   0.1358 z^4 - 0.3341 z^3 + 0.0618 z^2 + 0.2531 z - 0.1167 
%   --------------------------------------------------------- 
%   z^5 - 4.52 z^4 + 8.194 z^3 - 7.462 z^2 + 3.421 z - 0.6336 
%  
% Sample time: 0.1 seconds 
% Discrete-time transfer function. 
% z = 
%  
%    -0.8620 
%     1.7530 
%     0.9996 
%     0.5689 
% P = 
%  
%    1.0000 + 0.0000i 
%    0.9990 + 0.0000i 
%    0.9947 + 0.0000i 
%    0.7631 + 0.2352i 
%    0.7631 - 0.2352i 
%  
% So 
% y(t)=4.52*y(t-1)-8.194*y(t-2)+7.462*y(t-3)-3.421*y(t-4)+0.6336* 
%             y(t-5)+0.1358*u(t-1)-0.3341*u(t-2)+0.0618*u(t-3)+0.2531*u(t-4) 
%             -0.1167*u(t-5) 
% 
%The desired plant is 
%  C = 
%   
%              0.1358 z^4 - 0.05568 z^2 + 0.005432 
%   --------------------------------------------------------- 
%   z^5 - 4.52 z^4 + 8.194 z^3 - 7.462 z^2 + 3.421 z - 0.6336 
% with zeros located in 
%  z = 
%  
%     0.5000 
%    -0.5000 
%     0.4000 
%    -0.4000 
% 
% ydesired(t)=4.52*y(t-1)-8.194*y(t-2)+7.462*y(t-3)-3.421*y(t-4)+0.6336* 
%             y(t-5)+0.1358*u(t-1)-0.05568*u(t-3)+0.005432*u(t-5) 
% 
% Step 1: Initialisation 
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ns=400; %lenght of sample 
ite=0.035*ones(1,75);itd=1*ite(1:75); 
w(1:75)=itd;%setpoint sequence 
  
temp(1:75)=1*ite;temp(76:150)=0*ite; 
temp(151:225)=0*ite;temp(226:300)=1*ite; 
% ite=2.*ones(1,20);itd=ite(1:10); 
%  
% w(1:10)=itd; %setpoint sequence 
% temp(1:20)=ite;temp(21:40)=3*ite;%1.*ite; 
% temp(41:60)=ite;temp(61:80)=0.*ite; 
while length(w)<ns 
      w=[w,temp]; 
end 
w=w(1:ns); 
%u(1,2)=0.01.*(2.*rand-1); 
u=zeros(1,5); 
uu=u; 
y=zeros(1,6); x=y; U=y; 
% g=randn(1,400); 
% g=g/std(g); 
% g=g-mean(g); 
% p=0; 
% q=sqrt(0.0001);  
% g=p+q*g 
  
% Step 2: Specify desired polynomials Ac and R, compute T  
  
deg_Ac=2; %degree of desired polynomial 
Ac=[1, -1.3205, 0.4966]; 
R=[1, -0.9, 0.009]; 
T=sum(Ac); 
deg_R=deg_Ac; 
  
% Step 3: Determine polynomial S by solving Diophantine equation 
  
deg_S=1; %degree of desired polynomial S= 
S=Ac(deg_S+1:deg_Ac+1)-R(deg_S+1:deg_Ac+1); 
  
% Step 4: Generate alpha and plant output,   
 for t=6:ns 
    lamda_0=4.51980*y(t-1)-8.1937*y(t-2)+7.4615*y(t-3)-3.4212*y(t-4)+0.6336*y(t-5)-
0.3341*u(t-2)+0.06180*u(t-3)+0.2531*u(t-4)-0.1167*u(t-5);%+g(t);%+0.4*u(t-2) 
    alpha=[lamda_0, 0.1358]; 
  
   u_temp = [1, uu(t-1)]; 
    y(t)=alpha*u_temp'; 
     
  
% Step 5: Controller design for U(t-1) 
    U_temp = [U(t-1),U(t-2)]; 
    y_temp = [y(t), y(t-1)]; 
%     U_temp = [U(t-1),U(t-2), U(t-3), U(t-4),U(t-5)]; 
%   y_temp = [y(t), y(t-1),y(t-2),y(t-3),y(t-4)]; 
    w_temp = w(t); 
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    R_temp = R(2:length(R)); 
  
    U(t) = -R_temp*U_temp'+T*w_temp-S*y_temp'; 
     
    lamda_0_new=4.5198*y(t)-8.1937*y(t-1)+7.4615*y(t-2)-3.4212*y(t-3)+0.6336*y(t-
4)+(-0.3341+0.3341)*u(t-1)+(0.0618-0.1175)*u(t-2)+(0.2531-0.2531)*u(t-3)+(-
0.1167+0.1221)*u(t-4);%+g(t);%+0.1358*u(t)-0.05568*u(t-2)+0.005432*u(t-
4);%equivalent to assing zero z-0.5 
    u(t) = (U(t)-lamda_0_new)/(0.1358); 
    uu(t)=(0.1358*u(t)+0.3341*u(t-1)-0.1175*u(t-2)-0.2531*u(t-3)+0.1221*u(t-
4))/(0.1358); 
  
end 
  
% Step 6: Display simulation results 
t=1:ns; 
figure(1) 
plot(t*0.1,y,'-') 
%plot(t,w,'--',t, y, '-','LineWidth',2) 
%xlabel('Time(sec)') 
%ylabel('amplitude') 
%text(0.69,0.9, '----- reference', 'sc') 
%text(0.69,0.8, '- - - plant output', 'sc') 
  
figure(2) 
plot(t*0.1,u),xlabel('time(s)'),ylabel('controller output') 
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E. MATLAB code for section 4.4 
The .m file for standard MIT rule MRAC 
clear all;close all; 
h=0.1;L=100/h; 
num=[1]; 
den=[1 1 1]; 
n=length(den)-1; 
kp=1;[Ap,Bp,Cp,Dp]=tf2ss(kp*num,den); 
km=1;[Am,Bm,Cm,Dm]=tf2ss(km*num,den); 
  
gamma=0.1; 
alpha=0.01;beta=2; 
yr0=0;u0=0;e0=0;ym0=0; 
xp0=zeros(n,1);xm0=zeros(n,1); 
kc0=0; 
r=1; 
yr=r*[ones(1,L/4) -ones(1,L/4) ones(1,L/4) -ones(1,L/4)]; 
  
for k=1:L 
    time(k)=k*h; 
    xp(:,k)=xp0+h*(Ap*xp0+Bp*u0); 
    yp(k)=Cp*xp(:,k)+Dp*u0; 
  
    xm(:,k)=xm0+h*(Am*xm0+Bm*yr0); 
    ym(k)=Cm*xm(:,k)+Dm*yr0; 
     
    e(k)=ym(k)-yp(k); 
    DD=e0*ym0/km/(alpha+(ym0/km)^2); 
    if DD<-beta 
         DD=-beta; 
    end 
    if DD>beta 
         DD=beta; 
    end 
    kc=kc0+h*gamma*DD; 
    u(k)=kc*yr(k); 
     
    yr0=yr(k);u0=u(k);e0=e(k);ym0=ym(k); 
    xp0=xp(:,k);xm0=xm(:,k); 
    kc0=kc; 
     
end 
  
  
subplot(2,1,1);set(gcf,'color','white') 
ylim([-2 2]) 
plot(time,ym,'r',time,yp,'-.'); 
xlabel('t(s)');ylabel('y_m(t), y_p(t)'); 
legend('y_m(t)', 'y_p(t)'); 
  
subplot(2,1,2); 
plot(time,u); 
ylim([-1.5 1.5]) 
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xlabel('t(s)'); ylabel('u(t)'); 
 
 
The .m file for U-model based MIT 
clear all;close all; 
h=0.1;L=100/h; 
num=[1]; 
den=[1 1 1]; 
n=length(den)-1; 
kp=1;[Ap,Bp,Cp,Dp]=tf2ss(kp*num,den); 
km=1;[Am,Bm,Cm,Dm]=tf2ss(km*num,den); 
  
gamma=0.1; 
alpha=0.01;beta=2; 
  
yr0=0;u0=0;e0=0;ym0=0;x=zeros(1,2); yp1=x; v=x; 
xp0=zeros(n,1);xm0=zeros(n,1); 
kc0=0; 
r=1; 
yr=r*[ones(1,L/4) -ones(1,L/4) ones(1,L/4) -ones(1,L/4)]; 
  
for k=3:L 
    time(k)=k*h; 
    xp(:,k)=xp0+h*(Ap*xp0+Bp*u0); 
    yp(k)=Cp*xp(:,k)+Dp*u0; 
  
    xm(:,k)=xm0+h*(Am*xm0+Bm*yr0); 
    ym(k)=Cm*xm(:,k)+Dm*yr0; 
     
    e(k)=ym(k)-yp(k); 
    DD=e0*ym0/km/(alpha+(ym0/km)^2); 
    if DD<-beta 
         DD=-beta; 
    end 
    if DD>beta 
         DD=beta; 
    end 
    kc=kc0+h*gamma*DD; 
    u(k)=kc*yr(k); 
     
    theta=[0.5*yp1(k-1)+1+0.1*x(k-2), 1, -1, 0.2]; 
     
    v_temp=[1, v(k-1), v(k-1)^2, v(k-1)^3]; 
    delta=[1, -1, 0.2]; % the derivative coefficints from alpha*u_temp' 
                       % it will used for Newton_Raphason rool solving 
    yp1(k)=0.5*yp1(k-1)+1+0.1*x(k-2)+v(k-1)-v(k-1)^2+0.2*v(k-1)^3; 
     
    %v_j=v(k-1); 
  
if k>2 % originally t>10 on 5/7/2001 
% approach 1 --- standard matblab <roots> function    
   p=theta(1)-yp(k); 
   p=[p, theta(2:length(theta))]; 
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   p=p(length(p):-1:1); 
   root_temp=roots(p); 
   real_root=[]; 
   for j=1:length(root_temp) 
      test=isreal(root_temp(j)); 
      if test==1 
         real_root=[real_root, root_temp(j)]; 
      end 
   end 
   [value, j]=min(abs(real_root)); 
   v(k)=real_root(j); 
   
   % u(t)=w(t); %test open loop response 
   v_temp=[1, v(k), v(k)^2, v(k)^3]; 
   x(k)=[1, 1, -1, 0.2]*v_temp'; 
    
    yr0=yr(k);u0=u(k);e0=e(k); ym0=ym(k); 
    xp0=xp(:,k);     xm0=xm(:,k);  
    kc0=kc; 
end 
end 
  
  
subplot(2,1,1);set(gcf,'color','white') 
ylim([-2 2]) 
plot(time,ym,'r',time,yp,'-.'); 
xlabel('t(s)');ylabel('y_m(t), y_p(t)'); 
legend('y_m(t)', 'y_p(t)'); 
  
subplot(2,1,2); 
plot(time,v); 
xlabel('t(s)'); ylabel('u(t)'); 
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F. MATLAB code for section 5.4 
The .m file for Lyapunov-MRAC controller when r=1. 
 
clear all; close all; 
  
h=0.1; L=100/h; 
num=[2 1];den=[1 2 1]; n=length(den)-1; 
kp=1; [Ap,Bp,Cp,Dp]=tf2ss(kp*num,den); 
km=1; [Am,Bm,Cm,Dm]=tf2ss(km*num,den); 
  
gamma=0.1; 
  
yr0=0;u0=0;e0=0; 
xp0=zeros(n,1); xm0=zeros(n,1); 
kc0=0; 
r=1;yr=r*[ones(1,L/4) -ones(1,L/4) ones(1,L/4) -ones(1,L/4)]; 
  
for k=1:L 
    time(k)=k*h; 
    xp(:,k)=xp0+h*(Ap*xp0+Bp*u0); 
    yp(k)=Cp*xp(:,k); 
     
    xm(:,k)=xm0+h*(Am*xm0+Bm*yr0); 
    ym(k)=Cm*xm(:,k); 
     
    e(k)=ym(k)-yp(k); 
    kc=kc0+h*gamma*e0*yr0; 
    u(k)=kc*yr(k); 
     
    yr0=yr(k); u0=u(k);e0=e(k); 
    xp0=xp(:,k);xm0=xm(:,k); 
    kc0=kc; 
     
end 
  
subplot(2,1,1);set(gcf,'color','white') 
plot(time,ym,'r',time,yp,'-.'); 
ylim([-1.5 1.5]) 
xlabel('time(s)');ylabel('System response'); 
legend('y_m(t)', 'y_p(t)'); 
subplot(2,1,2); 
  
plot(time,u);ylim([-1.1 1.2]) 
xlabel('time(s)'); ylabel('Controller output'); 
 
 
The .m file for U-model based Lyapunov-MRAC controller when r=1 
clear all; close all; 
  
h=0.1; L=100/h; 
num=[2 1];den=[1 2 1]; n=length(den)-1; 
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kp=1; [Ap,Bp,Cp,Dp]=tf2ss(kp*num,den); 
km=1; [Am,Bm,Cm,Dm]=tf2ss(km*num,den); 
  
gamma=0.1; 
  
yr0=0;u0=0;e0=0;x=zeros(1,2); yp1=x; v=x; 
xp0=zeros(n,1); xm0=zeros(n,1); 
kc0=0; 
r=1;yr=r*[ones(1,L/4) -ones(1,L/4) ones(1,L/4) -ones(1,L/4)]; 
  
  
for k=3:L 
    time(k)=k*h; 
    xp(:,k)=xp0+h*(Ap*xp0+Bp*u0); 
    yp(k)=Cp*xp(:,k); 
     
    xm(:,k)=xm0+h*(Am*xm0+Bm*yr0); 
    ym(k)=Cm*xm(:,k); 
     
    e(k)=ym(k)-yp(k); 
    kc=kc0+h*gamma*e0*yr0; 
    u(k)=kc*yr(k); 
     
    %geenrate model output 
    alpha=[0.5*yp1(k-1)+1+0.1*x(k-2), 1, -1, 0.2]; 
     
    v_temp=[1, v(k-1), v(k-1)^2, v(k-1)^3]; 
    beta=[1, -1, 0.2]; % the derivative coefficints from alpha*u_temp' 
                       % it will used for Newton_Raphason rool solving 
    yp1(k)=0.5*yp1(k-1)+1+0.1*x(k-2)+v(k-1)-v(k-1)^2+0.2*v(k-1)^3; 
     
    %v_j=v(k-1); 
  
if k>2 % originally t>10 on 5/7/2001 
% approach 1 --- standard matblab <roots> function    
   p=alpha(1)-yp(k); 
   p=[p, alpha(2:length(alpha))]; 
   p=p(length(p):-1:1); 
   root_temp=roots(p); 
   real_root=[]; 
   for j=1:length(root_temp) 
      test=isreal(root_temp(j)); 
      if test==1 
         real_root=[real_root, root_temp(j)]; 
      end 
   end 
   [value, j]=min(abs(real_root)); 
   v(k)=real_root(j); 
   
   % u(t)=w(t); %test open loop response 
   v_temp=[1, v(k), v(k)^2, v(k)^3]; 
   x(k)=[1, 1, -1, 0.2]*v_temp'; 
    % controller design 
    % 
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    yr0=yr(k); u0=u(k);e0=e(k); 
    xp0=xp(:,k);xm0=xm(:,k); 
    kc0=kc; 
end     
end 
  
subplot(2,1,1);set(gcf,'color','white') 
plot(time,ym,'r',time,yp,'-.'); 
ylim([-1.5 1.5]) 
xlabel('time(s)');ylabel('System response'); 
legend('y_m(t)', 'y_p(t)'); 
subplot(2,1,2); 
  
plot(time,v);ylim([-1 -0.2]) 
  
%plot(time,v,'LineWidth',1.5);ylim([-1.1 0.3]) 
xlabel('time(s)'); ylabel('Controller output'); 
 
The .m file for Lyapunov-MRAC controller when r=2. 
 
clear all; close all; 
  
h=0.1; L=100/h; 
num=[2 1];den=[1 2 1]; n=length(den)-1; 
kp=1; [Ap,Bp,Cp,Dp]=tf2ss(kp*num,den); 
km=1; [Am,Bm,Cm,Dm]=tf2ss(km*num,den); 
  
gamma=0.1; 
  
yr0=0;u0=0;e0=0; 
xp0=zeros(n,1); xm0=zeros(n,1); 
kc0=0; 
r=2;yr=r*[ones(1,L/4) -ones(1,L/4) ones(1,L/4) -ones(1,L/4)]; 
  
for k=1:L 
    time(k)=k*h; 
    xp(:,k)=xp0+h*(Ap*xp0+Bp*u0); 
    yp(k)=Cp*xp(:,k); 
     
    xm(:,k)=xm0+h*(Am*xm0+Bm*yr0); 
    ym(k)=Cm*xm(:,k); 
     
    e(k)=ym(k)-yp(k); 
    kc=kc0+h*gamma*e0*yr0; 
    u(k)=kc*yr(k); 
     
    yr0=yr(k); u0=u(k);e0=e(k); 
    xp0=xp(:,k);xm0=xm(:,k); 
    kc0=kc; 
     
end 
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subplot(2,1,1);set(gcf,'color','white') 
plot(time,ym,'r',time,yp,'-.'); 
ylim([-2.9 2.9]) 
xlabel('time(s)');ylabel('System response'); 
legend('y_m(t)', 'y_p(t)'); 
subplot(2,1,2); 
  
plot(time,u);ylim([-3 3]) 
xlabel('time(s)'); ylabel('Controller output'); 
 
The .m file for U-model based Lyapunov-MRAC controller when r=2 
 
 
clear all; close all; 
  
h=0.1; L=100/h; 
num=[2 1];den=[1 2 1]; n=length(den)-1; 
kp=1; [Ap,Bp,Cp,Dp]=tf2ss(kp*num,den); 
km=1; [Am,Bm,Cm,Dm]=tf2ss(km*num,den); 
  
gamma=0.1; 
  
yr0=0;u0=0;e0=0;x=zeros(1,2); yp1=x; v=x; 
xp0=zeros(n,1); xm0=zeros(n,1); 
kc0=0; 
r=2;yr=r*[ones(1,L/4) -ones(1,L/4) ones(1,L/4) -ones(1,L/4)]; 
  
  
for k=3:L 
    time(k)=k*h; 
    xp(:,k)=xp0+h*(Ap*xp0+Bp*u0); 
    yp(k)=Cp*xp(:,k); 
     
    xm(:,k)=xm0+h*(Am*xm0+Bm*yr0); 
    ym(k)=Cm*xm(:,k); 
     
    e(k)=ym(k)-yp(k); 
    kc=kc0+h*gamma*e0*yr0; 
    u(k)=kc*yr(k); 
     
    %geenrate model output 
    alpha=[0.5*yp1(k-1)+1+0.1*x(k-2), 1, -1, 0.2]; 
     
    v_temp=[1, v(k-1), v(k-1)^2, v(k-1)^3]; 
    beta=[1, -1, 0.2]; % the derivative coefficints from alpha*u_temp' 
                       % it will used for Newton_Raphason rool solving 
    yp1(k)=0.5*yp1(k-1)+1+0.1*x(k-2)+v(k-1)-v(k-1)^2+0.2*v(k-1)^3; 
     
    %v_j=v(k-1); 
  
if k>2 % originally t>10 on 5/7/2001 
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% approach 1 --- standard matblab <roots> function    
   p=alpha(1)-yp(k); 
   p=[p, alpha(2:length(alpha))]; 
   p=p(length(p):-1:1); 
   root_temp=roots(p); 
   real_root=[]; 
   for j=1:length(root_temp) 
      test=isreal(root_temp(j)); 
      if test==1 
         real_root=[real_root, root_temp(j)]; 
      end 
   end 
   [value, j]=min(abs(real_root)); 
   v(k)=real_root(j); 
   
   % u(t)=w(t); %test open loop response 
   v_temp=[1, v(k), v(k)^2, v(k)^3]; 
   x(k)=[1, 1, -1, 0.2]*v_temp'; 
    % controller design 
    % 
     
    yr0=yr(k); u0=u(k);e0=e(k); 
    xp0=xp(:,k);xm0=xm(:,k); 
    kc0=kc; 
end     
end 
  
subplot(2,1,1);set(gcf,'color','white') 
plot(time,ym,'r',time,yp,'-.'); 
ylim([-2.9 2.9]) 
xlabel('time(s)');ylabel('System response'); 
legend('y_m(t)', 'y_p(t)'); 
subplot(2,1,2); 
  
plot(time,v);ylim([-1.5 0.5]) 
  
%plot(time,v,'LineWidth',1.5);ylim([-1.1 0.3]) 
xlabel('time(s)'); ylabel('Controller output'); 
 
The .m file for Lyapunov-MRAC controller when r=4. 
  
clear all; close all; 
  
h=0.1; L=100/h; 
num=[2 1];den=[1 2 1]; n=length(den)-1; 
kp=1; [Ap,Bp,Cp,Dp]=tf2ss(kp*num,den); 
km=1; [Am,Bm,Cm,Dm]=tf2ss(km*num,den); 
  
gamma=0.1; 
  
yr0=0;u0=0;e0=0; 
xp0=zeros(n,1); xm0=zeros(n,1); 
kc0=0; 
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r=4;yr=r*[ones(1,L/4) -ones(1,L/4) ones(1,L/4) -ones(1,L/4)]; 
  
for k=1:L 
    time(k)=k*h; 
    xp(:,k)=xp0+h*(Ap*xp0+Bp*u0); 
    yp(k)=Cp*xp(:,k); 
     
    xm(:,k)=xm0+h*(Am*xm0+Bm*yr0); 
    ym(k)=Cm*xm(:,k); 
     
    e(k)=ym(k)-yp(k); 
    kc=kc0+h*gamma*e0*yr0; 
    u(k)=kc*yr(k); 
     
    yr0=yr(k); u0=u(k);e0=e(k); 
    xp0=xp(:,k);xm0=xm(:,k); 
    kc0=kc; 
     
end 
  
subplot(2,1,1);set(gcf,'color','white') 
plot(time,ym,'r',time,yp,'-.'); 
ylim([-6 6]) 
xlabel('time(s)');ylabel('System response'); 
legend('y_m(t)', 'y_p(t)'); 
subplot(2,1,2); 
  
plot(time,u);ylim([-6 6]) 
xlabel('time(s)'); ylabel('Controller output'); 
 
 The .m file for U-model based Lyapunov-MRAC controller when r=4 
 
clear all; close all; 
  
h=0.1; L=100/h; 
num=[2 1];den=[1 2 1]; n=length(den)-1; 
kp=1; [Ap,Bp,Cp,Dp]=tf2ss(kp*num,den); 
km=1; [Am,Bm,Cm,Dm]=tf2ss(km*num,den); 
  
gamma=0.1; 
  
yr0=0;u0=0;e0=0;x=zeros(1,2); yp1=x; v=x; 
xp0=zeros(n,1); xm0=zeros(n,1); 
kc0=0; 
r=4;yr=r*[ones(1,L/4) -ones(1,L/4) ones(1,L/4) -ones(1,L/4)]; 
  
  
for k=3:L 
    time(k)=k*h; 
    xp(:,k)=xp0+h*(Ap*xp0+Bp*u0); 
    yp(k)=Cp*xp(:,k); 
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    xm(:,k)=xm0+h*(Am*xm0+Bm*yr0); 
    ym(k)=Cm*xm(:,k); 
     
    e(k)=ym(k)-yp(k); 
    kc=kc0+h*gamma*e0*yr0; 
    u(k)=kc*yr(k); 
     
    %geenrate model output 
    alpha=[0.5*yp1(k-1)+1+0.1*x(k-2), 1, -1, 0.2]; 
     
    v_temp=[1, v(k-1), v(k-1)^2, v(k-1)^3]; 
    beta=[1, -1, 0.2]; % the derivative coefficints from alpha*u_temp' 
                       % it will used for Newton_Raphason rool solving 
    yp1(k)=0.5*yp1(k-1)+1+0.1*x(k-2)+v(k-1)-v(k-1)^2+0.2*v(k-1)^3; 
     
    %v_j=v(k-1); 
  
if k>2 % originally t>10 on 5/7/2001 
% approach 1 --- standard matblab <roots> function    
   p=alpha(1)-yp(k); 
   p=[p, alpha(2:length(alpha))]; 
   p=p(length(p):-1:1); 
   root_temp=roots(p); 
   real_root=[]; 
   for j=1:length(root_temp) 
      test=isreal(root_temp(j)); 
      if test==1 
         real_root=[real_root, root_temp(j)]; 
      end 
   end 
   [value, j]=min(abs(real_root)); 
   v(k)=real_root(j); 
   
   % u(t)=w(t); %test open loop response 
   v_temp=[1, v(k), v(k)^2, v(k)^3]; 
   x(k)=[1, 1, -1, 0.2]*v_temp'; 
    % controller design 
    % 
     
    yr0=yr(k); u0=u(k);e0=e(k); 
    xp0=xp(:,k);xm0=xm(:,k); 
    kc0=kc; 
end     
end 
  
subplot(2,1,1);set(gcf,'color','white') 
plot(time,ym,'r',time,yp,'-.'); 
ylim([-6 6]) 
xlabel('time(s)');ylabel('System response'); 
legend('y_m(t)', 'y_p(t)'); 
subplot(2,1,2); 
  
plot(time,v);ylim([-2 5]) 
  
%plot(time,v,'LineWidth',1.5);ylim([-1.1 0.3]) 
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xlabel('time(s)'); ylabel('Controller output'); 
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Abstract: Control of non-minimum phase (NMP) dynamic systems has been a widely and intensively studied challenging 
topic from its academic research to industrial applications. With the emergence of U-model based control system design, this 
study presents a new solution in designing such control systems. In technique, different from pole-zero cancellation (i.e. in 
force of multiplication/division), this study proposes a pulling principle (i.e. in force of summation/subtraction) to relocate 
zeros and poles through Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filters, then introduces a U-model based universal control framework 
with invariant controller plus U-model inverter so that it separates the treatment of NMP issue from stable control system 
design. By integration of the above techniques, this study presents a systematic procedure to complement those classical 
approaches in designing NMP control systems. The associated properties and performance are proved analytically and 
demonstrated numerically (with Matlab simulation of bench test examples). To follow the study, the computational experiment 
results provide a user-friendly step by step procedure for the readers/users with interest in their ad hoc applications. 
 
Keywords: Non-minimum phase (NMP) systems; zero and pole pulling; IIR filters; U-model based control systems 
design, U-control. 
 
1. Introduction 
Linear time-invariant dynamic systems, for which their inverses are unstable, are known as non-minimum-phase (NMP) or 
internal unstable systems (Franklin, Powell, & Emami-Naeini, 2014). Correspondingly, the zeros of the discrete-time systems 
are outside the unit circle, and in the meantime, the zeros of the continuous-time system are on the right-hand side of the 
complex plane. A given non-minimum phase system has long time delay response than its minimum-phase (MP) system, 
because of a greater phase delay contrast to its MP system with the equivalent magnitude frequency response. In general, a 
stable numerator polynomial of a transfer function is called stable zero dynamics. It has been noted that a stable zero dynamic 
of a system is particular important for model matching control and adaptive control (Slotine & Li, 1991). 
Non-minimum phase (NMP) systems with inverse response have been widely appeared in industry, of the fluidized bed 
combustor, continuous stirred tank reactor and water turbine (Sun, Shi, Chen, & Yang, 2016), also the other examples, an 
altitude-hold flight of an autopilot of Boeing 747 (Franklin et al., 2014), a rotary mechanical plant (Freeman*, Lewin, & 
Rogers, 2005). It has noted that discretized model from its continuous plant even could become a NMP delayed model due to 
the inappropriate sampling (K. J. Åström, Hagander, & Sternby, 1984; García, Albertos, & Hägglund, 2006).  
Control of non-minimum phase (NMP) systems is challenging as its unstable reverse response in time domain and the 
additional phase lag in frequency domain (Sun et al., 2016). A number of literatures have investigated the cancellation of 
unstable zeros in NMP systems such as Zero-Phase-Error Tracking Controller (ZPETC) (Gross, Tomizuka, & Messner, 1994; 
Haack & Tomizuka, 1991; Tomizuka, 1987), Zero-Magnitude-Error Tracking Controller (ZMETC) (Butterworth, Pao, & 
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Abramovitch, 2008), and Nonminimum-Phase Zeros Ignore (NPZ-Ignore) (Rigney, Pao, & Lawrence, 2010) respectively. 
Some other methods, such as non-causal-series expansion (Gross et al., 1994; Rigney et al., 2010), and using the exact unstable 
inverse to maintain the stability of the system by pre-loading initial condition or using non-causal plant input. Most of existing 
solutions lead to complex controllers with intricate algorithms where the control methods are strictly based upon and/or limited 
to an explicit plant model. Actually, in modern industrial control process, it is almost impossible to have an exactly accurate 
filter to cancel the NMP zeros and unstable poles. Where there is any internal uncertainty appears, the cancellation could not 
execute successfully. Further, it is very much possible to cause problems in system stability. 
To avoid those problems caused from pole-zero cancellation, Some non-pole-zero cancellation approaches have focused on 
sliding mode control (SMC) for its high levels of robust performance in terms of dealing with NMP systems (Do et al., 2016; 
Mirkin, Gutman, & Shtessel, 2014, 2012; Patil, Bandyopadhyay, Chalanga, & Arya, 2018). These controllers need a prior 
knowledge such as fuzzy logic or neural network to establish an online adaptation mechanism to avoid the restrictive constraint 
on the knowledge of the bounds of uncertain dynamics. Some other designs (García et al., 2006; Liu, Zhang, & Gu, 2005; Tan, 
Marquez, & Chen, 2003) have adopted conventional controllers, such as PID controllers and New Smith Predictor (NSP) to 
enhance the capability of reference input tracking and load disturbance rejection for various unstable processes with time delay. 
However these approaches involve in more than three controllers and increase the complexity of the design process (Liu et al., 
2005). 
Easy to design/tune is very important in the process industry. Contrast to model-based control (Slotine & Li, 1991) and model-
free (or data driven) control (Xu & Tan, 2003), there is a feasibility using model-independent design framework so that control 
system design and controller output determination can be independently determined (Q. Zhu & Guo, 2002). U-model based 
control, U-control in short, is such a representative approach (Q. Zhu, Liu, Zhang, & Li, 2018; Q. M. Zhu, Zhao, & Zhang, 
2016). However all above explained U-controls (Geng, Zhu, Liu, & Na, 2019; Q. Zhu, Zhang, Zhang, & Sun, 2019) have 
assumed stable zero dynamic (in the assumption of the inverse dynamic exist) of the controlled plant/process, that is MP 
models in linear systems. Consequently, one of the next stage progressions in U-control is in the interest of dealing with 
unstable zero dynamics and unstable pole dynamics. This is one of the motivations in the present study, which starts from 
linear dynamic systems at first in order to lay a solid foundation for dealing with nonlinear zero dynamics in future studies. 
Despite enormous efforts have been devoted to handling with NMP system control, there is still space to further improve the 
efficiency/effectiveness and generality in such control system design, for example,  
1) More flexible robust approaches to deal with NMP models, that is, convert NMP models into MP models with more 
tolerance for the pole/zero uncertainties. 
2) Easy to design/tune is very important in the process industry. It is feasible to separate NMP model treatment from the 
whole control system design. 
From the aforementioned analysis and critical review, this study justifies its contribution below. 
 
1) It proposes a pulling principle to guide replacing zero/pole cancellation (this is a multiplication/division operation) with 
zero and pole pulling relocation (this is a summation/subtraction operation), which is much less sensitive in stability and NMP 
issues, and more generic compared with classical zero/pole cancellation. Further, this pulling operation is systematic and 
concise within a well-constructed framework. 
 
2) Taking up U-model based design, i.e. --- a plant model independent design procedure, it separates the control system design 
and the conversion of NMP model into a stable MP model. The design is composed of an invariant controller with specified 
dynamic and static performance within a stable closed loop and a dynamic inverter of the plant model (implemented by 
resolving the plant U-model root). 
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3) It takes up a series of simulation experiments to demonstrate the efficiency/effectiveness of the proposed approaches. It is 
not only to demonstrate the derived analytical results with numerical tests, but also to confirm that the case studies are helpful 
to show the application procedure for potential reader/users. 
 
The rest of the main study is divided into four sections. Section 2 provides relevant foundation and notations for the following 
section development. Section 3 proposes the pulling principle and proves the pulling theorems for zero and pole relocation 
using Infinite impulse response (IIR) filters within proper structures. Section 4 presents the details of the U-model based 
control system design procedure for NMP systems. Section 5 conducts simulation bench tests of some examples, not only for 
demonstration of developed results, but also for a user friendly showcase in application of the procedures. 
2 Problem formulations 
2.1 Non-minimum phase (NMP) systems 
Consider a linear discrete time single input and single output (SISO) dynamic plant model in terms of z transform 
( )
( )
( )
1
0 1 1
1
1 1
...( )
( , )
( ) ...
m m
m m
p p n n
n n
B z b z b z b z bY z
G z G A B n m
U z A z z a z a z a
−
−
−
−
+ + + +
= = = =
+ + + +
 (2.1) 
where ( )Y z  is the z transform of output ( )y t R , ( )U z  is the z transform of input ( )u t R , t +Z  is the sampling instance, 
( )0
n
na a R  and ( )0
m
mb b R are the coefficient vectors of the denominator polynomial ( )A z and numerator 
polynomials ( )B z of the transfer function respectively, B  and A  are coprime, and ( )G z  is monic and strictly proper. 
 
The transfer function can be factorised in terms of poles and zeros below. 
( )
( )
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( )
( )
1
1
( )
( )
i
i
m
p i in
z zB zY z
G z m m n n
U z A z z p
+
= = = = =
+

 

 (2.2) 
The plant is unstable if one of the poles outside of the unit circle and it is defined as a non-minimum phase plant if one of the 
zeros outside of the unit circle. Accordingly, the plant is unstable non-minimum phase while it has both pole(s) and zero(s) 
outside the unit circle. 
 
Control objectives: For a general stable MP process, the control objective is specified as: 1) given a desired trajectory ( )
d
y t , 
find an executable ( )u t  to drive the system output ( )y t  to track the desired trajectory ( )
d
y t  with acceptable performance 
(such as transient response and steady-state error), while all signals of the control system are bounded within the permitted 
ranges. For an unstable NMP process, in addition to achieve objective 1, 2) it need convert the process into a specified stable 
MP one, 3) using U-model based control design procedure, objectives 1 and 2 are parallel, separately achieved, and connected 
by a dynamic inverter of the specifically determined MP model. 
 
Remark 1: The primary insight of the control objectives described above is to separate the conversion of NMP to MP and the 
MP based control system design. 
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2.2 U-model (Q. Zhu & Guo, 2002) 
For a general SISO ( ( )u t R /input and ( )y t R /output) U-polynomial model with respect to ( 1)u t − , assign a triplet 
( ), , pP L f  where  ( 1)P P u t =  −  is a vector field of appropriate dimension and analytic defined on input ( 1)u t − , and 
 ( ) ( ) ( 1)tL L t u t =  − is a dynamic absorbing vector filed of appropriate dimension and associated with P . Accordingly, the 
system U-model U-polynomial model is defined as a dynamic system representative, where the polynomial function 
 ( ) ,p pf f L U =   is a mapping : ( 1) ( )
L U
p
f u t y t
− ⎯⎯⎯→ Ry from the input space to the output space. Consequently, it 
is expressed as 
 
0
( ) ( ) ( ( 1))
M
j j
j
y t t p u t
=
= −  (2.3) 
 
where t +Z for discrete time instant, M is the number of model input ( 1)u t −  terms, the time varying parameter vector 
  10( ) ( ) ( )
M
M
t t t   += R  is a time varying function associated with ( ( 1))jp u t −  to absorb the other terms such as past 
inputs and outputs, and the other parameters in those classical dynamic polynomials. 
 
This derived control oriented U-model has proper algebra properties for the mapping between U-model and classical models 
(Q. M. Zhu et al., 2016). It can represent almost all the standard linear and nonlinear discrete time dynamic models such as 
Hammerstein and Wiener models  (Babík & Dostál, 2012), and Non-linear AutoRegressive Moving Average with eXogenous 
input (NARMAX) models (Billings, 2013) which have been widely used in process engineering and the other engineering 
applications. Here an illustrative example is selected to show the conversion from classical model to the U-model, 
3 2
( ) 0.5 ( 1) 0.2cos( ( 2)) ( 1) 0.4 ( 2)sin( ( 1)) 0.1exp( ( 1))y t y t y t u t u t u t u t= − − − + − + − − − − − , its corresponding U-model can be 
determined by 
2
0 1 2 3
( ) ( ) ( ) ( 1) ( )sin( ( 1)) ( )exp( ( 1))y t t t u t t u t t u t   = + − + − + − − , 3
0
( ) 0.5 ( 1) 0.2cos( ( 2))t y t y t = − − − , 
1
( ) 1t = , 
2
( ) 0.4 ( 2)t u t = − , and 
3
( ) 0.1t = − . 
 
For the interest of this study, to express the linear discrete time dynamic model of (2.1) in term of U-model, firstly convert the 
Z transfer function into its corresponding difference equation. 
 
0
1 0
( ) ( ) ( 1) 0
n m
j j
j j
y t a y t j b u t j b
= =
= − − + − −    (2.4) 
 
Consequently, its U-model can be realised by 
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t A B a y t j b u t j
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= =
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= + = − − + − −
=
   (2.5) 
 
Remark 2: Both models (2.5 and (2.5) are the same in representation of input/output relationship, but different in expression. 
The classical model (2.4) may provide the first principle driven physical/chemical component structured input/output 
representation and straightforward for model structure detection and parameter estimation from input and output 
measurements. However, for control system design, it must re-design controllers while the plant model changed, such as the 
well know pole placement control design (Karl J Åström & Wittenmark, 2013). U-model (2.5), on the other hand, a derived 
expression from classical model (2.4), is particularly suitable for control system design which has given a general platform for 
both linear and nonlinear control system design and it establishes a platform to design the closed loop system independent 
from the plant model (Q. M. Zhu et al., 2016). 
 
2.3 Inversion of u-polynomial models (Q. Zhu & Guo, 2002) 
U-model provides a generic platform for dynamic inversion, which could be very much beneficial in control system design. 
The inverse of the U-model is a critical part in design, it is formulated by solving the roots from a given output ( )
d
y t  and a set 
of time varying parameters   10( ) ( ) ( )
M
M
t t t   += R  in the form of an equation as 
 
0
( ) ( ) ( ( 1)) 0
M
d j j
j
y t t p u t
=
− − =  (2.6) 
Then determine the input ( 1)u t −  from one of the roots, normally select the one with minimum amplitude in account of the 
minimum energy cost and practical saturation limits. Therefore, it has 
 
( ) ( ) ( ( 1)) 0
0
1
min( ( 1))
M
y t t p u td j j
j
p
u t G
− − =
=
−−   (2.7) 
In fact, the inverse is claimed to achieve 
1
( ) (U-model) ( 1) ( )
d p p d
y t G u t G y t
−→ → − → → , accordingly, determining 
1
p
G
−
is to 
solve the root ( 1)u t −  from U-model for a given ( )
d
y t . It is noted ( 1)u t −  being the 
1
p
G
−
 output. 
 
For a linear U-polynomial model, the root solver can be concisely expressed with reference to (2.5) as  
 
0
1
( ) ( )
( 1)
( )
d
y t t
u t
t


−
− =  (2.8) 
 
For general nonlinear U-polynomial model, it can consider using the Newton-Raphson algorithm (Gerald, 2004; Q. Zhu & 
Guo, 2002) or the other available root solving algorithms (Chong & Zak, 2011). 
 
2.4 Infinite impulse response (IIR) filters (Proakis & Manolakis, 1988) 
Infinite impulse response (IIR) is one of the properties exhibited in linear time-invariant systems. Those with this property are 
known as IIR systems or IIR filters. The IIR filter structure contains two main parts: one is N delay connection for poles and 
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the other is M delay connection for zeros. This type of IIR can separately adjust the locations of poles and zeros. Therefore an 
N order filter only need N delay unit. 
Let the linear time-invariant discrete-time IIR systems described by a general linear constant-coefficient difference equation 
0 1
( ) ( ) ( ),
M N
k k
k k
y t b x t k a y t k N M
= =
= - - - ³å å  (2.9) 
This can be expressed as a rational system function in terms of Z  transform 
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where with time-shift operator kz- , it gives ( ) ( )
k
z Y z y t k
-
= - .  
 
Remark 3: This study uses the IIR filters to form a pulling force by subtracting/summating operation to relocate zeros/poles 
a linear dynamic process into a stable minimum phase system. Regarding the structure of the integrated system, IIR filters are 
placed in parallel with the underlying process, either in feedforward to relocate the process zeros and/or feedback to relocate 
the process poles. 
3. Relocation of zeros and poles --- pulling principle guided procedure 
The purpose of relocating poles and zeros of an unstable NMP plant ( )pG z is to change it into a specified stable MP ( )pGˆ z
with assigned poles and zeros. Consequently, the control systems can be designed based on a stable MP plant model procedure. 
This study proposes a pulling principle to guide the relocation of the poles and zeros. The pulling principle heuristically 
appeared (though not rigorously defined) for the first time in one of the research group conference papers (Qiu, Delshad, Zhu, 
Nibouche, & Yao, 2017). 
 
Pulling principle: For a linear system expanded by polynomials ( , )A B , there exist a unit circle region W centred at origin 
with ( )1, 1A B" Î Wp p . There exists a pulling algebra pF  to map the others ( )1, 1A B³ ³ into W , that is, 
( , ) \ p
F
A B W¾ ¾® W. 
 
This is described as a systematic approach to pull zeros and poles from their original positions in a given linear dynamic 
transfer function (i.e. it could be unstable and NMP) to some specified points to form a pre-specified new transfer function 
(such as stable and MP). The pulling algebra pF  can be functioned with Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filters in parallel to a 
given plant in a properly structured framework (i.e. feedforward and feedback loops). 
Proposition: Specify a stable MP plant ( )pˆ ˆˆG B, A  
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where ( )0 mmˆ ˆb ... b R  and ( )11
n
n
ˆ ˆa a R are the coefficient vectors of polynomials ˆ )B z( and ˆ )A z( respectively, 
and the factorised zeros ( )
zj
z r( − ) and poles ( )
pj
z r( − ) of pGˆ  are all within the unit circle. 
Define zero differencing operator and pole differencing operator between ( )pG B, A and ( )pˆ ˆˆG B, A  as FFB  and FFA  
respectively, that is 
1
0 1 1
1
0 1 1
m m
FF FF FF FF( m ) FFm
n n
FB FB FB FB( n ) FBn
ˆB B B b z b z ... b z b
ˆA A A a z a z ... a z a
−
−
−
−
= − = + + + +
= − = + + + +
 (3.2) 
where 
0
0
FFi i i
FBj j j
ˆb b b , i ,...,m
ˆa a a , j ,...,n
= − =
= − =
 (3.3) 
Accordingly, the specified stable MP plant ( )pˆ ˆˆG B, A  zeros and poles can be realised with the differencing operators. It 
gives by re-arranging (3.2) 
FF
FB
Bˆ B B
Aˆ A A
= −
= −
 (3.4) 
 
The following three theorems are presented for the existence of such pulling principle, which is implementable through IIR 
filters within proper structures. 
 
Zero pulling theorem: Let ( )pG B, A  be a stable NMP transfer function, and ( )pˆ ˆG B, A  is a correspondingly specified stable 
MP transfer function, zpfG  a zero pulling filter, and zF a structure mapping function. Then it has
( ) ( )p z zpfˆ ˆG B, A F G( B, A ),G= . 
 
Proof: Define the zero pulling filter as 
FF
zpf
B
G
A
−
=  (3.5) 
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And the structure function is defined in Figure 3.1 (a). By using block diagram operational algebra, it can derive the transfer 
function of output against input as 
( ) ( )FFz zpf p zpf
ˆB BY B ˆ ˆF G( B, A ),G G G G B, A
U A A
−
= = + = = =  (3.6) 
 
Pole pulling theorem: Let ( )pG B, A  be an unstable MP transfer function, and ( )pˆ ˆG B, A  is the correspondingly specified 
stable MP transfer function, ppfG  a pole pulling filter, and pF a structure mapping function. Then it has
( ) ( )p p ppfˆ ˆG B, A F G( B, A ),G= . 
 
Proof: Define the pole pulling filter as 
FB
ppf
A
G
B
−
=  (3.7) 
With the structure mapping function pF , it can build up a block diagram connecting ( )ppfG( B, A ),G  in Figure 3.1(b). The 
whole transfer function between the output and the input is derived by block diagram operation algebra as 
( ) ( )
1
1
p
p ppf
FBp ppf FB
B
GY BA ˆ ˆF G( B, A ),G G B, A
ABU G G A A
A B
= = = = =
−+ − 
+  
 
 (3.8) 
 
Zero and pole pulling theorem: Let ( )pG B, A  be an unstable NMP transfer function, and ( )pˆ ˆˆG B, A  is a correspondingly 
specified stable MP transfer function, zpfG  the zero pulling filter, ppfG  the pole pulling filter, and zpF a structure mapping 
function. Then it has ( ) ( )p zp zpf ppfˆ ˆˆG B, A F G( B, A ),G ,G= . 
 
Proof: With the structure mapping function zppfF , it can build up a block diagram connecting ( )zpf ppfG( B, A ),G ,G  in Figure 
3.1(c). The whole transfer function between the output and the input is derived as 
 
( )
( )
1
zppf zpf ppf
FB
FB
Bˆ
Y AF G( B, A ),G ,G
ˆU AB
ˆA B
ˆ ˆB B ˆ ˆˆG B, A
ˆA A A
= =
−
= = =
−
 (3.9) 
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Remark 4: The above theorems indicate that pulling zeros can be achieved by feedforward path in open loops and pulling 
poles can be achieved by feedback path in closed loops. 
 
Remark 5: It is noted that there is a full range within the unit circle to specify the stable MP plant ( )pˆ ˆˆG B, A , that is, 
 
( )
( )
1
0 0 1 0
1
1
... 1
... 1
mm m m
m
nn n n
n
b z b z b z b b z
z z a z a z
−
−
 + + +  +
 + + +  +
(3.10) 
 
Compared with those zero/pole cancellation approaches explained above, this zero/pole pulling property gives much more 
flexibility in designing the consequent control systems and more robust against internal uncertainty and external disturbance. 
 
Proposition: In converting NMP system models into MP system models, parallel pulling (through summation/subtraction) is 
much more robust than serial cancellation (through multiplication/division). To prove it, consider a stable NMP model 
 
1
1
1
( )
B
G z z
A
= −  (3.11) 
 
where 1( )z z−  is a factor with zero amplitude outside the unit circle, that is 1 1z  and 
1
1
B
A
 is a stable MP model. 
Accordingly, with parallel pulling to convert the NMP model G  into a MP model, it gives rise to  
 
1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1
ˆ ( ) ( ) ( )
B B B
G z z z z z
A A A
= − −  − − = −   (3.12) 
 
where 
1
  denotes inaccuracy. Clearly Gˆ  is a stable MP model if and only if 10 1  . For serial cancellation it forms 
 
1 1 1
1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
( )1ˆ ( )
( ) ( )
B z z B
G z z
z z A z z A
−
= − =
− −  − − 
 (3.13) 
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Clearly Gˆ  is a stable MP model if and only if 1 0 = . From the above analysis, it is clear that the pole/zero cancellation must 
be accurate and the zero pulling relocation has a unit circle tolerance 10 1   to guarantee the MP conversion from NMP 
models.  
4. U-control --- model-independent control system design 
4.1 Control system design 
Figure 4.1 shows the fundamental block diagram for U-model based control, U-control in short, of stable MP systems. Figure 
4.2 shows the newly developed structure for U-control of unstable NMP systems. With reference to the block diagram in 
Figure 4.2, the whole control system design is split into two parallel steps of computations plus a connection of the design into 
an appropriate control system. 
1) Conversion of a NMP pG  plant into a MP plant 
ˆ
p
G  by pulling filters as indicated by dotted block in the system. 
2) Design of the invariant controller 1cG  and the inversion of the converted MP 
ˆ
p
G  by U-model based root solving. 
3) Building up the whole control system following the block diagram connection guidelines. 
 
The above three step procedure is detailed below. 
 
Step 1: Conversion of the NMP pG plant into a MP plant 
ˆ
p
G  
By the pulling mapping 
( )( , ), , ˆzp zpf ppfF G B A G G
p p
G G⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→ , design the pulling filters by (3.2) to (3.4), then determined the 
converted MP plant 
ˆ
p
G  in terms of the derived formulae (3.5) to (3.9). 
 
Step 2: Design of U-control system ( )1lfbc c ipF G G=  
For simplicity consider this as single input uR  and single output y R  autonomous linear feedback control system. The 
triplet is defined as, lfbcF  is a linear feedback control framework, 1 :cG y u→  is the linear invariant controller, 
1ˆ ˆ 1:
ip P p
G G G u y
−
= = → . As ˆ pG  has been converted into stable MP, the U-control pre-request, 
1
p
G
−
 exists, is satisfied. 
Subsequently, 
1) Specify a desired closed loop linear transfer function G  with proper damping ratio, natural frequency, and steady 
stead gain. Determine the invariant controller 1cG by inversing the closed loop transfer function, that is, 1
1
c
G
G
G
=
−
. 
2) For getting the inverse of 
ˆ
p
G , convert ˆ pG into U-model expression U-polynomial model and then solve 
U-model
( ) 0v t − =  for controller output ( 1)u t − , where ( )v t  is the invariant controller 1cG  output. For linear plant, 
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the control output is particularly expressed as 0
1
1
( ) ( )
( 1) , ( ) 0
( )
v t t
u t t
t



−
− =  . Therefore, this makes 
1ˆ ˆ 1:
ip P p
G G G u y
−
= = →  satisfied, and further the specified closed loop performance G  achieved. 
 
Step 3: Formation of the who control system 
Figure 4.2 shows the designed system structure for connection. 
 
4.2 Control system analysis 
Several properties are presented in relation to the U-control of the NMP systems. 
 
1) Bounded-input, bounded-output (BIBO) stability of deterministic U-model control systems: With reference to Figure 4.1, 
The U-control system is BIBO stable and follows a bounded reference signal ( )w t properly while the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(i) Invariant controller
1c
G is closed-loop stable that is all poles of the closed loop transfer function G  are located with 
the unit circle. 
(ii) The converted plant model ˆ pG is a BIBO and MP. 
(iii) The inverse of the plant model 
1
p
G
−
exits. 
Similar property has been proved for U-control of stable MP systems before (Q. Zhu et al., 2018). For the unstable NMP 
system, while condition (ii) satisfied means condition (iii) satisfied as well. Therefore the claimed property holds. 
 
2) Disturbance added at the output: The U-control system is BIBO stable and tracking the reference signal with a bounded 
error while the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) Invariant controller 1cG  is closed loop stable. 
(ii) The converted plant model ˆ pG is a BIBO and MP. 
(iii) The inverse of the plant model 
1ˆ
p
G
−
 exits. 
(iv) The disturbance ( )d t has upper bound. 
Similarly the proof of the property follows that presented in the U-control of stable MP systems (Q. Zhu et al., 2018). The 
resultant output response with output added disturbance can be expressed below. 
 
1
1 1
1 1
c
c c
wG d
y
G G
= +
+ +
 (4.1) 
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3) Robustness stability: Let the uncertainty  occurred in the product of 1ˆ ˆip P pG G G
−= =  , from small gain theorem (Kravaris 
& Wright, 1989), it gives 
 
1
1
( ) ( ) 1
1 ( ) ( ) ( )
c
c
G j j
G j j j

+ 
 
   
 (4.2) 
 
where ( )j   is an upper bound of the multiplicative uncertainty all over the system. 
 
5. Simulation studies 
The main purposes of the simulation studies include 
 
1) Validate the effectiveness of the pulling principle in converting NMP plants into MP models 
2) Validate the effectiveness of the integrated U-control of NMP systems 
3) Compare with the other representative work with the proposed U-control approach 
4) Show step by step U-control system design procedure with simulated case studies 
 
Example 1: Control of rotary mechanical system --- NMP plant 
Consider a rotary mechanical plant (Freeman* et al., 2005). It consists of inertias, dampers, torsional springs, a timing belt, 
pulleys, and gears in function blocks. The transfer function of the plant has been identified with 
 
( )
( )
( ) ( )( )
4
2
123.853 10 3.5( )
( ) 6.5 42.25 45 190
p
sY s
G s
U s s s s s
 − +
= =
+ + + +
 (5.1) 
where ( )Y s  and ( )U s are the Laplace transforms of the angular position and driving torque respectively. Obviously this is a 
NMP plant as the zero of 3.5s = , but stable as all the four poles are on the left-half of the s-plane. 
 
Test 1.1: U-control of NMP system 
The main purpose of the original work (Freeman* et al., 2005) was to use the plant model for experimental evaluation of 
iterative learning control algorithms for non-minimum phase plants. 
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For designing the U-control system, convert the plant into its discrete time model with sampling interval 0.1sec
s
T = , it gives 
the Z  transfer function as 
( )
3 2
4 3 2
( ) 6.69 7.856 2.392 0.001445
ˆ 1.233 0.5356 0.005799 3.249 11( )
p
B z z z z
G z
z z z z eA z
− + + +
= =
− + − + −
 (5.2) 
which the zeros locate at 
1
1.4252z = , 
2
0.2504z = −  and 
3
0.0006z = −  in the numerator polynomial B , and poles 
1
0.6109 0.3857p i= + , 
2
0.6109 0.3857p i= − , and 
3
0.0111p =  in the denominator polynomial Aˆ . Obviously, this is a NMP plant 
because of 
1
1.4252z =  outside of the unit circle. 
 
Design step 1: Convert NMP plant into an assigned MP plant 
To deal with the NMP plant of (5.2), assign a desired casual MP plant model ˆ pG  
( )
3 2
4 3 2
ˆ ( ) 6.69 1.666 0.8386 0.0005026ˆ
ˆ 1.233 0.5356 0.005799 3.249 11( )
p
B z z z z
G z
z z z z eA z
− + + +
= =
− + − + −
 (5.3) 
where all the zeros and poles are located within the unit circle, where 
1
0.5
d
z = , 2 0.2504dz = −  and 3 0.0006dz = − , and poles 
1
0.6109 0.3857
d
p i= + , 
2
0.6109 0.3857
d
p i= − , and 
3
0.0111
d
p = . 
 
To force the NMP plant (5.2) converted to the desired MP model (5.3), design the pulling filter as 
 
2
4 3 2
6.19 1.5534 0.0009424ˆ( ) ( ) ( )
1.233 0.5356 0.005799 3.249 11
zpf p
z z
G z G z G z
z z z z e
+ +
= − =
− + − + −
 (5.4) 
 
Accordingly, find out feedforward parameters, which can pull the plant model’s zeros back to unit circle as specified in the 
desired plant model (5.3). 
 
Design step 2: Determine the invariant controller 1cG  and the MP plant inverter 
1ˆ
p
G
−
 
Specify a linear feedback control system structure with the invariant controller 1cG and unite constant plant 1ipG = . The 
desired closed loop transfer function is specified with 
 
1
1 2
0.1761
( )
1 1.3205 0.4966
d
z
G z
z z
−
− −
=
− +
 (5.5) 
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This a representative of decayed oscillatory response (0.7/damping ratio and 1/undamped natural frequency) and zero steady 
error (Karl J Åström & Wittenmark, 2013). According to the design procedure explained in Section 4.1, determine the invariant 
controller as 
 
1
1 1 2
( ) 0.1761
( )
1 ( ) 1 1.4966 0.4966
d
c
d
G z z
G z
G z z z
−
− −
= =
− − +
 (5.6) 
 
For obtaining the inverse 
1ˆ
p
G
−
, considering 
1ˆ ˆ 1:
ip P p
G G G u y
−
= = → . First of all, write ˆ pG  into U-model of 
 
( ) 0 1ˆ ˆˆ ( ) ( ) ( 1)y t t t u t= + −   (5.7) 
 
where 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0
1
ˆ ( ) 1.233 1 0.5356 2 0.005799 3 3.249 11 4
1.666 ( 2) 0.8386 ( 3) 0.0005026 ( 4)
ˆ ( ) 6.69
t y t y t y t e y t
u t u t u t
t
= − − − + − − − − +
− + − + −
= −


 (5.8) 
 
Secondly let the desired output be ( )dy t  (that is, the invariant controller output), then determine 
1ˆ
p
G
-
output ( 1)u t -  by  
0
1
ˆˆ ( ) ( )
( 1)
ˆ ( )
d
y t t
u t
t
−
− =


 (5.9) 
Design step 3: Form the control system following the integrated control system structure as shown in Figure 4.2. 
Figure 4.2 shows the integrated control system structure (deleting the pole pulling filter ppfG  as it is not used in this case). 
Figure 5.1 shows the simulated results. 
 
Compared with the Iterative Learning Control (ILC) approaches (Freeman* et al., 2005), U-control design is straightforward 
without requiring repetitive stimulation, selecting gain with heuristic experience, and finding phase lead factor   from 
determining maximum impulse response peak. However U-control is relative new and just initially tested for NMP plants in 
this journal level study. 
 
Test 1.2: U-control of uncertain NMP system 
Still consider the rotary plant to be controlled, but the plant model is assumed now changing to a nominal model of the plant 
(Wang & Su, 2015) 
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( )
( )
( )2
144.86 3( )
( ) 6.5 42.25
np
sY s
G s
U s s s
− +
= =
+ +
 (5.10) 
 
being selected for the robustness tests with the U-control system designed in Test 1.1, that is, there exist uncertainty in the 
plant model against a designed control system. Convert the nominal model into its discrete time model with sampling interval 
0.1sec
s
T = , it gives the Z  transfer function as 
( )
2
8.211 11.3
1.222 0.522
np
z
G z
z z
- +
=
- +
 (5.11) 
as the zero located outside the unit circle at 1.3757z = . It should be noted the NMP model in Test 1.1 has its unstable zero at 
1.4252z = . If zero-pole cancellation scheme used, this mismatched is still a NMP model and it could cause unstable problem 
in control system operation. The system response performance is shown in Figure 5.2. 
 
The system performance is very similar to that obtained from disturbance observer (DOB) based control scheme (Wang & Su, 
2015). In regarding to the comparative approach (Wang & Su, 2015), which a robust DOB based control structure is proposed 
to stable NMP systems, particularly compensate the uncertain plant into a nominal one. This design procedure takes a set of 
sophisticated tools such as pre-filtering, DOB formation/design, H  based formulation/optimal solution, virtual controller 
design. In contrast, by U-model scheme, it is independent of designing the invariant controller by inverting a specified closed 
loop transfer function, from converting NMP to MP. That is, control system design and NMP model conversion are separately 
conducted, and then connected/integrated by an inverter of the converted MP model (in terms of U-model) and the invariant 
controller designed within a linear feedback control loop. 
 
Example 2: Control of unstable NMP process 
Consider a delayed process with two unstable poles, which has been used as a bench test of some approaches in control of 
NMP systems (García et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2005). 
( )
( ) ( )
03 03
2
2 2
3 1 1 3 4 1
s s
p
e e
G s
s s s s
− −
= =
− − − +
 (5.12) 
For 0.1secsT = , the discretised plant model is 
( ) 3
2
0.01763 0.01822
2.139 1.143
p
z
G z z
z z
− += 
− +
 (5.13) 
It becomes unstable NMP plant model with a zero 1 1.0335z = −  and two poles 1 1.0983p =  and 2 1.0407p = , which has been a 
typical issue related to zeros going out the unit circle in sampled systems, induced by some sampling rates (K. J. Åström et al., 
1984). 
 
Test 2.1: U-control compared with two degree-of freedom control --- Tao-control (Liu et al., 2005) 
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For U-control, following the step by step procedure, it gives 
 
Design step 1: Convert unstable NMP plant into an assigned stable MP plant 
Assign the corresponding converted MP plant model as 
( )
2
0.1188 0.0819ˆ
1.1 0.3
p
z
G z
z z
+
=
− +
 (5.14) 
To achieve the assigned ˆ pG , break zero pulling filter into two parts, one for eliminating the pure input delay, and the other for 
pulling the zero back into the unit circle. 
1 2
0.1188 0.0819
( )
2.139 1.143
zpf
z
G z
z z
− −
=
− +
 (5.15) 
3
2 2
0.01763 0.01822
( )
2.139 1.143
zpf
z
G z z
z z
− += 
− +
 (5.16) 
And the pole pulling filter is derived as below 
1.039 0.843
( )
0.1188 0.0819
ppf
z
G z
z
−
=
+
 (5.17) 
 
Design step 2: Determine the invariant controller 1cG  and the inverter 
1ˆ
p
G
−  
To achieve a specified close-loop transfer function performance, it assigns 
2
( )
0.03551 0.02448
1.5 0.56
d z
z
G
z z
+
=
− +
 (5.18) 
Then inverse the close-loop transfer function dG  within a linear feedback loop to obtain the invariant controller 
1 2
0.03551 0.02448
1 1.53551 0.53552
d
c
d
G z
G
G z z
+
= =
− − +
 (5.19) 
For obtaining the inverse 
1ˆ
p
G
−
 in terms of 
1ˆ ˆ 1:
ip P p
G G G u y
−
= = → . First, convert ˆ pG  into U-model of 
 
( ) 0 1ˆ ˆˆ ( ) ( ) ( 1)y t t t u t= + −   (5.20) 
 
where 
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0
1
ˆ ( ) 1.1 ( 1) 0.3 ( 2) 0.0819 ( 2)
ˆ ( ) 0.1188
t y t y t u t
t
= − − − + −
=


 (5.21) 
 
Secondly let the desired output be ( )
d
y t  (that is, the invariant controller output), then determine 
1ˆ
p
G
-
 output ( 1)u t -  by  
0
1
ˆˆ ( ) ( )
( 1)
ˆ ( )
d
y t t
u t
t
−
− =


 (5.22) 
Consequently, working out 
1ˆ
p
G
-
 is a process to obtain the controller output ( 1)u t -  for a given ( )
d
y t  through the derived U-
model. 
 
Design step 3: Form the control system following the integrated control system structure as shown in Figure 4.2.  
 
For the two degree-of freedom control (Liu et al., 2005), just use its designed system to generate the simulated system output 
response. 
 
Figure 5.3 shows both simulated results, which give similar performance. Tao-control requires three designs of setpoint 
tracking controller, disturbance estimator, and stabilising controller plus online tuning rule. U-control requires three designs 
of zero pulling filter (pulling unstable zeros into unit cycle and cancel time delay), pole pulling filter (pulling unstable poles 
into the unit cycles), and invariant controller (specified the whole closed loop performance). Tao-control is relative popular, 
but need high skills in design and online tuning. U-control is just appeared and easy to design with basic control system design 
skills. 
 
Test 2.2: U-control compared with Tao-control (Liu et al., 2005) with plant model uncertainty 
While there exist modelling errors, such as an example (García et al., 2006) 
( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )
1
0.5 0.1 1.5
1
0.1 1 0.1 1
r p m
p p
G s G s W s
s
G s G s
s s
= +
æ ö æ ö+÷ ÷ç ç= + =÷ ÷ç ç÷ ÷ç çè ø è ø+ +
 (5.23) 
Tao’s method is unstable, because its robust stability condition (García et al., 2006) is not held, 
1
1
1
m
KG
H W
KG ¥
>
+
 (5.24) 
Correspondingly, in U-model based methods, the real plant become 
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( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
0.05182
1
0.3679
r p m p
z
G z G z W z G z
z
æ ö- ÷ç= + = ÷ç ÷çè ø-
 (5.25) 
Apply all designed U-control in test 2.1 to the uncertain plant, it still gives stable response from generated plots. 
Figure 5.4 shoes both system response performance. 
 
Example 3: Comparison with Linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) control of autopilot of Boeing 747 
 
Consider an altitude-hold flight of an autopilot of Boeing 747 (Franklin et al., 2014). The dynamics of the system regarding to 
height h  and elevator e  has been modelled with the following transfer function 
( )
( )
( )( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
32.7 0.0045 5.64 5.61
2.25 2.99 0.0105 0.0531
h s s s s
e s s s j s s
+ + −
=
+  + +
 (5.26) 
Discretise the transfer function with sampling interval 0.05sec
s
T = , it gives 
( )
( )
4 3 2
5 4 3 2
0.03759 0.08083 0.008311 0.06973 0.03481
4.764 9.088 8.68 4.152 0.796
h z z z z z
e z z z z z z
− + + −
=
− + − + −
 (5.27) 
To factorise both numerator and denominator polynomials respectively, it gives zeros at (
1
0.9276z = - , 
2
1.3246z = , 
3
0.9984z = , 
4
0.7549z = ) and poles at (
1
0882 0.1344p j= + , 2 0.882 0.1344p j= - , 3 1p = , 4 1p = , and 5 1p = ) 
respectively. Obviously this is a NMP plant because of the zero 
2
1.3246z =  outside the unit circle. In addition, the triple poles 
3 4 5
, ,p p p  on the unit circle are not also favourable, and should be pulled back inside of the unit circle. 
3.1 U-control 
Design step 1: Convert NMP plant into an assigned MP plant 
To deal with the NMP plant, assign a desired casual MP plant model ˆ pG  as 
3 2
5 4 3 2
0.0168 0.0126 0.0034 0.004ˆ
3 3.55 z 2.07 0.5944 0.0672
p
z z z
G
z z z z
− + −
=
− + − + −
 (5.28) 
where all the zeros and poles are located within the unit circle, in which the zeros are at 
1
0
d
z = , 
2
0.3849
d
z =
3
0.1825 0.1689
d
z j= + , and 
4
0.1825 0.1689
d
z j= - , and the poles are at 
1
0.8
d
p = , 
2
0.7
d
p = , 
3
0.6
d
p =  and 
4
0.5
d
p = , 
and 
5
0.4
d
p =  respectively. 
 
To force the NMP plant converted to the desired MP model, design the zero pulling filter as 
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4 3 2
5 4 3 2
0.0208 0.0682 0.0049 0.3698 0.0348ˆ( ) ( ) ( )
4.764 9.088z 8.68 4.152 0.796
zpf p
z z z z
G z G z G z
z z z z
− + − −
= − =
− + − + −
 (5.29) 
 
will construct the desired plant located zeros at
1
0z = , 
2
0.3849z =
3
0.1825 0.1689z j= + , and 
4
0.1825 0.1689z j= - . 
Correspondingly, with reference to (3.7), design the pole pulling filter as 
4 3 2
4 3 2
1.764 5.538 6.61 3.5576 0.7288
( )
0.0168 0.0126 z 0.0034 0.0004
ppf
z z z z
G z
z z z
− + − +
=
− + +
 (5.30) 
 
Design step 2: Determine the invariant controller 1cG  and the inverter 
1ˆ
p
G
−
 
Specify a linear feedback control system structure with the invariant controller 1cG and unite constant plant 1ipG = . The 
desired closed loop transfer function is specified with 
 
1
1 2
0.1761
( )
1 1.3205 0.4966
d
z
G z
z z
−
− −
=
− +
 (5.31) 
 
This is a representative of decayed oscillatory response (0.7/damping ratio and 1/undamped natural frequency) and zero steady 
state error. According to the design procedure explained in Section 4.1, determine the invariant controller as 
 
1
1 1 2
( ) 0.1761
( )
1 ( ) 1 1.4966 0.4966
d
c
d
G z z
G z
G z z z
−
− −
= =
− − +
 (5.32) 
 
For obtaining the inverse 
1ˆ
p
G
−
, It can be determined in terms of 
1ˆ ˆ 1:
ip P p
G G G u y
−
= = → . First of all, write ˆ pG  into U-model 
of 
 
( ) 0 1ˆ ˆˆ ( ) ( ) ( 1)y t t t u t= + −   (5.33) 
 
where 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
0
1
ˆ ( ) 3 1 3.55 2 2.07 3 0.5944 4
0.0672 5 0.0126 2 0.0034 ( 3) 0.0004 4
ˆ ( ) 0.0168
t y t y t y t y t
y t u t u t u t
t


= − − − + − − − +
− − − + − − −
=
 (5.34) 
 
Secondly let the desired output be ( )
d
y t  (that is, the invariant controller output), then determine 1ˆ pG
-  output ( 1)u t -  by  
0
1
ˆˆ ( ) ( )
( 1)
ˆ ( )
d
y t t
u t
t
−
− =


 (5.35) 
Design step 3: Form the control system structure following the integrated control system structure as shown in Figure 4.2. 
 
3.2 LQG control 
Following a classical reference (Franklin et al., 2014), the plant state space description was given by 
 
0.00643 0.0263 0 32.2 0
0.0941 0.624 820 0 0
0.000222 0.00153 0.668 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 830 0
A
é ù- -
ê ú
ê ú- -
ê ú
ê ú= - - -ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
-ê úë û
， 
0
32.7
2.08
0
0
B
é ù
ê ú
ê ú-
ê ú
ê ú= -ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê úë û
 and [ ]0 0 0 0 1C =  (5.36) 
 
By MATLAB LQG toolbox, specify the feedback controller in form of u Kx= - , accordingly obtain the Kalman gain 
[ ]3.344 650.943 1.126 0.922 15.123L = -  and the feedback gain matrix  4 2.7 112.6 4899.1 3.2LQGK = − − − − . 
 
Figure 5.5 shows the computational experimental results obtained from the two approaches. 
The comparison of the two approaches includes 
1) Design procedure, for a specified system response, U-control is once off transparent design, LQG can achieve the 
same response as the U-control, but it has to using trial and error in many times to find out the design parameters 
( LQGK  and L ). LQG need computer added design package because of the computational burden/complexity. This is 
a particular difficulty to users. In this design U-control only requires output feedback, LQG requires state feedback, 
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which a state observer should have been designed if full state variables are not measureable. However, U-control, not 
as popular as LQG, need more study to provide comprehensive understanding and formulations. 
2) Simulated results, as mentioned above, LQG can achieve the same system output response as U-control, but need 
many times of trial and errors. LQG requires less controller output power than U-control, because its required output 
response is slower than U-control. 
6. Conclusions 
Analytically this study has developed a comprehensive framework to provide a new insight and procedure in dealing with 
unstable NMP control systems. Correspondingly this study has provided a number of simulated bench tests numerically from 
various aspects to demonstrate the analytical system configuration and formulations. There are several conclusive points as 
summarised below. 
 
1) Pulling principle can be largely applied to accommodate zero/pole outside the unit circle, therefore systematically 
convert unstable NMP plants into pre-assigned MP models, then U-control based control is applied to design the 
control systems within a closed loop feedback framework compared with some of the other representative approaches. 
2) The proposed separation designs have made the U-control of unstable NMP systems more concise, effective and 
robust to uncertainties compared with pole/zero cancelation approaches. 
3) Although it is not completely understood yet, the combination of pulling principle and U-control based design 
approach might even provide new understanding/solution to zero dynamic issues in nonlinear control system design. 
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Figure 3.1(a) Zero relocation 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1(b) Pole relocation 
 
 
Figure 3.1(c) Zero and pole relocation 
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Figure 4.2 U-model enhanced control of NMP systems 
 
Figure 4.1 U-model based control of stable MP systems 
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Figure 5.1(a) System response of test 1.1 of example 1 
 
Figure 5.1(b) U-controller output in test 1.1 of example 1 
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Figure 5.2(a) System response of test 1.2 of example 1 
 
Figure 5.2(b) U-controller output of test 1.2 of example 1 
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Figure 5.3 (a) System responses of test 2.1 of example 2 
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Figure 5.3(b) Tao-controller output of test 2.1 of example 2 
 
 
Figure 5.3(c) U-controller output of test 2.1 of example 2 
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Figure 5.4(a) System responses with model uncertainty of test 2.2 of example 2 
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Fig 17 Figure 5.4(b) Tao-controller output with model uncertainty of test 2.2 of example 2 
 
Figure 5.4(c) U-controller output with model uncertainty of test 2.2 of example 2 
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Figure 5.5 (a) Compared to LQG design  
 
Figure 5.5 (b) LQG-controller output of example 3 
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Figure 5.5 (c) U-controller output of example 3 
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ABSTRACT This study presents the fundamental concepts and technical details of a U-model-
based control (U-control for short) system design framework, including U-model realisation from 
classic model sets, control system design procedures, and simulated showcase examples. 
Consequently, the framework provides readers with clear understandings and practical skills for 
further research expansion and applications. In contrast to the classic model-based design and 
model-free design methodologies, this model-independent design takes two parallel formations: 1) 
it designs an invariant virtual controller with a specified closed loop transfer function in a feedback 
control loop, and 2) it determines the real controller output by resolving the inverse of the plant U-
model. It should be noted that 1) this U-control provides a universal control system design 
platform for many existing linear/nonlinear and polynomial/state space models, and 2) it 
complements many existing design approaches. Simulation studies are used as examples to 
demonstrate the analytically developed formulations and guideline for potential applications. 
KEYWORDS U-model, U-control framework, model-independent control system design, dynamic 
inversion, simulation demonstrations 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
In general, there are three frameworks for control system design. The two popular frameworks are 1) the model-
based approach and 2) the model-free/data-driven approach. The third is a relatively new and that is 3) the model-
independent/U-model-based approach. Here, is a brief introduction to the three frameworks. 
 
1.1 MODEL-BASED CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN 
To show this framework, consider the general cascade feedback control system showing in Figure 1.1, consisting 
of the following elements: 
 
p
G : Plant, which could be modelled as a linear transfer function or a nonlinear dynamic equation in either the 
polynomial or state space expression 
c
G : Classic controller 
G : Closed loop performance function, specified in advance by designers and/or users 
 
For a linear plant 
p
G , the controller 
c
G could be designed by means of 
 
1
1
c p
G
G G
G
−=
−
      (1.1) 
 
For a nonlinear plant 
p
G , the controller could be designed as follows: 
 
( , )
c p
G f G G=
     
 (1.2) 
 
where (*)f  is a function that links the plant and closed loop performance to determine the control through a 
certain type of inversion. 
 
Here, are some remarks on the control-design framework. 
➢ The model of the plant 
p
G is requested in advance, which the model sets include the linear/nonlinear 
polynomial and state space expressions. 
➢ Advantages: there are many mature approaches available for this design framework [1-3]. It has been the 
predominant approach in academic research and industrial applications. 
➢ Disadvantage 1: the framework features unnecessary repetition in design. Taking a linear plant model as 
an example, it unnecessarily repeats the calculation of 
1
G
G−
 if the plant model changed in (1.1). 
➢ Disadvantage 2: it is difficult to design nonlinear plant-based control systems and difficult to specify the 
transient responses of nonlinear control systems with this framework. 
➢ Disadvantage 3: the model structure affects the approach needed for the linear/nonlinear and 
polynomial/state space models, which is a common feature of model-based design frameworks. 
 
 
 
1.2 MODEL-FREE/DATA-DRIVEN CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN 
There are various approaches to model-free control system design. A few well-known designs are described below. 
 
1) PID control by the Ziegler-Nichols approach [4] 
This heuristic method of tuning a PID controller 
c
G  (see Figure 1.1) has the following features: 
➢ No need for a model of the plant 
p
G , even when mild conditions are required for the controlled plants. 
p
G
c G 
y r 
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➢ Advantage: it is the most commonly and easily used trial and error approach. 
➢ Disadvantages: this approach wastes experimental work to obtain plant models. Almost all engineering 
plants/processes and input/output measurements are possible to model in principle, although it is 
sometimes a difficult task. 
 
2) Iterative learning control (ILC) [5] 
This framework (see Figure 1.2) has the following features: 
➢ No need for a model of the plant 
p
G  in design, even when mild conditions are required for the controlled 
plant. 
➢ Requires iterative learning to improve the controller 
c
G  with repeated reference stimulation; we finally 
achieve 1 1
c p p p
G G G G
−= = . 
➢ Advantages: this approach considers every possibility for integrating past control information into the 
next round of control design. No need for a clear model structure. 
➢ Disadvantage 1: this approach wastes experimental work to obtain plant models, which is an issue with 
almost every engineering process. 
➢ Disadvantage 2: this approach is only available in a repeatable control environment under strict 
conditions 
➢ Disadvantage 3: it is challenging to control nonlinear dynamic plants with this approach. 
 
 
 
3) Model-free control (MFC) [6] 
This framework, inspection of (see Figure 1) has the following features: 
 
➢ No need for a model of the plant 
p
G , even under mild constraints (e.g., an ultra-local model 
( )v
y F u= +  where   is a coefficient and u  is the controller output) on the controlled plants. 
➢ This approach is an enhanced PID controller (
( )v
p i d
F y k e k e k e
u

− + + +
= −

) in which F needs to be 
estimated each time. 
➢ Advantages: the ultra-local model can be used to approximate complex dynamic plants and improve 
control performance in this approach. 
➢ Disadvantages: those of this approach are similar to those of PID controllers. 
 
1.3 MODEL-INDEPENDENT CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN [7-11] 
This framework (see Figure 1.3) consists of the following: 
 
1c
G : Linear invariant controller 
1
p
G
−
: Dynamic inversion of plant 
 
1
1
1
p
c
G
G
G
G =
=
−
     
 (1.3) 
 
r y 
 
p
G
c G 
 
Memory 
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1
1c c p
G G G
−=
     
 (1.4) 
 
Some remarks are given on the control framework. 
➢ It features model-independent controller design. 
➢ Advantage 1: the parallel design controller and dynamic inversion make the design procedure applicable 
to linear/nonlinear polynomial/state space model structures. Transient responses can be specified for 
nonlinear systems. It is neat in design without waste/repetition if the plant model changes. 
➢ Advantage 2: this approach complements most existing design approaches. 
➢ Disadvantages: this approach is sensitive to model uncertainty; robustness is the paramount issue in 
designing control systems. 
 
 
 
2  Discrete time U-model set 
The U-model expresses an explicit input-output relationship ( )( ), ( 1), ( )U y t u t t−   at time t with time-varying 
parameters ( )t to absorb dynamics implicitly. This is a control-oriented model and derived from existing 
principle models or data-fitting models. This section explains 1) the definition of the U-model, the principles of 
converting classic models into U-models, 2) the dynamic inversion of U-polynomial models and 3) the dynamic 
inversion of U-state space models. 
 
2.1 U-MODELS 
Definition: For a single input ( uR single) and single output ( y R ) dynamic system  , Assign to it a triplet 
( ), , UU f  where  ( 1)U U u t =  −  is a vector of appropriate dimension and  ( 1)u t  =   − is a 
dynamic absorbing vector of appropriate dimension that is associated withU . Accordingly, the system U-model 
U-model is defined as a polynomial/rational system, where the polynomial/rational function 
 ( ) ,U Uf f U =   is a mapping : ( 1) ( )
U
U
f u t y t
− ⎯⎯⎯→ Ry from the input space to the output space. 
r y 
 1pG =1cG
1
p
G
−
r y   
p
G1cG
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2.1.1 U-MODEL REALISATION FROM CLASSIC POLYNOMIALS 
Consider a general classical SISO polynomial model in form of 
 
1 1
( ) ( (*),  )
(*) ( ,  )
P
t t
y t f
Y U− −
=  
 = 
     (2.1)  
where 
( )
( 1)
y t
u t


− 
R
R
 are the output/input respectively, at t +Z  and 
1
0
(*) [ (*) (*)]
L
L
  + = R  where 
1 1
,  
t t
Y U− − are expanded from the output and input, respectively, in the proper dimensions. Let 
( ( 1) ,...,  ( )
(*)  , 0
( 1) ,...,  ( ))
i
i
y t y t n
i n
u t u t n


− −
=  =
− −
, where n is the plant dynamic order and 
1
0
[ ]
L
L
  + = R  is the 
associated parametric vector. Let the function :
P
f u y→ be a polynomial mapping of the input space to the output 
space. The vector form of the expanded equation (2.1) is given as follows: 
 
0
( ) (*)
L
T
l l
l
y t  
=
=   =     (2.2) 
 
where the basis (*)
l
  are the smooth functions in the space expanded from the past inputs/outputs, e.g., 
3
( 2) ( 1)y t u t− − , 
3
( 1)u t − , ( 1) ( 5)y t y t− − , and the associated coefficients 
l
  are real constants. 
 
In the other terms, this is a general expression of a non-linear autoregressive moving average with exogenous 
input model (NARMAX) [12]. 
 
To realise a U-model from this classical polynomial, set up an absorbing rule. 
 
Absorbing rule: Let 
1 1
:
L M
R R + +→  be a map from a polynomial 
P
f  to its U-polynomial 
U
f  and suppose that 
its inverse 
1 −  exists; therefore it has: 
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( (*),  ) ( (*),  ( ( 1)))
P U
f P f U u t

 ⎯⎯→  −
  
 (2.3) 
 
The mapping has some proper algebra properties as [8]  
 
1
a) ( (*),  ), ( (*),  ( ( 1))),
(*) (*) ( (*),  ) ( (*),  ( ( 1)))
) ( (*),  ) , ( (*),  ( ( 1))) ,
(( (*),  )) ( (*),  ( ( 1)))
) 
P U
P U
P U u t
f f P U u t
b P f U u t f
P U u t
c I

 − 
   −
=   =  −
     − 
 =  −
=
 (2.4) 
 
Accordingly with reference to (2.4), the mapping is a) injective (one to one), b), surjective (onto), and bijective 
as both a) and b), c) invertible ( I is an identity function). In system aspect, the map, except making the structure 
expression changed, does not change any characteristics of the both models, such as output response, stability, 
dynamics and statics. 
 
The absorbing rule is a formation of (*)  from the polynomial 
P
f with reference to
 
( 1)u t − : first identify a 
control basis function ( ( 1))U u t −  and then absorb all the other associated functions as a coefficient that varies 
with time. 
 
Therefore, using the absorbing rule, realising the 
U
f mapped from polynomial Pf  (2.2) gives the following: 
 
( )
0
( ) ( ) ( 1)
M
T
j j
j
y t U t U u t
=
=  = −    (2.5) 
 
This function is expanded from the above nonlinear function 
P
f  as a polynomial in terms of ( 1)u t − . M is the 
number of items associated with input ( 1)u t −  and the time varying parameter vector 
  10(*) ( ) ( )
M
M
t t  + = R  is a function derived from absorbing the other regression terms and the 
coefficients. 
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Example: consider the polynomial model as shown below: 
 
2
3
( ) 0.2*sin( ( 1)) ( 1) exp( ( 1))
0.8 ( 2) ( 2) ( 1)
y t y t u t y t
y t u t u t
= − + − − −
− − − −
  (2.6) 
 
Absorbing the terms associated with ( 1)u t −  into the vector (*) gives the corresponding U-model realisation as 
follows: 
 
0 1 1 2 2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( 1)) ( ) ( ( 1))y t t t U u t t U u t  = + − + −   (2.7) 
 
where  
0
( ) 0.2*sin( ( 1))t y t = − , 
2
1
( ) exp( ( 1))t y t = − − ,  
2
( ) 0.8 ( 2) ( 2)t y t u t = − − − , 
1
( ( 1)) ( 1)U u t u t− = −  
3
2
( ( 1)) ( 1)U u t u t− = − . 
 
2.1.2 U-MODEL REALISATION FROM CLASSIC RATIONAL MODELS 
Rational model, also known as total nonlinear model [13], is a ratio of two polynomials as follows: 
 
( (*),  )
( ) ( (*),  )
( (*),  )
pn n n
r
pd d d
f
y t f
f
 
=   =
 
   (2.8) 
Here, 
r
f is a rational function, the ratio of the pnf  /numerator polynomial and pdf / denominator polynomial, 
which are maps of the input space into the output space. The other definitions follow from the polynomial model 
above. Note that this rational model is totally nonlinear in terms of parameter estimation and control input design 
[13]. 
 
Continuing with the U-polynomial model conversion, formulate the U-rational model expression as follows: 
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( )
( )
0
0
( ) ( 1)
( )
( ) ( 1)
n
d
M
jn jnT
jn n
T M
d d
jd jd
j
t U u t
U
y t
U
t U u t


=
=
−

= =

−


  (2.9) 
 
To obtain the model inversion for solving the roots, expand the model as the following: 
 
( ) ( )
0 0
( ) ( ) ( 1) ( ) ( 1)
d nM M
jd jd jn jn
j j
y t t U u t t U u t 
= =
 
− = − 
 
 
      
 
(2.10) 
 
Example: consider the rational model as follows: 
 
3 3
2 2
0.1 ( 2) sin( ( 1)) 0.5 ( 1)
( )
1 cos ( ( 2)) ( 1)
y t u t u t
y t
y t u t
− + − + −
=
+ − + −
  (2.11) 
 
Absorbing the terms associated with ( 1)u t −  into the vectors (*),  (*)
n d
  gives the corresponding U-model 
realisation as follows: 
 
0 1 1 2 2
0 1 1
( ( 1)) ( ) ( ) ( ( 1)) ( ) ( ( 1))
( ( 1)) ( ) ( ) ( ( 1))
pn n n n n n
pd d d d
f u t t t U u t t U u t
f u t t t U u t
  
 
− = + − + −
− = + −
      
 (2.12) 
 
where  
3
0 1 2
2
0 1
( ) 0.1 ( 2) ( ) 1 0.5
( ) 1 cos ( ( 2)) ( ) 1
n n n
d d
t y t t
t y t t
  
 
= − = =
= + − =
  
and  
3
1 2
2
1
( ( 1)) sin( ( 1)) ( ( 1)) ( 1)
( ( 1)) ( 1)
n n
d
U u t u t U u t u t
U u t u t
− = − − = −
− = −
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2.1.3 U REALISATION FROM A CLASSICAL STATE SPACE MODE – MULTI-LAYER U MODEL 
For a general SISO state-space system model, it has: 
 
( 1) ( ( ), ( ))
( ) ( ( ))
X t F X t u t
y t h X t
+ =
=
  (2.13) 
 
where 
n
X
u
y
 


 
R
R
R
 denotes the state, the control, and the output at time t +Z  respectively. 
n
F R  is a smooth 
mapping to represent the input to the state output, and hR  is a smooth mapping to drive the states to the outputs. 
In this study, assume that the system relative degree r  equals to the system order n  and has no unstable zero 
dynamics (i.e., the model reversible) and that the state X  can be obtained through measurement or observation. 
 
Convert state-space model (2.13) into a multi-layer U-model expression as follows: 
 
1
1
1 1 1 2
0
1 ( 1) ( 1)
0
0
( 1) ( ) ( ( ))
( 1) ( ) ( ( ))
(
(
1) ( )
) ( (
( ( ))
))
n
n
M
j j
j
M
n n j n j n
j
M
n nj nj
j
x t t U x t
x t t U x t
x t t U u t
y t h X t



−
=
− − −
=
=

+ =




+ =


 + =
=






 
 (2.14) 
 
For each line, jM  is the number of terms associated with the next line state variable 1( )jx t+  and 
1
0
( ) ( ) ( ) , 1j
j
M
ij j jM
t t t i n  
+ =  
 
R  are  
 
time-varying parameter vector functions absorbing the other state variables. In the penultimate line, 
n
M  consists 
of the terms associated with control ( )u t  and the time-varying vectors 1
0
( ) ( ) n
n
M
n nM
t t  +   R  absorb all 
the states associated with the control vector 1
0
( ) ( ) n
n
M
n nM
U t U t
+   R . Therefore, each line of the state space 
equation is a U-polynomial model, consisting of a multi-layer U-model expression. 
 
To illustrate the realisation, consider a nonlinear system represented in terms of state-space model: 
 
1 2 1 2
2 1 2
1
( 1) ( ) 0.1 ( ) ( )
( 1) 0.1 ( ) 0.7 ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
x t x t x t x t
x t x t x t u t
y t x t
+ = +

+ = − − +
 =
  (2.15) 
 
Take realisation of the corresponding multi-layer U-model by using the absorbing rule as below: 
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1 11 11 2
2 20 21 12
1
( 1) ( ) ( ( ))
( 1) ( ) ( ( ))
( ) ( )
x t t U x t
x t t U u t
y t x t

 
+ =

+ = +
 =
  (2.16) 
 
where 
 
11 1
( ) 1 0.1 ( )t x t = + , 
20 1 2
( ) 0.1 ( ) 0.7 ( )t x t x t = − − , 
21
( ) 1t = , 
11 2 2
( ( )) ( )U x t x t=  
12
( ( )) ( )U u t u t=  
 
2.2 INVERSION OF U-POLYNOMIAL MODELS 
For simplicity, consider the SISO polynomial U-model (3.4). Newton-Raphson algorithm [14] is a choice to 
determine the roots of U-models; that is, the roots are the candidates of controller output ( 1)u t − . 
Iteratively, the root searching computation gives rise to the following formulation: 
 
0
1
0
( 1) ( 1)
( ) ( ) ( 1)
( 1) ( 1)
( ) ( 1)
( 1) j
k k
M
j
j k
j
k k
M
j j
j
u t u t
y t t u t
u t u t
d t u t
du t


=
+
=
− = −
− −
− = − −
 
− 
 
−


 
           (2.17) 
 
Here, index k is the iteration handle: generate the (k+1)th results from the kth iteration, 0k . There are also 
various root solving algorithms available [15]. In parallel, these algorithms are also applicable for U-rational 
model root solving based on (2.10). 
 
It should be noted that in simulation studies, MATLAB codes, such as roots, can be used to find accurate roots of 
the U-model equations. 
 
2.3 INVERSION OF U-STATE SPACE MODELS 
For simplicity, consider the SISO U-state space model (2.14). Inversion is a multi-layer root solving procedure 
involving a backstepping routine whenever
1
( 1)x t +  is known; each line of the equation iteratively uses the Newton-
Raphson algorithm to obtain 
1 2
( 1) ( 1)x t x t+ +  in backstepping order. 
3 U-MODEL-BASED CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN 
A Chinese survey paper [16] has covered the major publications till 2012. Later, representative studies include 
“U-Block model technique” [8], “Control of total nonlinear systems” [9], “U-model enhanced Smith predict 
control for time delayed nonlinear processes” [11], and “U-neural networks enhanced control system design” [10]. 
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This section further expands/formulates the U-control framework with updated results, including a newly 
introduced two parallel dynamic inversions in design, robust analysis, and a step by step procedure for U-control 
implementation. 
 
3.1 U-CONTROL FRAMEWORK 
Let pG  be a general dynamics in any expression of linear/nonlinear and polynomial/ state space models. 
Assumingly, the plant has the mostly claimed properties as those claimed in the other representative works [17]. 
Accordingly, 
1) The model inverse 
1
p
G
−
 exists 
2) Lipschitz continuity satisfied, pG   and its inverse 
1
p
G
−   are diffeomorphic and globally uniformly 
Lipschitz in 
n
R ; that is, 
1 2 1 1 2 1 2
1 1 1
1 2 2 1 2 1 2
( ) ( ) , ,
( ) ( ) , ,
n
n
G x G x G x x x x
G x G x G x x x x

− − −
−  −  
−  −  
R
R
 where 
1 2
,x x  are the states while pG  in expression of 
state space equation, 
1 2
,   are the Lipschitz coefficients. 
For simplicity, but not losing generality, take consideration of a SISO (input 
1
uR  and output 1yR ) U-model 
based control system, U-control system in short, which is constructed within an autonomous linear feedback 
control framework with a triplet bracketed of: 
 
( )1lfbc c ipF G G=
    
 (3.1) 
 
where lfbcF  is a linear feedback loop with functions, linear virtual controller 1 :cG y u→  and virtual unit plant 
1:
ip
G u y= → . 
This U-control system structure proposes a model-independent control procedure, because the designs of 
1
:
c
G y u→  and 1:ipG u y= → are independent. These two independent designs are explained below. 
For design of the virtual linear controller 
1
:
c
G y u→ , referring to Figure 3.1, it gives 
1
1
(1 )
1
c
G
G G G
G
−= = −
−
     (3.2) 
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where G  is a specified closed loop transfer function with proper dynamic/static responses. 
For design of the virtual unit plant 1:ipG u y= → , designing/formulating the plant inverse 
1
P
G
−
gives 
1
1:
ip P p
G G G u y
−= = →      (3.3) 
 
Remark 1: Regarding to the merit of the design prototype, the established U-control system framework (3.1) has 
two independent inversion designs, 1) linear controller 
1
:
c
G y u→  without involving any plant model structures, 
therefore it is also named as linear invariant controller [9], 2) virtual plant unitisation 
1
1:
ip P p
G G G u y
−= = →  
applicable to almost all smooth dynamics models (NB, hard nonlinear dynamic models could be sorted out along 
similar route in the subsequent studies). Therefore the two designs are separately independent and connected 
within a linear feedback control loop. 
 
Remark 2: Regarding to the efficiency of the U-control system design, linear controller 
1
:
c
G y u→  is once off 
design irrespective to plant model types and parameters. Plant inverter 
1
P
G
−
 is formable for polynomial and state 
space equations in U-model and numerically solvable for the roots to achieve 
1
1:
ip P p
G G G u y
−= = →  . 
Consequently, the is reduced to the determination of the plant inverse 
1
P
G
−
 once the linear controller designed. 
Consequently, the design procedure is that once off 
1
:
c
G y u→  design and 
1 1
1:
P ip P p
G G G G u y
− − = = → follow 
up design to keep the same closed loop performance while plant model is changed. 
 
Remark 3: Regarding to the inversion involved in control system design. This is a must for any type of control 
system design. U-control provides concise structure and less computational effort for its two inversions (one is 
the inversion of specified linear closed loop transfer function and the other is the inversion of plant U-model). 
This aspect can be explained through an inverse function 
1− , for U-control systems, it is a split into two separate 
functions of 
1
1 1
( )
c
G G
−=   (linear dynamic inversion) and 
1 1
2
( )
p p
G G
− −=  (U-model based root solving). For the 
other popular control system design approaches, it is at least a function of 
1
1
( , )
c p
G G
− , which is a common 
formulation in classical linear feedback control system design. It should be notes that it is more complex in 
designing control systems with nonlinear plant models. 
 
Remark 4: In regarding to the relationship in control system design between the U-control and the other major 
approaches, U-control is a supplement to the approaches and taking away the need for the plant structures in 
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controller design and clearly specifies the closed loop dynamic/static performances. It should be noted that taking 
the transient performance into consideration of designing nonlinear control systems has received significant 
consideration, and analysing their performance through linear system approaches is a key research domain [18]. 
U-control is therefore a promising procedure. 
 
In some sense, those, using the other approaches, well designed control systems could take U-control as a plug-in 
box to expand to control different types of plants. 
 
Remark 5: As U-control is fundamentally based on the assumption 
1
1
P p
G G
− =  , it is critical to consider the 
robustness of the resulting control system in the case of uncertainty, which is very common in practical systems. 
Surely two types of approaches are the candidates by adding additional robust control loop and/or adaptive loop. 
 
3.2 DESIGN PROCEDURE 
With reference to the aforementioned description and the block diagram in Figure 3.1. Here is a step by step 
design procedure listed. 
1) Establish a stable linear feedback control system structured in Figure 3.1, Assign G for the whole system 
transfer function in the closed loop setup. Specify G by means of damping ratio, undamped natural 
frequency, and steady state error and/or the other performance indices (such as poles and zeros, and 
frequency response). 
2) Let the plant model be a constant unit or the virtual pant 1:ipG u y= → have been achieved. To 
determine a linear invariant controller
1c
G by taking inverse of the closed loop transfer function G  using 
(3.2). Accordingly, the desired system output is equivalently determined by the output v of the controller
1c
G . 
3) Convert plant model into U-model realisation 
U-model with reference to the formulations presented in 
Section 2. 
4) To achieve 1:ipG u y= →  to guarantee the desired output ( ) ( )desiredy t v t=  , determine the controller 
output by solving an equation U-model( ) 0v t − = , that is, U-model( ) ( ) 0u t v t − =  
5) Locate/connect the blocks in Figure 3.2. 
 
 
Figure 3.1 U-control framework 
  
-  
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Figure 3.2 U-control implementation 
 
3.3 U-MODEL BASED ADAPTIVE CONTROL 
This was first studied in recent publications [9, 19]. Figure 3.3 shows a double looped (feedback control and 
adaptation) diagram that adds an adaptation role in dealing with uncertainties and disturbance by online updating 
model parameters. Interested readers can find the details in the aforementioned reference. Compared with the 
classic adaptive control scheme, Adaptive U-control does not request controller design in each updating step; it 
only updates the plant model while the controller is fixed. Here only the framework is explained briefly and the 
detailed expansions will be reported in the future publications. 
 
 
Figure 3.3. U-model based adaptive control 
 
3.4 ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS OF U-CONTROL 
This section presents the robustness analysis of U-control based on discrete-time H  using linear matrix 
inequalities (LMI) technique. Consider the state space equation in terms of multi-layer U-realisation (2.14) with 
an external disturbance vector  1( ) ( ) ( )
T
n
W t w t w t=  as 
- 
  
   
   
- 
U-model 
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1
1
1 1 1 2 1
0
1 ( 1) ( 1) 1
0
0
( 1) ( ) (x ( )) ( )
( 1) ( ) (x ( )) ( )
( 1) ( ) ( ( )) ( )
( ) (x( ))
n
n
M
j j
j
M
n n j n j n n
j
M
n nj nj n
j
x t t U t w t
x t t U t w t
x t t U u t w t
y t h t



−
=
− − − −
=
=

+ = +




+ = +


 + = +


=



  (3.4) 
Remark 1: Assume that the elements of the external disturbance vector are bounded, i.e., ( ) , 1i iw t d i n  = , 
where 
i
d  is a positive constant. 
To provide the robustness analysis, take one single line state of ( 1)
n
x t + from state-space equation (3.4) at first, 
and then extend the analysis to the other state variables ( 1)
i
x t + . Accordingly, take out 
 
0
( 1) ( ) (x ( )) ( )
:
( ) ( ( )).
nM
n nj nj n nj
jwx
x t t U t w t
T
y t h x t

=

+ = +


=

  (3.5) 
The control objective is to minimize the effect of the external disturbance 
n
w  on the state vector 
n
x . This study 
takes the discrete-time H  robust control technique into consideration, which the robust control condition is 
2
2
sup
n L
wx
n L
x
T
w
                  (3.6A) 
where   is a known constant defining the upper boundary of H  performance index. Eq. (3.6A) can be rewritten 
as 
2 2
2 22
n nL L
x w                 (3.6B) 
or equivalently 
2 2
2 21
0
n nL L
x w − −                  (3.6C) 
with 
2
2
2
0
2
0
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
T
n n nL
t
T
n n nL
t
x x t x t
w w t w t

=

=

=


 =



    (3.7) 
From the above formulations, it gives 
 1
0
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0
T T
n n n n
t
x t x t w t w t 

−
=
 −     (3.8) 
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Construct the positive-definite Lyapunov function with 
( ( )) ( ) ( ) 0
T
n n n
V x t x t Qx t=      (3.9) 
where 0Q  . Suppose the gradient of the Lyapunov function ( ( ( ))
n
V x t ) being satisfied in the following 
inequality, 
1
( ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0
T T
n n n n n
V x t x t x t w t w t − + −            (3.10) 
In order to prove condition of (3.10), take summation ( ) of all terms as 
 1
0 0
( ( )) x ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0
T T
n n n n n
t t
V x t t x t w t w t 
 
−
= =
 + −     
             (3.11) 
Since the first term of (3.11) is positive, then the second term is always negative, that is, 
 1
0
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0
T T
n n n n
t
x t x t w t w t 

−
=
−                (3.12) 
which is the same as condition (3.8)). Then inequality (3.10) is a correct assumption. 
Determine the gradient of the Lyapunov function by 
( ( )) ( 1) ( 1) ( ) ( )
T T T
n n n n n
V x t x t Qx t x t Qx t = + + −                    (3.13) 
By substituting (3.13) into (3.10), it gives 
1
( 1) ( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0
T T T T
n n n n n n n n
x t Qx t x t Qx t x t x t w t w t −+ + − + −     
(3.14) 
Now, substituting ( 1)
n
x t +  from (3.4) into (3.14), it gives 
( ) ( ) 
( )
( )
( )
( )
0
0
1
( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( )
( 1) ( ( 1)) ( 1)
( 1) ( ( 1)) ( 1)
( 1) ( ( 1)) ( 1)
( 1) ( ( 1)) ( 1)
n
n
M
T
nj nj n nj nj nj n nj
j
T
M
nj nj n nj
j
nj nj n nj
T
nj nj n nj
nj nj n nj
t U x t w t Q t U x t w t
t U x t w t Q
t U x t w t
t U x t w t
t U x t w t
 


 

=
=
−
+ +
 − − + − 
−  
− − + −  
 − − + −
+ 
− − + −


( ) 
0
0
( ) ( ) 0
n
n
M
j
M
T
nj nj
j
w t w t
=
=



− 


  
(3.15) 
In what follows, for simplicity, shorten the following notations as 
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1
1 1
( ) ( 1) ( ( ))
( ( 1)) (t) (t 1) .
nj t nj t nj n t
nj n t nj t nj t
t t U x t U
U x t U w w w w
   
−
− −
 −

− −
 
Then (3.15) is expressed as 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 11
1 1 1 1 1
Q Qw
Qw
(
T T T T
t t t t t t t
T T
t t t t t
T T T T
t t t t t t t
T T
t t t t t
T T T T
t t t t t t t
T T
t t t t t
T
t
U Q U U Qw
w U w
U Q U U Qw
w Q U w
U U U w
w U w w
w w
  

  

  



− − − − − − −
− − − − −
− − − − − − −−
− − − − −
 + 
 
+ +  
 + 
−  
+ +  
 + 
+  
+ +  
−



 ) 0t 
  (3.16) 
Further, it can be expressed in terms of quadratic form, 
 ( )  ( )  ( )
 ( )  ( )
 ( )  ( )
 ( )
1
1 1 1 1
1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1
1 1
Q
Q w
0
T T T T T
t t t t t t t t t t
T T T
t t t t t t
T T T
t t t t t t
T
t t
U Q U U Q w w U
w I U I Q U
U I Q w w I Q U
w I Q w
   
   
   

−
− − − −
− −
− − − − − −
−
− −
+ +
+ − + −
+ − + −
− − 
  
 
 

     
(3.17) 
and then matrix form of 
1 1 1 1
1 1
0
T
t t t t
t t
t t t t
t t
U U
w w
H
U U
w w
 
 − − − −
− −
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
 
 
 
 
    (3.18) 
with 
1 1
1 1
0 0
0 0
0
0 0
0 0
Q Q
Q Q I
H
I Q I Q
I Q I Q

 
 
− −
− −
 
 
−
 = 
 − −
 
− − 
   (3.19) 
Now, applying the Schur complement [20] on (3.19), it gives 
( )
22
1
11 12 22 21
0
0
F
F F F F
−


− 
     (3.20) 
where 
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11 12 21
1 1
22 1 1
0 0
, ,
0 0
Q Q
F F F
Q Q I
I Q I Q
F
I Q I Q

 
 
− −
− −
   
= = =   
−   
 − −
=  
− − 
 
Then condition of (3.20) can be simplified as: 
1 1
1 1
0
0
I Q I Q
I Q I Q
Q Q
Q Q I
 
 

− −
− −
 − −
 
− − 

 
  − 
               (3.21) 
Defining a new variable 1:  −=  in the first inequality of (3.21), it changes to 
( , ) : 0 0
I Q I Q
LMI Q I Q
I Q I Q
 
 
 
− − 
  −  
− − 
   (3.22) 
where the optimal values *Q  and *  can be calculated via Matlab LMI toolbox. The optimal value of   is 
correspondingly given by * * 1( )  −= . Applying Schur complement on the second inequality of (3.21), it gives 
1
0
( ) 0 0
Q
Q I Q Q Q I −


− −  → − 
   (3.23) 
which yields 0I−  . Then, from (3.23), it gives 
* *
0
( , ) : 0 ,
0
Q
LMI Q Q
I
 

 
  
− 
   (3.24) 
where the existence of optimal solutions for *Q  and 
*  means the robustness of the U-model system versus 
external disturbances. 
The robustness analysis for the remainder of equations of state-space model (3.4) can be proved similar to the 
above-presented procedure. 
 
4  SIMULATION EXAMPLES 
This simulation demonstration selected three plant models: SISO Hammerstein model, SISO nonlinear state space 
model, and an extended total nonlinear model. In the control system design, it formulated a commonly used pole 
placement controller for the three examples. The main purposes for designing the simulation tests of the U-control 
are as follows: 
1) To demonstrate the principle of model-independent design in U-control. 
2) To demonstrate a once-off design of the linear controller in accordance of a closed loop performance 
specification irrespective to the plant model structure to change or different models. 
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3) To demonstrate the workability and conciseness/simplicity of U-control, particularly in the design of 
nonlinear control systems. 
4) To demonstrate that U-control can supplement/enhance classic pole placement control. 
From previous sections, the design is divided into two parallel blocks: 1) designing the linear invariant control 
1c
G (thus ( )v t ) by reversing the specified closed loop transfer function and 2) determining the control input 
( 1)u t −  by reversing the plant U-model equation. 
 
For familiarisation of different notations used in U-control, this simulation section takes in ( ),t jy y t j j

− = − Z , 
( ),
t j
u u t j j
+
− = − Z , ( ),t jv v t j j
+
− = − Z , ( 1)( 1) ,j j tx t x j
+
++ = Z , and ( ) ,j jt j 
= Z  
 
Design invariant control 
1c
G   
In a popular approch, the conventional pole placement control [21] assigns the closed loop characteristic equation 
in terms of Z transform: 
 
2
1 2
2
( )
1.3205 0.4966
A z z a z a
z z
= + +
= − +
     (4.1) 
 
Equivalently the poles are located at 0.6603  i0.2463 within the unit circle (stable), a typical decayed 
oscillatory response with damping ratio of 0.7 and unit undamped natural frequency, this is a commonly used 
dynamic response index set.  
 
Assign the numerator polynomial in the desired closed loop transfer function as 
 
( )B z bz=       (4.2) 
 
where the constant b  is determined by steady state error requirement to a given reference input. Accordingly in 
this case study, to make the steady state follow a given step reference input without error, it sets up: 
 
1
( ) 1 1.3205 0.4966 0.1761
z
b A z
=
= = − + =    (4.3) 
 
Thereby the resultant transfer function is specified as 
 
1
1 2
( ) 0.1761
( )
( ) 1 1.3205 0.4966
Y z z
G z
R z z z
−
− −
= =
− +
   (4.4) 
 
It should be noted, while the condition 1:ipG u y= →  satisfied, it gives 
 
1
1 2
( ) 0.1761
( )
( ) 1 1.3205 0.4966
V z z
G z
R z z z
−
− −
= =
− +
   (4.5) 
 
where ( )V z  is the Z  transform of the controller 
1c
G  output as shown in Figure 3.1. 
 
To determine the linear invariant controller 
1c
G , temporarily, let the plant 1pG =  or 
1
1:
ip p p
G G G u y
−= = → . 
Then take inverse of the transfer function G  to yield: 
 
1
1 1 2
1 2
1
1 2
( )
1 ( ) 1 ( )
0.1761
1 1.4966 0.4966
c
G z bz
G
G z a c z a z
z
z z
−
− −
−
− −
= =
− + − +
=
− +
   (4.6) 
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The rest of the control system design will formulate the specific plant inverse 
1
p
G
−
 in form of U-model for each 
selected example, which will be implemented in each related sub-section. 
 
4.1 HAMMERSTEIN MODEL: A SISO NONLINEAR POLYNOMIAL [7] 
The Hammerstein style model, a static (memoryless) nonlinear block is cascaded with a linear differential equation 
(dynamic), is a good representative of various nonlinear dynamic plants/processes. Its control has been widely 
studied with model-based approaches [22]. The simulation example selected [7] is as follows: 
 
1 1 2
2 3
1 1 1
0.5 0.1
1 0.2
t t t t
t t t t
y y x x
x u u u
− − −
− − −
= + +
= + − +
    (4.7) 
 
where  , ,t t ty u x  are the plant output, input, and intermediate variable for the static nonlinear component output 
respectively. 
 
As explained above, the first step in U-control system design is generic to determine the linear invariant controller 
1c
G , that is, independent of the plant model and universally designed (as was done in the beginning of this section). 
The second step of the design is specifically working out the controller output 
1t
u − by inverting the plant model 
to find its U-model roots. Accordingly, to realise a U-model for the controller output, it uses the absorbing rule to 
convert the Hammerstein model into the following U-expression: 
 
2 3
0 1 1 2 1 3 1t t t t
y u u u   − − −= + + +     (4.8) 
 
where 
 
0 1 2 1
2 3
0.5 1 0.3 1
1 0.2
t t
y x 
 
− −= + + =
= − =
   (4.9) 
 
Then replace the output 
t
y with the virtual controller output
t
v  (that is, the desired output). Subsequently, it 
determines one of the roots by solving (4.8) as the controller output. This gives the following formula: 
 
( )2 31 0 1 1 2 1 3 1 0t t t t tu roots v u u u   − − − − − + + + =    (4.10) 
 
Figure 4.1 illustrates the simulation results. 
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Figure 4.1(a) Plant output 
 
Figure 4.1(b) Control input 
 
4.2 NONLINEAR STATE SPACE MODEL 
The control of strict-feedback nonlinear systems is a widely studied, challenging topic [23]. Many leading 
publications have used neural network model-based approaches to approximate the model set as a pointwise linear 
model set to alternatively design equivalent linear control systems [24]. The simulation example for the state-
space model is as follows: 
 
1 2( 1) 1( 1) 2( 1)
2 1( 1) 2( 1) 1
1
0.1
0.1 0.7
t t t t
t t t t
t t
x x x x
x x x u
y x
− − −
− − −
= +

= − − +

=
  (4.11) 
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where  , ,t t ty u x  denote the plant output, input, and ( )x t is a state vector respectively. This represents a second 
order nonlinear dynamic plant. 
Again, in the second step of U-control system design, it requires to work out the specific controller output 
1t
u −  
by inverting the plant U-model. The realised multi-layer U-model is expressed as follows: 
 
1 11 2( 1)
2 20 21 1
1
t t
t t
t t
x x
x u
y x

 
−
−
=
= +
=
  (4.12) 
where
11 1
1 0.1
t
x = + , 
20 1( 1) 2( 1)
0.1 0.7
t t
x x − −= − − , and 21 1 = .  
This is a two layer U-model structure. Accordingly, using backstepping routine with initial 
1t t
x v= works out the 
controller output 
1t
u − by inverting each line of the equations, as specified in step 4 in U-control design procedure. 
The simulation results are shown in Figure 4.2. 
 
Figure 4.2(a) Plant output 
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Figure 4.2(b) Control input 
 
4.3 EXTENDED TOTAL NONLINEAR MODEL [9] 
The control of nonlinear rational systems, which are modelled as ratios of two nonlinear polynomials, is even 
more challenging. Until a recent analytical U-model-based approach [9], these models were previously taken as 
examples of complex systems in neuro-control system design. The difficulty is that rational model sets are subject 
to total nonlinearity (both in the parameters/identification and in input/control) [13]. The selected simulation 
example [9] with dynamics (time delay) and transcendental nonlinearities was as follows: 
 
2
0.5 ( 1) sin( ( 1)) ( 1)
( )
1 exp( ( 1))
y t u t u t
y t
y t
− + − + −
=
+ − −
   (4.13)
 
 
where  ,t ty u  are the plant output and input respectively. Once again by applying the absorbing rule, it wields 
the following U-rational model: 
 
( )2 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 2 1
1 exp( ) 0.5 sin( )
( ) sin( )
t t t t t
d n n t n t
y y y u u
y t u u   
− − − −
− −
+ − = + + 
= + +
  (4.14) 
 
With the same linear invariant controller 
1c
G used as before, replacing the output 
t
y of (4.13) with the desired 
output 
t
v of (4.6) gives the following: 
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0 0 1 1 2 1
sin( )
d t n n t n t
v u u   
− −
= + +     (4.15) 
 
Subsequently, the control input 
1t
u −  is obtained by the following: 
 
0 0 1 1 2 1
sin( ) 0
d t n n t n t
v u u   
− −
− − − =    (4.16) 
 
Figure 4.3 illustrates the simulation results. Again, the bench test confirms the performance of the U-control. 
 
Figure 4.3(a) Plant output 
 
Figure 4.3(b) Control input 
V. CONCLUSION 
U-control has been featured in several publications. This tutorial has been presented to summarise and expand on 
the essential insights, formulations, and simulated case studies. We hope that this self-contained study can achieve 
the following purposes: 
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1) Explain/demonstrate the principle of model-independent design in U-control. 
2) Explain/demonstrate a universal design for multiple plant model structures. 
3) Explain/demonstrate U-control workability and effectiveness/efficiency, particularly dealing with 
nonlinear plant control. 
4) Explain/demonstrate U-control as a supplement to classic control system design frameworks. 
In terms of research techniques, compared with the two most popular control system design framework, model 
based and model free, this model-independent design effectively relieves the complexity involved in inverting the 
controller and plant together. The problem of inversion is reduced to inverting the plant model only, which means 
this framework results in an invariant controller that is universally applicable to the classic model sets and features 
no repetition if the plant model changes. The most critical issue with this design framework is its robustness 
because it relies on having
1
1
p p
G G
− =  . Accordingly, robust U-control is a central topic for research and 
applications. Additional demonstrations of its use in real cases will help to prepare it for wider application. 
In research methodology, U-control is simple/concise and uses basic tools such as poles and zeros for 
analysing/designing linear system stability, transient responses (damping ratios and undamped natural frequencies), 
and the small gain theorem for robustness analysis. All of these are fundamental in postgraduate courses. However, 
U-control effectively combines them to provide solutions for challenging research problems. It hopes this technique 
will be user friendly for industrial engineers working with ad hoc applications and easy-to-use for academics 
developing further enhancements of the method. 
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Abstract: This paper proposes a design method of model reference adaptive control for 
uncertain nonlinear dynamic systems using a U-model-based framework. The design is taken 
in two separate routines, i.e., classic model reference adaptive control routine and nonlinear 
plant model solver by U-model-based framework. Model reference adaptive control is designed 
based on the MIT normalised algorithms and Lyapunov rules are employed to select a specified 
reference model. The controller output is achieved by deriving the plant inverse in terms of the 
roots of U-model equations.  Different from traditional adaptive methods, the proposed 
controller simplifies the model reference adaptive control structure and the virtual controller 
parameter estimation is set up via U-model framework. The simulation results are conducted 
to investigate the efficiency of the proposed method. From these simulations, it can be verified 
that the system response of the proposed control scheme for nonlinear dynamic plant model 
obtains the same as the classic/standard model reference adaptive control design for linear 
dynamic plant model. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1.Background and motivation 
In the past few decades, nonlinear dynamic systems controller design becomes focal point of 
control process in modern industry. The efficiency and quality of the controllers directly affect 
the profits, which contributes to the requirement of maximally reduction on controllers’ 
complexity. However, the adaptive controller system, which aims to modify the behaviour in 
response to the variations in the dynamics of the process, is already a complex nonlinear system 
[1]. Therefore, designing a concise and efficient adaptive controller system for nonlinear 
dynamic model was motivated as a fervent challenge.  
The adaptive controller designs for nonlinear dynamic systems have been proposed and 
discussed in different adaptive control theory. Zhao proposed smooth adaptive internal model 
control based on model to simplify the identification of time-varying parameters in presence 
of bounded external disturbances [2]. Liu applied sliding-mode observer for MIMO uncertain 
neutral stochastic systems [3] and some researchers applied sliding mode model reference 
adaptive control (MRAC) to deal with nonlinear dynamic systems [4–7]. MIT based MRAC 
and modified adaptive control (MAC) are considered for pressure regulation of hypersonic 
wind tunnel in [8].  
MRAC is widely used in digital adaptive control dynamic systems design with online 
parameter estimation and adjustment. It can be applied to a nonlinear aircraft model with 
unknown structural damage [9] and a quadrotor UAV [10]. Nonlinear Hydraulic Actuator is 
designed by adaptive PID and MRAC switch controller in [11]. Besides, MRAC also be applied 
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for nonlinear switched systems under asynchronous switching between subsystems and 
adaptive controller [12] and human-robot interaction [13]. Meanwhile, the method of neural 
network combined with MRAC is considered for solving the nonlinear system [14,15]. Fuzzy 
logic controller based MRAC is introduced in [16]. Direct and indirect MRAC is proposed in 
[17] for multivariable piecewise affine systems. Modified MRAC is considered for inverted 
pendulum compared with MRAC [18]. 
MRAC is inherently nonlinear so the structure could be completely concise if it is analysed and 
designed through linear technique or plant. Up to now, the MRAC algorithms for nonlinear 
dynamic systems obtain numerous data identification or adjustment calculations, which cause 
strict requirement of chips resources and time.  
 
Enlightened by [3, 19–22], U-model can be deployed to reduce the complexity of MRAC 
applying to nonlinear dynamic plant model. U-model is a plant oriental structure apply for 
including but not limited to most smooth nonlinear dynamic systems. With the root solving 
algorithms, nonlinear dynamic plant model can be directly applied to MRAC and the reference 
model could be designed as a linear model. 
To address this issue, this paper will propose a U-model root solver for the actual nonlinear 
dynamic plant model, and a virtual plant model to substitute plant model in MRAC. The virtual 
plant model is designed as same as the plant model in the classic/standard MRAC controller 
system, and the virtual parameter (gain) could be time-varying estimated comparing to a 
reference model. The actual nonlinear dynamic plant model is overlooked by applying the root 
solving algorithms of U-model. 
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1.2.Contribution 
• U-model based model reference adaptive control is investigated as a 
supplement/alternative approach in application of adaptive control for nonlinear 
systems. 
• Scope of application is checked directly for the smooth nonlinear dynamic models, i.e. 
the Hammerstein model. 
• The proposed scheme combined with MIT normalized algorithms and Lyapunov model 
reference adaptive control are investigated. 
 
1.3.Paper organization  
The rest of the paper is organised as follow: in Section 2, U-model structure, MIT normalised 
algorithms and Lyapunov rules are presented. Moreover, the whole controller design of U-
model-based MRAC is also proposed in Section 2. The simulation and experimental results are 
demonstrated in Section 3 and conclusions are given in Section 4. 
2. Problem statement and preliminaries 
 
In this paper, we consider the SISO smooth nonlinear systems described by a form of 
NARMAX as follows [22]: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 ,..., , 1 ,..., ,..., ,...,y t f y t y t n u t u t n e t e t n= − − − − −     (8) 
where it is a discrete-time polynomial model and  *f  is a smooth nonlinear function. ( )y t  
and ( )u t  are systems output and input. ( )e t  denotes disturbance, noise, uncertain dynamics, 
etc. 
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Therefore, the U-model stochastics characteristics are defined as: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )
1
, , 1 ,
, 1, 2,...,
M
j
j
j
j j
U t u t e t
t y t i u t i e t i
y t U t i n

 

= − +


=  − − − −

= =


  (9) 
where ( )U t  denotes a pseudo variable, M  is the degree of the control input ( )1u t − , ( )j t  
denotes time-varying parameter including some model’s parameter constants  , the past time 
input ( ) ( )2 ,..., 1u t u t i− − − , the past time output ( ) ( )1 ,...,y t y t i− − and error signal 
( ) ( )1 ,...,e t e t i− − . For example, with such U-model framework, a NARMAX model  
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 2
3
1.1 0.6 1 0.3 1 1 0.4 1 1
0.6 1 1 2 1
y t y t u t e t y t u t
y t u t e t e t e t
= + − + − − − − − +
− − − + − +
  (10) 
can be treated as a pure power series of input ( )1u t − : 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
2 3
0 1 2 3
1 1 1U t t t u t t u t t u t e t
y t U t
   = + − + − + − +
=
  (11) 
where 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
2
0
1
2
3
1.1 0.6 1 1
0.3 1
0.4 1
0.6 1 2
t y t e t
t e t
t y t
t y t e t




= + − + −
= −
= −
= − −
  (12) 
To design the controller, the control input should be obtained by root-solving algorithms, such 
as: 
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( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
1
0
0
1
1 1
1 1
1
1
1 1
k
k k
M
j
j k
j
k
M
j
j
j
U t U t
u t u t
d u t du t
t u t U t
u t
d t u t du t


+
=
=
 − −  
− = − −
 − −  
− −
= − −
 
− − 
 


  (13) 
For linear plant models, the control input is 
 ( )
( ) ( )
( )
0
1
1
U t t
u t
t


−
− =   (14) 
 
Figure 1 Block diagram of U-model framework control system 
Figure  shows the whole U-model based nonlinear/linear control system [20]. 1U −  is a root 
solver such as Newton-Raphson algorithm for obtaining the roots, real controller output 
( )1u t − . ( )w t  is the desired reference input and ( )U t  is the pseudo controller output. 
 
3. U-model-based MRAC 
The actual nonlinear plant model G  is applied root solver 1U − . In order to apply the linear 
direct MRAC controller design, a virtual plant model vG  is constructed as the combination of 
the root solver 1U −  and the actual nonlinear plant model G  is considered to be a constant 1  
mathematically. The whole structure is shown as follow: 
Controller 
U-1 Plant 
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Figure 2 U-model based MRAC control systems 
As shown in Figure , the virtual plant model vG  is 
B
A
, which mathematically same as plant 
model in Error! Reference source not found.. The actual plant model in Figure 4 can be 
smooth nonlinear dynamic system.  
This is the online estimation and control law for a class of smooth nonlinear dynamic systems 
with U-model based MRAC structure. 
 
Apply pole placement to figure out discrete time plant model. Let the plant model written in 
terms of the forward shift operator q  as 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )py t u t=A q B q   (15) 
where py  and u  are output and input of the plant model. A  and B  are polynomials of degree 
n  and m . They are coprime and B  is minimum phase. Defined them as 
 ( ) 11 ...
n n
n
a a
−+ + +A q = q q   (16) 
 
Filter 
  
Virtual Plant   
 
  
Controller   
 
+  
- 
-  
  
Plant 
    
  
Estimator   
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and 
 ( ) 11 ...
m m
m
b b
−+ + +B q = q q   (17) 
where m n  and 0 0b  .  
A general linear controller is described as 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )pu t r t y t= −R q T q S q   (18) 
To determine the controller,  
 ( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )pu t r t y t= −
T q S q
R q R q
  (19) 
where ( )r t  is the reference input signal. Then the plant output could be written as 
 ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )py t r t=
+
B q T q
A q R q B q S q
  (20) 
The output and the input of the reference model can be described by 
 ( )
( )
( )
( )my t r t=
m
m
B q
A q
  (21) 
where mA  is monic and stable, ( ) ( )deg deg d− =m mA q B q , 0d >  . 
To force the output of plant model the same as the output of reference model, 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( )
=
+
m
m
B q T q B q
A q R q B q S q A q
  (22) 
which can be easily found as 
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( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
=
+
m
m
T q B q
A q R q B q S q A q B q
  (23) 
The roots of the close loop characteristic polynomial ( ) ( )mA q B q  are stable as the roots of 
( )mA q and the roots of ( )B q  are stable. Define the close loop characteristic polynomials as 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 10 1 ...
m m
m
n m n m
n m
b p p
+ + −
+= + + +mP q = A q B q q q   (24) 
where ( )degmn = mA q . 
To meet the requirements of (4.2.10), 
 ( ) ( )= mT q B q   (25) 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )+ mA q R q B q S q = A q B q   (26) 
Define ( )degn =R R q , ( )degn =S S q , 1en n n= + +R , and 2un n n= + +R S . (4.2.13) can be 
written as 
 
( )
( )
( )M
 
= 
 
R
P
S
C
C
C
  (27) 
where e un nM R   is the Sylvester matrix 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
11 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 0 0
2 1 1 1 1 1
2 2
1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1
1 0 0 0 0 0
1 1
... ... ... ... ...
... ... ...
0 0 0 0
dn d n d
n n m m
n mn n n n
a b b b
a a a b b b
M
a b
a a b b
a b
−  +  + − 
−  −  −  − 
 
 
 
 
 =
 
 
 
 
 
  (28) 
The coefficients of ( )R q , ( )S q  and ( )P q  are vectors 
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 ( ) ( ) ( )
0 00
1 11
, ,
... ......
n n mn
s br
s pr
s pr +
    
    
    = = =
    
    
          S mR
R S PC C C   (29) 
As proved in [23], if n nR S , the control law (4.2.6) is causal. Assume that deg 1n= −S  and 
deg 2 1n m= − −
m
A , so deg 2 1n= −P . Assumed that deg 1n= −R  and 2 2n nM R   to gain a 
minimum degree causal controller. Then  
 
1 2
0 1 1 0
1 2
0 1 1 0
... , 0
... , 0
n n
n
n n
n
r r r r
s s s s
− −
−
− −
−
+ + + 
+ + + 
R = q q
S = q q
  (30) 
From (4.2.13) and (4.2.17), we can know that 0 0r b= . 
The filtered output signal can be defined for a linear estimation model 
 ( ) ( )1n dfy t y t
− − +
m
= q A   (31) 
From (4.2.2) it becomes 
 ( ) ( )
1n d
f
y t u t
− − +
= m
q A B
A
  (32) 
To match the condition (4.2.13), ( )fy t  should be 
 
( )
( )
( )
( )
( ) ( )
1
1
1 1
n
f
y t d u t
u t n
u t n y t n
− +
+ =
 
= + − + 
 
= − + + − +
q AR + BS
A
B
R S
A
R S
  (33) 
Define the parameter vector   and the regressed matrix ( )t  as 
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1
1 2 1
0
1
...
...
n n
n
r
r
R
s
s

− −
−
 
 
 
 
=  
 
 
 
  
  (34) 
and 
 ( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
2 1
1
...
1
...
1
n
u t
u t n
t R
y t
y t n
 −
− 
 
 
 − +
=  
 
 
 
− +  
  (35) 
When 0 0r b= , (4.2.20) can be obtained as the linear identification model 
 ( ) ( ) ( )0
T
f
y t d b u t t + = +   (36) 
From (4.2.20) and (4.2.23), the model matching control law (4.2.6) can be gained as 
 ( ) ( ) ( )1
0
1 T n
c
u t t u t
b
  − + = − − mq B   (37) 
With the filtered plant model (4.2.23) and the matching control law (4.2.24), direct adaptive 
control can be apply with discrete time plant model. 
However, when the plant model is unknown, the controller parameters R  and S  cannot be 
obtained. So the controller parameters R  and S should be estimates by polynomials ( )ˆ tR  
and ( )ˆ tS  in q , which is 
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 ( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
ˆ
ˆ ˆ
t
u t r t y t
t t
= −m
SB
R R
  (38) 
 The corresponding close loop system is 
 ( )
( ) ( )
( )
ˆˆ
y t r t
t t
=
+
m
BB
AR BS
  (39) 
Define the parameter error 
 ( ) ( )ˆt t  = −   (40) 
where ( )ˆ t is the estimate of q  at time t . The filtered output error signal is then defined as 
 ( ) ( ) ( )1n df fe t y t r t
− − += −
m
q B   (41) 
By the parameter error, the filter output can be written as 
 
( )
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
1 1
1 1
0
1
0
ˆ ˆˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆˆ
ˆ
ˆ
n n
f
n n
T
n T
y t d r t r t
t t t t
u t y t
r t r t
t t u t t y t
t
b u t t
r t
b u t t t
 
 
− + − +
− + − +
−
+
+ = =
+ +
+ +
= =
+
+
+
=
 +
 
m m
m
m m
m
A BB AR BS
q q B
AR BS AR BS
BS
R R SAq B q B
BS R S
R
A
B
q
  (42) 
Compared (4.2.23) and (4.2.29), 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )10 ˆ
T n
b u t t t r t  − ++ =
m
q B   (43) 
Therefore, the filter output error signal is than 
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( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
1
0 0
ˆ
n
f f
T T
T
e t d y t d r t
b u t t b u t t t
t t
   
 
− ++ = + −
= + − −
= −
m
q B
  (44) 
The model matching error dynamics can be expressed in the n th order fraction form as Figure  
[24]: 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
t n u t
y t t n


− =
= −
A
B
  (45) 
 
Figure 3 Fraction forms of the plant and the reference model 
Then, the filtered output can be 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 2 1n n nfy t d y t t n t 
− + − + − ++ = = − =
m m
q A q A B q P   (46) 
Similarly, the reference model can be expressed in the 2 1n − th order non-minimal fraction 
form as 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
m
m m
t n r t
y t t n


− =
= −
m m
A B B
B
  (47) 
So that it can be expressed as 
 ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 1n n nmr t t n t 
− + − + − += − =
m m m
q B q A B q P   (48) 
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Define 
 ( ) ( ) ( )e mt t t  = −   (49) 
From (4.2.33) and (4.2.35), the d -step ahead filtered output error can be expressed by 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
1
2 1
2 1
n
f f
n
m
n
e
e t d y t d r t
t t
t
 

− +
− +
− +
+ = + −
= −  
=
m
q B
q P
q P
  (50) 
Define the plant, reference model, and model matching error states as 
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  (51) 
Moreover, 
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q q P
  (52) 
the state equation of ex  in the controllable canonical form is now then 
 ( ) ( ) ( )
0
1
1 , 0
e e f
x t Ax t Be t d k
b
+ = + +    (53) 
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where 
 
( ) ( )
0 0 2 1 0
2 2 2 2
... 1
0 0
,
... ...
00
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n n
p b p b
A B
I
−
−  −
− −   
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   = =
   
   
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  (54) 
The model matching dynamics becomes 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
0
1
1 , 0
T
e e
x t Ax t B t t t
b
 + = −    (55) 
 
2.2.1 Normalised Algorithms 
Normalised algorithms is used with MIT rule to develop the control law by less sensitive of the 
changes in the amplitude of the reference input [25].  
Let the discrete-time linear time-invariant plant model be as 
 
( )
( )
( )
( )
, 0,1, 2,...
p p
y t k
t
u t
= =
p
p
B q
A q
  (56) 
where ( )u t  and ( )py t  denote the input and output of the plant model, and pk  is unknown 
constant gain. 
The reference model is written as 
 
( )
( )
( )
( )
1m
m
m
y t
W
r t P
= =q
q
  (57) 
where r  is the reference input and it is assumed to be uniformly bounded. 
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The input ( )u t  is chosen as 
 ( ) *Tu t =    (58) 
where 
 
*
* * * *
1 2 3 4
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, , , ,
T
T T
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T
y
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  (59) 
and 
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u
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
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q
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
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  (60) 
where  
 ( )
2
...
1
n− 
 
 =
 
 
 
q
q
q
   (61) 
and ( ) q  is arbitrary Hurwitz polynomial. The eigenvalue of ( ) q  is in , (0,1]  q . 
Applying the matching equations 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
* 1
4
* * *
1 2 3
*
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p
T T T
p
T
m p
k
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P k
 −=
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p p
p p
q A q q q B q
q A q q B q
    

  (62) 
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we can find that p my y=  is achived. Using (62), ( ) ( ) ( )m mr t P y t= q , and p my y = − , the 
existence of *  can be guaranteed as 
 ( ) ( )( )**
4
1 T
m
W u t

= −q     (63) 
Let the certain equivalence adaptive control law [25] as 
 Tu =    (64) 
where 
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
   (65) 
is the estimate of * . As 
*
4
  is constant, (63) can be rewritten as 
 ( ) *Tm pW u = =q     (66) 
where ( )p m pW= q  , 
( )
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T
T
p
m
y
W y


−
 
 
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 
 
  q
 .  
Let the estimate
T
p
 =  , the normalised estimation error can be 
 
2 2
ˆ
, 1
T
p T
p p
e m
m m
 −
= = − = +
 
    (67) 
where * =  −  . When 0,1,2,...t = , the adaptive law becomes 
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where 
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p
p


 
 
 =
 
 
  


 ,  1 2,..., ndiag   =  is a gain matrix with 0 2, 1,..., 2i i n  = , ( )0  is 
an initial estimate of * . 0 0
1
0
p
c
k
=  . 1  is the last column of   and 2  is the last element of 1 . 
 
2.2.2 Lyapunov-MRAC 
Lyapunov-MRAC is a method adjusting the controller gain to make the errors between plant 
model and reference model approaching to zero, which is similar to normalised MIT algorithms. 
However, when the adaptive gain   is an excessive value, or performance of my  is poor, MIT 
normalised MRAC may obtain an unstable close loop system [1]. Lyapunov-MRAC is 
introduced to improve this phenomenon. 
Let the plant model written in terms of the forward shift operator q  as 
 
( )
( )
( )
( )
p p
p
y t
u t
=
B q
A q
 (69) 
Derive a recursive least squares update law for the parameter vectors ( )ˆ t  of a controller that 
asymptotically drives ( )fe t d+  to zero. The retrospective cost function decided the 
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performance of ˆ  by assessing the present value of ( )ˆ t  in terms of the past behaviour of the 
linear identification model over the interval d i t  . It can be determined as 
 ( )( ) ( )( )2ˆ ˆ, , ,
t
i d
J t t E t i t d 
=
=    (70) 
The retrospective error is then defined as 
 ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0ˆ ˆ, ,TfE t i y i b u i d i d t t d  = − − − −    (71) 
Define 
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  (72) 
Therefore, 
 ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1ˆ ˆ, t dE t t Y t t t R  − += −    (73) 
The cost function can be written by the notations as 
 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
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   
  (74) 
The recursive least squares estimate for ( )ˆ t  is 
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1 1
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  (75) 
Where the adaptive control law [26] is 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1
0
1 ˆT nu t t t r t
b
  − + = − −
 m
q B   (76) 
4. Simulation results 
Consider a nonlinear dynamic plant model G expressed by a Hammerstein model [20] as the 
follow 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 3
0.5 1 1 0.1 2
1 0.2
y t y t x t x t
x t u t u t u t
= − + − + −
= + − +
  (77) 
Convert the plant model into U-model expression as: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 30 1 2 31 1 1y t t t u t t u t t u t   = + − + − + −   (78) 
where 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( )
( )
0
1
2
3
0.5 1 1 0.3 2
1
1
0.2
t y t x t
t
t
t




= − + + −
=
= −
=
  (79) 
With the U-model expression, Newton-Raphson algorithm is applied to find out the root of the 
nonlinear system. 
Assume that the virtual model is 
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 ( )
2
, is unknown
1.3205 0.4966
v
v v
k
G z k
z z
=
− +
 (80) 
In MATLAB, vk  is set as 1  for initialization. For comparison, standard MRAC with MIT 
normalised algorithm and Lyapunov rules will be present by applying the virtual model (4.4.4) 
as plant model G  and the whole controller scheme shown in Figure 2. 
The reference model is 
 ( )
2
, 0.1761
1.3205 0.4966
m
m m
k
G z k
z z
= =
− +
  (81) 
 
3.1 MIT normalised MRAC 
Let the adaptive gain 0.1 = , 0.01 = , and 2 = . ry  is a square wave signal. The amplitude 
1r = . The results shown in Figure  and Figure  compared the U-model based MIT normalised 
MRAC control system applied for Hammerstein model and standard MIT normalised MRAC 
control system applied for virtual model without root solver 1U −  nor Hammerstein model.  
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Figure 4 Standard MIT normalised MRAC control system 
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Figure 5 U-model based MIT normalised MRAC control system 
The plant model of U-model based Lyapunov-MRAC control system is a nonlinear dynamic 
system (70) and the plant model of standard Lyapunov-MRAC control system is a linear model 
(73). However, both control system designs maintain the consistent system responses and the 
same reference outputs. Owing to the linear plant model in standard Lyapunov-MRAC is 
actually identical with the virtual plant model in U-model based Lyapunov-MRAC control 
system, the combination output of U-model root solver and actual nonlinear dynamic model 
can be verified as 1. Accordingly, the nonlinear dynamic system can be applied to obtain the 
same system response as a MRAC control design for linear plant model. 
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3.2 Lyapunov-MRAC 
Let the adaptive gain 0.1 = . ry  is a square wave signal. The amplitude 2r = . The results 
shows in Figure  and Figure . When the amplitude rise to 4r = , the results is shown in Figure  
and Figure . 
 
Figure 6 Standard Lyapunov-MRAC control system when the amplitude r=2 
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Figure 7 U-model system when the amplitude r=2 
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Figure 8 Standard Lyapunov-MRAC control system when the amplitude r=4 
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Figure 9 U-model based Lyapunov-MRAC control system when the amplitude 4r =  
Similarly, both standard MIT normalised MRAC control system and U-model based MIT 
normalised MRAC control system design maintain the coherent system responses and the same 
reference outputs whether the amplitude changed or not. It shows that the mutative conditions 
will not influent the intimate relationship between standard Lyapunov-MRAC control system 
and the U-model based Lyapunov-MRAC control system. Moreover, it can be deduced that U-
model based control system is compatible with other control system designs, not intending to 
improve the performance. 
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5. Conclusions 
This paper proposed a new method to directly apply smooth nonlinear dynamic plant models 
to MRAC with MIT normalised algorithm and Lyapunov rules. From the results, it is clear to 
clarify that U-model based MRAC control system maintain the same system response as 
standard MRAC control system. Particularly, the plant model of U-model based MRAC control 
system is a nonlinear dynamic model and the plant model of standard MRAC control system 
is a linear dynamic model. Furthermore, U-model based MRAC control system directly apply 
the linear controller design for nonlinear dynamic model, which reduce the complexity of 
system design when other MRACs for nonlinear model need to design whole controller system 
depended on the plant model. Additionally, U-model based MRAC control system is not 
antithetic to other MRACs methods. Accordingly, it is possible to develop more U-model based 
linear adaptive controller systems for nonlinear dynamic plant models. Further studies could 
be conducted on improvement of comprehensive controller design, such as accuracy, stability, 
robustness, etc. 
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